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PACIFIC FLEET
TO BE AT FULL
STRENGTH SOON

At a press conference, held yesterday afternoon, filled with questions about the tense Far Eastern
situation, Secretary Knox said today that crews of the United
States fleet, now on duty in the
Pacific, would be brought up to
full strength, immediately by the
addition of 4,200 men.
Announcing the steps as one of
several measures to reinforce naval strength without delay, Knox
said that the Navy was "pressing"
for the acquisition of 31 additional
auxiliary ships for the fleet's train.
He was asked whether he concurred in a prediction that the administration feared war with Japan in 15 days, and promptly said
think anybody
"I don't
"No".
knows." he added.
Meanwhile. the State Department was reckoning with the possibility that an emergency affecting
this country might occur in the
Orient. Not wholly in the background, however, some o:fficials
said, was the question of additional
aid to Britain.
The reaction of Japan during the
last 24 hours have been noted by
American diplomats keenly. The
re-opening of the Burma Road to
allow supplies to the Chinese, the
ban on American wheat shipments
to Japan, and the scrap iron embargo has been variously interpreNevertheless, the attention
ted.
which the administration is giving
to the (Vent was underlined yesterday by an extended conference
between Pres. Roosevelt, and his
two top Naval advisors. Admiral
William D. Leahy and Admiral J.
commander-inRichardson.
0.
chief of the fleet in the Pacific.
passenger
reported
Shanghai
liners were heavily booked far in
offices
steamship
advance and
were besieged today by Americans
fearful of the gather United StatesJapanese crisis in the orient.
Many American businessmen, accepting the State Department's
advice to get out of the Orient,
started a liquidation of their
societies
church
holdings, and
stepped up arrangements to aswish
who
missionaries
semble their
to leave immediately.
China
American-owned
The
Press, Shanghai newspaper. was
headlong
quoted as saying that a
collision between Uncle Sam and
Tokyo was inevitable unless one
changed its course.
Meanwhile in Europe, the Balkan flame was being fanned to
fever heat again as Hitler's troops
marched into Rumania "to train
Rumanian troops in order that they
might protect the rich oil wells
from sabotage". T,12g Italian drive
has been
on the Suez corm
slowed down, and nightly air raids
Berlin
both
were still terrorizing
and London.

State Commander Will Be Guest
of Local Post Tonight at ,
Clubhouse
State Commander James T. Norris, of Ashland. will be the principal speaker at a called meeting
of the American Legion tonight
in the recreation room of the
Woman's Community Clubhouse.
Former State Commander Joe
the
introduce
Lovett will
T.
speaker. who was elected at the
last state convention. Mr. Norris
interesting and forceful
is an
speaker.
Refreshments will be served. All
Calloway County Legionnaires and
ex -service men are urged to attend.

Russell To Talk
,,To Murray Lions
Fred Shultz, local governor of
the Lions Club. announced today,
that the Lions Club would hold
its regular meeting next Wednesday, at 12 o'clock. instead of the
regularly scheduled time, in order
that they might hear an address
by Chris Russell. Kentucky District Governor, from Miyaville.
Mr. Shultz said that Russell was
excellent
and
entertaining
an
speaker. and urged all Lions to attend this meeting.

•

Miss Haselden to •
Speak at State Meet
For Deans of Women
Haselden, dean of
Miss Jane
women at Murray State College,
is to be one of the speakers on the
program for the nineteenth annual
meeting of the Kentucky Association of Deans of Women to be
held in Lexington. October 11 and
12. it was announced today.
Miss Haselden came to Murray
from Winchester in 1938.
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MEETS IN
Dixie Coon Dog Races
Men Between 21-35 to Register for FDEA
MURRAY FOR TWO 5,000 Attend
Draft Wed. At County Voting Places DAYS TOMORROW Sponsored by J.N.Ryan Here Sunday

•
U. S. Navy's Most Mighty
He also asserted that the manner
Mrs. Mary R. Williams Will used in the present Selective SerArm Will be Brought
vice Hill is fair and democratic
be in Charge of
to Full Strength
and definitely under the American
Proceedings
Thes.. bill was
Way of Living.
LONDON BLASTED
signed by him September 16.
BY NAZI RAIDERS Wednesday, October 18, has been
After the men have registered on
as
for

Norris To Address
Local Legionnaires

a

THE LEDGER & TIMES

la Calloway
$1.00 'Tee'
Illarshall. Graves, Hoa-

set aside
Registration Day
the United States' first registration
for peacetime draft or conscription,
and all men between 21 and 35 inclusive will register at this time,
Mrs. Mary Russell WilliarrA, county court clerk of this county who
is in charge of local registration,
announced this week.
Thirty
different
registration
places have been set up within
this county and. it is the duty of
each man from 21 through 3.5
years of age to register at this
time. The Conscription Bill, passed recently by Congress requires
this, with the minimum penalty
for violators $5,000 and 10 years
in jail. The polls will be open
from 7 a. m. to 9 p. m., Mrs.
Williams said.
It is estimated there will I- (rom
Silo2500 to 3000 registrants ia
way County. Registration places
will be the regular voting booths.
In a proclamation
issued by
President Roosevelt, in which he
proclaimed October 16, Registration Day, he said that the people
of the United States must not remain indifferent to the impending
crisis, and that only haste in preparedness might prevent the United
States from meeting the fate of
other nations who have fallen in
a small number of days or hours.

suitable registration forms provided by them, the cards shall be
shuffled and given numbers. After
this they will be divided into four
different classifications, or groups.
Class 1—Those persons available
for training and service in the
land or naval 'forces.
Class II—Those persons deferred
because of public interests in best
served by their staying at their
usual work..
Class III—Those persons deferred because others are dependent
upon them for support.
Class IV—Those persons deferred
from service either by the law itself, or for physical disability, or
other reasons.
be
will
These
classifications
changed, Mrs. Williams said, if the
case is altered.
The registrant will be required
to answer questions at the local
registration place, and the person asking them
will fill the
blanks out. These cards will be
filed. Each
registrant will
be
given a small card showing that
he has registered.
After serial numbers have been
given each registrant, Mrs. Williams stated, the numbers will be
posted at the
local registration
places, and he may find out his

number. On a Day, about November 1, President Roosevelt will
draw the first capsule containing
a number, from a gold fishbowl,
thus starting the conscription program. The numbers will be ones
which will ascertain just which
men will be the first to be used
in the program, which requires
compulsory military training for
one year.
Then medical exar)ners. and
other necessary arrangements will
be made to find out whether the
person who has been "drafted"
may serve for one year's training.
If he is deferred, the 'next in line
will be called.
It has been stressed that only
enough to fill the quota will be
drafted, and those volunteering
from certain districts will count
on the quota for that particular
district.
For example if Calloway County's quota for the first draft is 75,
and there have been 40 to volunteer within the last few months,
then only thirty-fivg will be conscripted from this county. It is
possible that the bill will not affect some states, as there have been
.
many enlistments lately.
The questions which will be
asked the registrant will be his
correct full name, address, telephone number, age, date of birth,
place of birth, citizenship of what
country, name of person who will
always know your address, address of that person, employer's
name, place of employment or
t See Registration, Page 6)

Second Week ofSubscription J. R. PHILLIPS
Offer Finds Many Responsive
DIES IN HARDIN
•
The second week of the Ledger 1•14.11•••••••11.01=114.•$••••••••••161•1••441•5.1.6
, sensational subscription
& Time
LIST OF ELIGIBLE
offer swings around today, and the
MERCHANTS
office is being flooded with renewal and new subscriptions, with
Kroger
all interested in getting the big
Adam's Brownbilt
merchandising order offer now beHazel Lumber Co.
tng used in connection with the
Turnbou Drug Co.
drive for subscribers.
J. E. 'Littleton Co.
Tolley-Carson Grocery
At the present time, with each
Blalook's Grocery
dollar paid on a new subscription.
Mode/ cleaners
the Ledger & Times is giving sway
Murray Milk Products Co,
a 50c merchandise order to be used
Calloway Coun.y Lumber Co.
with any of the advertisers havadverVarshy Theatre
ing as much as a 10-inch
Capitol Theatre .
tisement in the current issue of
Bank of Murray
the paper. For each dollar paid
Miller-Pryor Motor Co.
on a renewal, a 40c merchandise
L. F. Thurmond
order is given. There certificates
are given to residents of Calloway
.•••••.•=•••••••.•
,
011
County only.
So let's start checking up on
your subscription. If you're just
a little behind, how about coming
in and renewing it under this ofDr. William G. Nash, new dean
fer and save money', If for some of Murray State College, will 'adreason you haven't gotten around dress a section of the meeting of
to subscribing to the Ledger & the )
Kentucky Association of ColTimes which is one of Kentucky's leges and Secondary Schools to be
leading newspapers, just drop in held at the University of
at the office and get a subscrip- tucky, Lexington, October 2546.
tion plus this Amazing merchanDr. Nash will address the condising order offer that cannot be
ference on Philosophy of Educaequalled anywhere.
simple— tion October 25. His subject will
proposition is
Our
be "The Underlying Philosophy of
almost too simple. Frankly, it's a
Modern Curriculum Making."
rebate on your subscription of 50
per cent for new subscribers and
40 per cent for old. This merchandise order we issue can be
used in buying ANYTHING from
the merchant it is listed upon. We
redeem all orders in CASH. The
merchants do not have to take out
the orders in advertising or job
printing. Upon presentation to the
Ledger & Times of these slips by
Probably the strongest ball club
the merchants, they will be paid to play in
Murray this season,
FACE-VALUE for them.
Conway, Ark.. State Teachers, will
Each week we will print a list furnish
for the Thoropposition
of eligible merchants in a front oughbreds here tomorrow night at
page box, and orders will be issued
9:15 o'clock, iri the local grid
om-,them, good for that week
opener.
ONLY...
The Bears, winners of two of the
So come in and let's straighten
your subscription out now if it is three games they have . played,
in arrears. Or if you desire, and were particularily impressive in
are paid up for a year, you may beating Abilene Christian 7-0, last
Incidentally the Texans
come in and pay for years to come week.
and receive the same bargain of- hold a 13-0 win over East Texas.
fer, we are making for the present Previou4, the Arkansans had won
gyer Trinity University 13-7, and
llme.
Then too, for those -who still had dropped a 20-12 decision tc7'
desire our previous premium offer, Oklahoma Baptist. Last year found
it is still available, however mer- the Bears giving the Racers a 21chandise orders will not be given 0 "nightmare" defeat in Conway.
with persons choosing premiums.
Murray showed a good defense
in its 0-0 tie with Morehead in
Ashland Saturday night, but its offense just "didn't go". The Racers
appear to have all the material in
the world this year, and if they
can shake off a few injuries to key
players, may be ready to start
William Howard Stone, 21, of knocking them off on the win
Murray hag_ yet to chalk
column.
Farmington Route -1, died at the
Keys-Houston Clinic Hospital, at up a win, as the first game was
noon Tuesday after an illness of lost to Louisiana Normal 20-6.
As if displeased .ivith his offense.
11 days.
Burial services were at Coles Coach Stewart is planning changes
Camp Ground and wme in charge in his bAckfield—all that appear to
of the Revs. H. P.A•Blankenzhip be adding strength. Sam Grider,
Wednesday who has played less than 15 minWilson,
and Lloyd
utes in the first two games because
afternoon.
The deceased is survived by his of an ankle injury will start at
widow, Mrs. Edna Stone, a daugh- the all-important left halfback poter, Wilma Jean Stone, his moth- sition, and Bob Perkins, sophoer Mrs. Zula Stone, two sisters, more fullback, will get the call
Mrs. Wess Jones and Miss Dorothy over !Ferrara and Cobbie Lee at
powerful
Nell Stone. and two brothers Ches- Fullback. Perkins. a
tene and Harold Stone, all of this runner, is the best kicker on the
squad, and is also an adept passer.
county.
Steve Levandoski will draw the
wingback assignment over Franweekthe
Spent
Smith
Crit
Mrs
cis LaBonte, veteran bait because
end in Memphis with her husband of his superior defensive ability,
who is employed with the DuPont and his willingness to block.
Company of that city.
will play the
Tommy Wray
_

Nash to Speak

Brother of Late Judge E. P. and
Dr. J. R. Phillips Succumbs
To Long Illness
John R. Phillips, of Hardin.
formerly of Murray and Ashland,
died at his home last night following an illness of over a year.
For a long time he was postmaster at Hardin, and then transferred to Paducah and Ashland
where he worked there until last
fall, when he moved to Murray.
He has been living in Hardin for
about six months. He was a brother to the late Dr. J. R. Phillips.
of Almo. and the late Judge E. P.
Phillips, of Murray.
Funeral services will be held
Friday afternoon at the Hardin
Methodist Church with the Rev.
Marvin Davis. Rev. Sam P. Martin,
Rev. W. T. M. Jones officiating.
Burial will be in the Hardin Cemetery.
He is survived by his widow
Mrs. Mamie Kellow Phillip s;
three sons. Cecil Phillips, of Hartford; John Phillips, of Ashland,
and Will Edd Phillips, Hardin; six
daughters, Mrs.
Lemons Miller,
Hardin.
Miss Francis
Phillips,
Mrs. Guthrie
Ashland,
Hester,
Sharpe: Mrs Sam Hester. Paducah; Mrs. Otis Cook. Paducah,
and Miss Inez Phillips, of Hardin.
Several grandchildren also survive.

Murray State to Meet Conway,
Arkansas Here Friday Night
•

Wm.Stone, 21,
Dies Tuesday

quarterback post. Pete Koss. still
hampered by a couple of injured
underpinnings, will probably not
be in uniform again this week.
Strength
was added to the
tackles this week with the return
of Sophomore Jack Dempsey from
the injured list. Dempsey will
provide adequate relief for Murray's inexperienced tackle brigade,
and might draw a starting assignment, this depending on the way
he shows up this wlek.
Probably the brightest light on
the -entire squad's performance at
Ashland was the improved playing of Roger Fuller at guard. Fuller, who never played a football
game in his life until he became
a freshman at Murray, played at
end
his
throughout
freshman
year, and half of his sophomore
year. `He got into only one game
last year. that against Transylvania at guard. His play in the
Morehead game gave Coach Moore
an unexpected kood reserve for
Lou Walters.
Co-Capt.
Eddie
Chupa, reliable blocker, will be
at the other guard.
Conday boasts a speedy attack
behind a veteran and powerful
line. Led by ."Wop" Heath, playing his fourth year as a Bear regular. and Dub McGibbony. a transfer from the University of Alabama, the Arkansans present' a
speedy front as eafti- of these lads
can click -off the 100-yard dash in
less than 10 seconds. Speedy Bob
Ellen, 10 second end. also gives
Coach Woodson's outfit a speedy
nd-around —play that registers
%1enty of touchdowns. The Bears
kicking will be done by powerful
J. V Hooper. fullback, who ripped
last yeaw's Murray line to shreds.
Edd Donoho, three year regular
at one tackle for Murray, is also
on the Conway squad.

Attractive Program Planned
for the 1400 Educators
Who Will Attend

Winner of Ladies' Event

CONWAY FOOTBALL
GAME IS FEATURE
The 1400 members of the First
District Education Association will
convene at Murray State College
Friday and Saturday, October 11-12,
in the 56th annual session of that
body, President
Hickman
W.
Balciree, Mayfield. Ky., announced
at a meeting of the board of directors here last week.
Counties included in the FDEA
are Ballard, Hickman, Fulton, Carlisle, Graves, McCracken, Calloway,
Marshall, Trigg, Livingston, Caldwell, Lyon, and Crittenden.
Speakers for the Friday morning program, October 11, will include: Dr. James H. Richmond,
president of Murray State College, welcome address; Dr. Maurtee F. Seay, KEA president, 1.-exitigton, "The Five-Point Program
of the KEA"; Dr. Hudson Strode,
University of Alabama, "Finland
Forever"; Jonathan Daniels, News
and Observer, Raleigh, N. C., "A
Southerner Looks at the South"; C
L. Francis, Church of Christ. Murray, invocation.
In the afternoon sessions, Dr.
ycie Southall, Peabody College,
ville, Tenn., will address the
elementary section, and Dr. Seay
will speak at a meeting of the high
Rubye
Miss
teachers.
school
Smith, Murray Training School,
will preside over the elementary
section, and W. L. Holland, Fulton, will be chairmen of the high
school division.
Group conference will be held
at 3 p. in. Friday.
John Mulholland, specialty entertainer, will be featured in the
Friday evening program, which
still be followed by a football
game in the college stadium between Murray State and Arkansas
State of Conway, Ark. The college
will provide
niusic department
music, tar the FDEA programs.
X'twine's session Saturday morning will conclude the 2-day program.

Entries Come From as Far
North as Wisconsin
South as Florida
BOB

Mrs. W. E. Vogel, Newark, 0., holding "Black Rowdy",
winner of ladies' event, as J. N. "Buddy" Ryan, sponsor
of the race, presents the loving cup.

High Winner

Sorghum Festival
Will Hear Lovett
Chain Stores Council Awed Cooperative to Find Market
for Product
Joe T. Lovett, Murray, managing
director of the Kentucky Chair.
Stores Council, will be one of the
principal speakers at the Hancock
at
Festival
Sorghum
County
Hawesville Saturday, it has been
announced by J Dan Baldwin.
president of the Hancock County
Sorghum Growers' Co-operative
Association,
Mr. Lovett assisted toe sorghum
co-operative to find a market for
its product through the Kroger
Grocery & Baking Co., when it
was first organized two years ago
by eight members of the Hancock
County Farm Bureau with the
assistance of Ben Kilgore, executive secretary of the ,Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federation,.)
Mr. Baldwin, in tellierg of the
Co-operative's success, said in a
feature article in Sunday's CourierJournal that the organization found
its principal market through chain
stores 'and that it was obtaining
70c a gallon for its sorghum in
comparison with prices that ranged
as low as 35 cents in the old priceslashing days. Recently, the Coopefative sold 27,000 gallons to the
Louisville unit of the Greet Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. Other speakers, in addition
Levett, will be Ben E. Niles, president of the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federatipn; E. J. Kilpatrick,
assistant state Farm Agent; John
E. Brown, president of the Louisville Bank of Co-operatives; and
William H. May. Commissioner of
Agriculture for Kentucky.

Baucum Wins Trip
To Kansas City
T. 0. Baucum, Cities Service
representative for this district, will
leave today for Kansas City, Mo.,
to attend a sales meeting Friday
at the division office, of the Cities
Service Co., in that city.
He is making the trip free for
having the highest percentage of
sales through a certain period of
time. During this period he had
174% which was "tops" in this
division. Mexico, Missouri's agent
was second with 151%. During
the month of September Mr. Baucum also won $20 for his fine
with the Cities Service
record
Company.
In the territory which Mr. Baucum achieved his record there are
28 operatives.
He will return sometime this
week-end.

John Williams, Troy, Ind., with "Red Oak Drummer"
winner of 1st Tree and 2nd line finals.

Tigers On Conference Top,
Play Fulton There lonight
•
6-0, before losing to Union.. City
by one touchdown and to Tilgh3 0 0 93 13 man last week 34-0.
Murray
3 0 0 121 ° I Fulton has the heaviest line in
Hopkinsville
2 0 0 81 0
Tilghman
2 0 0 88 0 the conference, but it is slow,
Madisonville
The back39 0 Murray „scouts say.
2 0 1
Providence
1 0 0 32 0 field is led by Darter White,
Sturgis
who
runner,
elusive
and
20 18 clever
1 0 1
Princeton
19 7 also does the kicking and passing
1 0 1
Morganfield
2 1 0 33 44 for the Fultonians.
Bowling Green
Murray came out of the ,May6 34
t.- 1 1 0
Fulton
9 47 field game in good shape, with
1 1 0
Owensboro
1 1 0 50 20 only Boggess and Parker on the
Henderson
41 7 injured list. Coach Preston Hol1 1 1
Trigg County
33 37 land predicted that Boggess might
1 1 1
Russellville
13 14 be ready along with Parker for
0 1 0
Mayfield
653 the' Tilghman game, in Padtacah.
0 2 1
Central City
7 89 November 1.
0 2 0
7 57
0 3 0
Marion
The Murray team is not expect0 153 ing any let-down this week. The
0 4 0
Elkton
Dawson Springs _ 0 4 0 18 117 Tigers realize they have a' good
More firmly entrenched on top chance to annex the conference
of the West Kentuaky -Conference title if they remain alert throughAlthough they
than at any other time this year, out the -season.
Murray High's Tigers tackle Ful- were keyed up for the major game
ton's Bulldogs in their first road with Mayfield. Coach Holland exgame of the current season tonight. pects for his boys to be able to
The game, previously carded for take Fulton in stride. The BullFriday night, was transferred to dogs are tough, however, and a
tonight to keep from conflicting battle is expected.
with the college game here, and
the FDEA meeting also here:
Miss Velma Ward spent the
The Bulldogs, under a new coach week-end in Paris, Tenn,. visiting
Herschall Giles, has shown plenty with Mrs. Flora Charles of Marion
of power in oustepping Marion Ill.
W. IC.' C. STANDINGS

"Woo.

411.

COPY FADED

TROY, IND., MAN IS
TOP WINNER, OHIO
WOMAN WINS ALSO

Pert§ MIss
Joe.,

MILLER IS
EVENT ANNOUNCER

At 10:00 o'clock last Sunday
morning. Mayor George Hart wel,.t.med hundreds of dog owners,
-log handlers and numberless spectators to Calloway County to participate in and witness the Dixie
Coon Dog Race,
National Dixie
sponsored by J. N. "Buddy" Ryan
at the H. T. Waldrop farm one
mile south of the city. Before the
-lay had passed it was estimated
hat more than 5.000 persons were
,„ai the grounds to witness `the
sport event.
In spite of a high southeast
wind and a dry dusty trail for
the races, the meet was described
a success to the -nth" degree and
was the most colorful event ever
Aaged within the bounds of the
"Dark and Bloody Grounds". Entries f-ore the extreme part of Cascade, Wis., to the southern ex..
Belle Glayde, Fla..
remities of
.ent enchantment to the annual
field trial sponsored by the Murray sportsman.
With. Bob Miller, master of the
microphone, on hand to be official
announcer* of the public address
system, and with the highly reputed Kentucky string band on
the stand, the meet got under
way at 10:30 o'clock.
John Williams' "Red Oak Drummer", of Troy, Ind., was top winn,er.ef the day as he took first tree
and second line finals. Guss Gillman's "Sport", Jackson, Tenn.,
raced into the money by capturing second tree finals. W. E. Vogel's "Black Rowdy", Newark, 0.,
a distinct threat in each of his
races, led the pack easily to take
over the award for winner of first
line final.
The fox dog event was an exciting race 'with a fast time being
,et on the trail. John Fleeger's
Beno", Evansville. Ind., romped in
•0 take first place in the line di. ision with Calvin Key's "Scotty",
f Hazel, pushing "Beno" to take
close second.
In the final race of the day, Mrs.
N. E. Vogel's "Black Rowdy", of
Newark, 0., won for his mistress
, beautiful loving cup as winner
f the ladies' dog race.
Dog owners and handlers were
iwesent from the following towns
,nd cities: Columbia, Tenn., Baldwyne, Miss,, Booneville, Miss., In.liaahapolis. Ind., Sordis, Tenn.,
Red Bay, Ala., Selver, Tenn., Belle
Glalde, Fla., Benton. Lynnville,
Tenn., Owensville. Ind., Neward,
0., Henderson, Tenn., Kirksville,
Nashville, Tenn.,
Walnut,
Mo.,
Tenn., Miamisburg, 0.. Union City,
Tenn., Jackson, Tenn., Cascade,
Wis., Evansville, Ind., Troy. 0.,
Murray. Petersburg, Tenn., Slate
Spring, Miss., Model, Tenn., Prankfort,,,Ind., Dayton. 0.. Lima Ohio,
Humboldt, Tenn., Elkton, New
Concord, Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
Mayfield, Huntingdon, Tenn.. Dover, Tenn., and Clarksville, Tenn.
,The bench show, always a feature of any dog meet. saw Fred
Barber, veteran dog handler and
expert of Murray, judging the following classes and winners, respectively:
Black and Tan: Newt Russel's
"Nick", New Concord; Blue Tick:
Leon Miller's "Jungle Jim", Humboldt, Tenn.; Red Bone: B. C.
Grimmitt's "Bob", Columbia, Tenn.;
Spotted: Jess Key's "Scotty", Crossland. Ky.; and Grand Champion:
Newt Russell's "Nick". The latter
was awarded a beautiful loving
cup.
Line' judges were Fred Barber,
Murray, and Bill Weatherford of
Baldwyne, Miss. Tree judges were
Jack Brown, Hazel; I. W. Wilson,
Lee
Baldwyne, Miss., and Edd
Prather,
Baldwyne Miss.
Miss
ula Graham,- Murray. was official registrar for the meet.
The summary of the day's races
follows:
COON DOG RACE
Heat No. I
J. B. Sisk (Red Jerry). Columbia,
Tenn.; W. R. Grisham (Ruff),
Baldwyne, Miss.; G. G. Chism
(Rowdy). Baldwyne, Miss.; C. C.
Morgan (Sport), Boonesville. Miss.:- •
W. E. Humbert (Hornet). Indianvolis, Ind.; J. W. Bridges (Dot),
Sardis. Tenn.; Geo. H. DePoyster,
I Hitler), Rey Bay, Ala.; 0. L. King
(Buck), Selver, Tenn.; Fred Cross
'Luck), Bell Glayde, Fla.; John
Arflack (Drummer). Benton. Ky,
First line. Humbert's Hornet:
second line, DePoystet's Hitler;
third line. Bridges' Dot. First tree,
Chism's Rowdy; second tree, Humbert'S Hornet.
Heat No. 2
W. R. Grisham (Dave). Baldwyne.
Miss.; Robt. bfeCarley (Spot), Baldwyne. Miss.; A. L. Martin (Lead),
,(Continued on Page 5)
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Hazel Will Celebrate Fiftieth
Anniversary Next Thursday, Oct 17

Alm°

High

School

JENNINGS WILL Murray
SPONSOR DANCE

High Come Back To Beat
Mayfield 14-13 Here Friday Night

Don't forget October 18. out
Community Day.
The morning
program will begin at 10 o'clock.
The program is as follows:
Shaken, Red's Hollow
Band Is
Mixed chorus: "I'll Take You
Behedaled to Play at
Home Again. Kathleen", WestenGrowers Floor
dart; "Grandfather's Clock", Work.
•
Devotional.
town of a similar name However
them off for losses, . and Bearl
.What it's promoter claims will
Williams Breaks Leese
some contend that Hazel was
Boys' quartet: "Standin' in -de
the World's Biggest Barn Dance
denied. Cunningham did a good la at the
be
couldn't
Tigers
Those
chosen as the town was situated
Need of Prayer". Spiritual ar- will be staged at the
Big Growers
however, and came back roaring. other (lank. Buist Scott, always
in it hazelnut grove. built on the
ranged by Peery.
Warehouse. Saturday night, with
The Cardinals in a bad hole with potentially a good player, turned
site of the late Dave Butterwurth i Mrs Lula Itutsen had a.e her -Play: "Danger at The Doer," by Kerby
Jennings. Murray news17 seconds left to play, kicked out in his best performance to date.
Sunday dinner guests, in honor of the seventh and eighth grades.
farm.
paperman and politician sponsormid-field, where Williams took On the alert throughout the ball
to
Mixed quartet: "Sweet and Low," ing it.
The first 'school was es:ahhshed her sister and husband Mr. and
ran through the .entire May- game he was the spark in the line
it,
Over 62,000 square feet of floor
Next Thursday. October 17. Hazel in 18110—it was a one-room affair. Mrs. Jimmie Wood. of Chicago, Barndy.
field team to the 3-yard line where on offense and defense. Blalock
111.
.
Who
are
here
visiting
for
a
'
Murray High's Tigers came a five of them pulled him down. A played a steady game at the other
is celebrating its fortieth annivers- Ine 1898. a graded school district .
Flag Drill, by the first six grades, will be available for dancers
ary as a town .and all Calloway was set up for the Kenslee corn- ; few days. Others present were
The afternoon program will, be- who may choose between the music step nearer that much-coveted pass from Buchanan to Polly was guard. Billy Lynn gave a sparklMr
;
.
...a
Mrs.
Charles
and
Wilson
e
County and West Kentucky is join- rn unity, and education took an angin at 1 o'clock and is as follbws: of Red's Hollow Band, who will Western Kentucky Conference title. I good for the yardage needed for ing account of himself at center.
ing with those citizens to honor mediate step toward rapid pro- baby Charlene. Mrs. Beide DavenPasstn' Paul Buchanan pulled his
Girls-50-yard clink ages 7 to play from 8-9 and 10-11 fur square by coming from behind to defeat the touchdown. Williams' first atCondancers, and Billy Shelton III and the defending titleholder, May- tempt. for the extra -point was passing up to 21 completions
tarieeend largeSt town in Cello- gress. In 1909. the first unit of poet and daughter Ann.
in
she present sebaal system was eon. ! ard Housden. Mrs. Lue Housdcn. 10 inclusive; 75-yard dash, ages his
orchestra,
playing
called
popular
way -County.
were
field
High,
in
a
'teams
14-13 thriller' be- good, but both
32 attempts in three ganeee but
he 'Mrs. Grace Wilson, Mrs. Decia 11 to 13 inclusive; 4 girls potato swing and sway stuff from 9-10 fore over 3000 bi
structed,
being
modelled
was
after
kick
t
second
who
did
-pa
r
the
t
isan
lads
His
off-side.
race,
fans,
the
chief gr8undseventh grade or under; girls
The growth of Hazel Is a quaint
building, which had
been Tyler."
true as the aim of a sharp-shooter, gaining was Ed Wilson Fernier and
softball distance throw, seventh and 1141. Shelton has just re- here Friday night.
story—one that has had its share old
turned from a summer's engageClayton Williams. Williams slithFlying without the services of and the half ended
of pleasures and disappointments erected at Hardin. The members1 Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Wood have grade or under.
Boys—Standing broad jump, sev- ment of the Boardwalk- at Day- their high-scoring fullback, L. B.
"Kenslee" was the naaa first ap- of this board which !erected the returned to Chicago after spending
After the Cardinals had failed to ering run' through the Mayfield
tona Beach. Fla., where he played Boggess, the Tigers
plied to a thriving village
1890. school building were Dr. Ebb Hous.1 a week as the guests of their enth grade or under; standing high
spotted the do anything but lose consistently team late'in the first half IN,IS per'before
a
half-million
people
durMrs.
ton.
Lue
W.
Housden
D.
Chrinnan,
and
sisrzaother
Kelley. N. L
jump, seventh grade or under; 4Cardinals two touchdowns be- early in the second hall. Murray haps The outstanding play of the
served by the Paducah, Tennessee,
boy sock relay, seventh grade or ing the sixteen weeks' engagement. fore starting a high-geared offens- took possession of the ball, and game. On this play alone. Tomand Alabama Pailereys. The -fitain W. H. Cloys, and FL I. Neely. The ter Mrs. Lula Hutson.
All
persons
over
60
years
of
Housden
Mrs.
first
of
Ben
school
Mr.
and
building
!
in
the
new
under; 50-yard dash, ages 7 to 10
ive that completely overthrew the sparked by the running of Farm- my Fenton blocked three men at
ran from Paducah to Kenslee and
age will be admitted free. The Cardinale
hold on the
back a distance of 49 miles. Pas- was uade: the to-principalship of ;Cottage Grove, Tenn., were kuests inclusive; 75-yard clash, ages 11 to
Little er, and the accurate passing of different times, picking himself up
floor is large enough, Jennings Twenty.
of
mother
Mrs.
his
Housden,
last
A.L.
'IL_____gsten
L.
R.
M.
and
13
inclusive;
boys'
softball
disThis was the Bengali' Buchanan came into Mayfield ter- after one was dumped to go to he
seeger 'trains consisted of one
Sunday.
tance throw, seventh grade or said, to accommodate 6000 dancers third consecutive win of the sea- ritory. Williams ripped over for ether. Although outkicked by ilkcoach and one combination ear .2-mail's.
dash, seventh at once, and bleacher seats have son. and Mayfield's firstIsiss as the touchdown, and then calmly Clain. Buchanan's kicking was the
Mr. and 'Mrs. Conrad' HOUsdea under: 150-yard
making a round trip daily. Theirea This was the only county school
been erected to allow spectators a compared to two
wins.
placekicked the extra point to best the locals have had for
was also one freight train operat- at the time, and the first county are visiting his ,brother at Cot- grade or under: boys' tire-rolling good view of
some
the dancers in action.
race, seventh grade or under tone
'high school was established in tage--Grove, Tenn., this week.
tug on the same schedule.
The Cardinals scored first, after sen dthe Bengals ahead.
time.
Jennings
said.
"This
barn
dance
'Phis road provided Hazel. whom !Hazel in 1916. The second unit. 1 Mr.. and Mrs. Everard Mason boy to ride and one boy to push). is sponsored this year for the pur- Farmer had spoiled a Murray ofPanic-stricken for the rest of
Cryor, former- Alabama high
Points will be given for first,
neither Kentucky or Tennessee with the gymnasium. was adcied land children Betty and Billy, enpose of assisting the promoter to fensive by fumbling. By consis- the game because Murray's line
seemed to care so much for. with ' in 1928. with M. 0. Wrather. prin- ! joyed an outing at Reelfeot Lake second, third and entries as fol- retire financial obligations con- tent driving by Logsden and Mc- failed to eleg anything but break school star, failed' to live itip to
expectations for the Redbirds, but
lows:
its. only outlet Tor a time, as the cipal. In 1937. the third unit was 'Sunday.
tracted during his recent cam- Clain and a 24-yard pass fo Bla- through and throw them for losses,
First place wins 15 points; secconstructed. Lowery Rains is the.
roasts and trails were very poor.
lock, Henry Cochran's team got to the Birds began to "lose their McClain and Logsden diet—their
paign."
Mr.
and
Mrs.
and
Ewin
Gipson
ond place wins 10 points; third
the 26-yard line, where Logsden chirp", and a last-minute desperate share in the ball-carrying. BlaThen according to older Cab- ' present Hazel principal. The pres- daughter
Sally Ann spent the week place wins 5 points; any other enskirted his own right end, and out- scoring chance was lost on a lock and Parr appeared best in
way citizens, a railroad battle in eat teachers besides Rains are Mrs. I
t end at Whiteville, Tenn. as the tries wins 2 poins.
ran the entire Murray secondary fumble, recovered by Duet Scott the Cardinals' line.
.
1890. when Henry. Dees waged a ;Kaska Jones. Carmen Parks, Ethel
There will be ribbons given for
for a touchdown. Cryor's attempt- for Murray. The Tigers took up Murray
relentless war against Crossland "Mac Paschall Geraldine Milstead. uests of Mrs. Gip:ions parents.
Pos.
-Mayfield
g
Galo
Hurt.
ho
is
e
1
yed
at
the
first
three places in each conaad Conyersville to assure Hazel : Judy Fences Curd. Modesto Branbasketball for the next few min- Cunningham
Mrs, Mable Jackson and daugh- ed placement went for naught.
LE
Stroup
Paducah, is how
me confin
nTdo to his test and ribbons given for largest
of this outlet of steel bands,.,
'don. Robbie Erwin, Mrs. Lowery
the
ball.
freezing
utes,
Dorothy
and
ter
Miss
Early
Brenda
in
the
Crider
second
LT
period.
a
Gilliam
room with malaria this week. • number of poipts won
in all.
..as a result of this battle. Hazel 'Rains, Murl Jon', Mrs, LaRue I
Clayton spent Saturday night Murray pass was intercepted, and
Maye
LG
Blalock
Warmath
and
entire
Murray.
line
the
For
After - these contests there 'will and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. again McClain and
was born. Because one men be- Davsi. and Mrs. Olga Freeman. I Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White were
Logsden, aided backfield
Parr
played good football. Lynn
'in Murray Monday on business.
be a softball game between Faxon Lloyd Houstora and children.
bald
vision, and well has time
by Pharris, drove down the field Albert Crider appeared to be'the Scott
Over 3000 persons are expected
HG
-Waldrop
foresee
ingMrs. Sara Ellis was a Paris And Almo which will be called at
shaVnt the
in
high gear to score from the 10- best tackle seen for more than a Brumley
idea of 50 to crowd Hazel next ThursdAy for
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Jackson
Harris
RT
2:30.
years ago to be one worthy of the the entire day's festivities. The visitor Monday.
and son Billy visited Mr. and Mrs. yard line with McClain carrying few years here, and Ben Brumley Fair
Rt"
Blalock
Mrs. George Smotherman and
Wednesday night of last week Lester Jackson and daughter Mar- the oval. A pass from
!fifth Ideals of that faraway day— 'morning's activties will focus on a
QB
McClain
to wasn't far behind. Capt. Billy Fenton
Pharris
for the fiftieth birthday of this manunoth pageant, "The Growth of baby of Detroit and Mrs. James the Juniors and the faculty went tha-Jane. Sunday.
Blalock was ruled complete for Fair constantly stripped the May- Buchanan
LH
Miller
arid little daughter of to Hale's Spring Park on a 'miner
little town of Hazel .represents a 'Hazel". directed by Mrs. Will 1.7r.der
Marshall Clayton and daughters the ! extra point, although the field ball-carrier of all interfer- Farmer
R11
McClain
period of progress in all that Jones. and an address by Dr. Will Fulton were the guests of Mr. roast and enjoyed the evening. Jerre and Tommie Faye, were the Cardinal end dropped the ball.
FB
Cryor
ence to allow backer-ups to pick Williams
ande.ears. Dewey Smotherrnan last
Last Tuesday night the Seniors guests of Waymend Jackson and
makes a successful desirable corn- i, etasee ass the "History of
Ra2ef.
' Menesiya
and the majority of the faculty family' Sunday.
mimity—education. business. Chris- :
At nqon lunch will be served bya Mrs. R. R. Hicks is in Paris this members enjoyed a Weiner roast
tianity. Today the largest town in
Miss Dorothy Jackson was the
:the Hazel Parent-Teachers Associ- week v
her sister Mrs. R_ at Hale's Spring Park.
Calloway County except Murray. •
guest of Miss Brenda Maye Clayation. The afternoon will be given B. ceseanae.
The seftball teams will meet ton Monday night.
it has grown year by year. It
Mrs. Minnie
amotherman of Kirk_sey teams at Kirksey Thurs.
hies the largest courtly high school, over to a field .meet
. . and a softball
Mrs. Molly Barnhill and daughHazel
has
West
to
"gone
dely
afternoon.
Detroit,
We
many and varied business interests, `
hope our ter lma Dean, were the guests of
th
ae Grand Ole opt"
of wshd. Mich_ for a. few weeks- visit
cams'
excellent
records
five churches, and a citizenship of at
aren't
Nashville, will present an interMr. Burton Boyd and family SunMrs. E.. D. Mi:ier had as her broken.
the highest calibre.
day.
eating and varied program in the guest last
week-end Miss Sara
The Seniors .are looking forward
The WWII, at first named ''KenMr.- and Mrs. Lloyd Houston and
auditorium.
15Oclson of Paducah.
for the arrival of their class rings. children were- the guests of Mr.
lee" by P T & A Railway AuA fair is being held in conjuncWeek-end guests of Mrs. Cora They are expecting them soon.
thorities because it was located
Mrs. Burton Jackson and famand
,At 7:15 p. m.: A play. "Grand- ily Sunday evening.
almost on the Kentucky-Tennes- tion with the day's celebration and West were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
see line. was incorporated in 1903. attractive cash awards will be West of Cottage Grove, Tenn.. J. pa's Twin Sister", given by the
Mr. and Mrs. James Lloyd JackAlma High
The first city judge *as T G. given for baking and canning, T. West of the CCC Camp. Padu- faculty of
School. son. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Merrell,
Marshall. and the Councamembers needlework, clothing, hobby and cah. and Leonard West who has Every one invited. Admission 10 Mrs. Mable Jackson, Dorothy. JackOn this occasion of Hazel's 50th birthday we observe cur 25th year of business
were E D Miller. R A Nance. antique displays, flowers. and a recently been in camp in Idaho. and 15 cents.
son, Hobble Buie, Edna Maye and
saakn White. and R. W Chnsman rural school contest Awards will : Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turn ow
ClayGoeble Wilson and Marshall
in Hazel. We appreciate the confidence the people fo this community have had
Bun Nix was the fIrst city asses- also be made for the- various di- and son 0. B. Jr., Misses Pearl
ton and children were in Murray
sor, while J. Robertson was the visions of agricultural- exhibits Thompson and Eva Perry and
Saturday.
during
that time in our prescriptions and our general drug needs.
the department being managed by. Mrs. H. I. Neely were in Mayfield
first city rnarshall.
' Mrs. Lester Jackson is the guest
ag.' Tuesday afternoon.
Rumors has it that Hazel was cscrarm Parks
'Smith-Hughes
est Mr and Mrs. Tommie Jackson
'
. James and grandMrs. Harmer
Cully Nesbitt is making sorghurn
named after the daughter of a riculture teacher of Hazel High.
daughter of St. Louis who has at the creek west of Tom Nesbitt's. this week.
railroad official. Kenslee was not
•
Mrs. Minnie Smothermare is
suitable knee there was another
'
.
a .da road our ciaaddhos been visiting relatives here Ion
It dopi
several days, returned to her home' visiting
her eons ,George and
Friday.
Elisha Smotherrean and their fam• Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron were ilies in Detroit. - -in Pans Friday.
Mrs. Eat Miller of Midway was
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Caldivell spent the week-end
visitor with her
the week-end in Somerville, Tenn.. nieces. Mess Julia Gunter', and Mrs.
The Sock and Buskin Club, draas the' guests of their daughter Tom Erwin and family and attendorganization of
Murray
Mrs. Ezet Rogers and Mr. Rogers. ed church services here Sunday. matics
HAZEL
Mr.'and Mrs. Alison Wilson and
Quite a crowd_ was out Satur- State College, has elected James
Stevens. Owensboro, president for
son
Claud
and
the,,
Mrs.
Quarterly
day
Grace
for
C.
conference
Wilii
son visited relatives and friends at Pleasant Grove. Rev. C. N. Joli the coming year. Mr. Stevens has
near Murray Sunday afternoon.
Icy, district superintendent, stressed appeared in the production "Winterser. "Mary of Scotland". and
Mrt. Gertie Grubbs and sis- the importance of "faith".
ter Miss Maude Walker, returned
Bro. K. G. Dunn .in his sermon "Brother Rat", and is business
home from Memphis where they here Sunday morning said Pleas- manager of the College News.
On the occasion of Hazel's 50th anniversary and
were the guests of their brother ant Grove should have a prayer . "We Girls", a 3-act comedy to
and family last week.
meeting. Churches with prayer be given November 1 in the colthe 40th anniversary of the Hazel school, visit
E. D. Hurt was a Murray visitor meetings are visually doing more lege auditorium, will be the first
Monday.
for the advancement of God's Sock and Buskin presentation of
our store.
Mrs. Charles Wilson and little kingdom . Have not we members the year. Joe Fitch. Springville,
Charlene Wilson visited her size and pastor, too, been carless about Tenn., is the student director of
this play. Which was written by
ter Mrs. Rceie Davenport. last Fri- prayer meetings at this place?
day.
Miss Euple Erwin was elected Frederick and Fanny Hatton. and
RADIOS • RUGS
, Mrs. Mare'in Jones and Miss. church secretary in place of her released through the Dramatic Play
•, STOVES
Marelle Orr were in Parie. Mon- brother, Carlos Erwin who is Service, New York City.
Plans for a .1-act festival to be
day.
teaching. Sunday.
! Mr. and Mrs. James F. Brown
Glad to welcome a young Mr. held early in December are' being
of
ris. Tenn.. were guests of her -Paschall who Sunday united with formulated by Sock and Bustin
sister Mrs_ C. W. Denham. and the church by letter. His mother and the Alpha. Psi Omega dramatic
Mr. Denham. receney.
Mrs. Belle Paschall and another fraternity. Representative schools
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely were son and daughter placed their from Illinois. Missouri, Tennessee.
Hazel, Kentucky
in Murray Sunday afternoon to membership with this church last Mississippi, and Kentucky are to
be invited to participate in this
visit
R. F. Gregory.
July. GROCERIES • HARDWARE • FURNITURE
" Mrs. Betty. James and daughter
riathe the 21 months old baby of event.
The schools will be classified
Miss Liable James had as their Mr. and Mrs. Pens Narita, fell
dinner guests Mr. and Mrs. Ver. into the fire where the mother into Group A, composed of schools
over 100 students, and Group
with
had been 'boiling clothes and reFifty 'years ago, the township of Ilazel was established. Ten
oeived painful but not serious B. composed of schools with less
than 100 students. The Sock and
• teams recently.
yearsIater, came the first Hazel school.
Several, from this vicinity lit- Buskin will present a cup to the
'ended the play. "Tom sawyer," winner of the Class B contest,
We take great pleasure ill helpin4 Hazel and Hazel high school
at Lynn Grove high school last and Alpha Psi Omega will award
Friday evening. The children and a cup to the winner of the Class A
celebrate 50 years of progress Off Thursday, October 17. We join
contest.
teachers of Lynn Grove school are
with all in making this a day of Homecoming. Welcane back, gradThe festival will begin on Deto be congratulated. . It was wonderful how the tiny _tots and'. on cember '13. when the "IT' division
uates_
and former residentS/ Yes, we are proud of our home!
up to the sixth' grade performed plays will be presented. The "A"
roup will present_their plays_ _on_
theif parts inelhe play
- You Rio WilTbe pro:A.144o own aliome Or- your own. While you're
Mrs. Mat Paschall of Harris December 7, and the novices will
Grove was the week-en visitor, be present for 'the Sock and Busin town to celehrattrilazel's Fiftieth AnniNCrsary, drop in
kin
presentation
Can't
Happen
"It
for a few
of her granddaughter Mrs. Otho
e8
—
Here", scheduled for the night qf
minutes and let us give you an estimate on your especial building needs.
Clark and Mr. Clark.
e seventh.
Mrs. Elsie Windsor Kivet. of
Chattanooga: -.Tenn., was . among
KEMPER TO STUDY.
th-ose attending . church services
eheic Sunday.
• C. Wesley Kemper, supervisor of
the College -Museum, Murray State
HOMEMAKERS' SCHEDURE
Teachers College, yesterday 10etb•
Parestine. Monday, Otober 14, at ber 7i began a year's training for
, 10:30 at the home of Mrs Nannie museum work in the Buffalo Museum of Science, Buffalo, N. Y.
. Falwell.
The students will heve sixteen
-Coldwater, Tuesday. October 15,
weeks of training in the several
at 1:30 at the Clubhouse.
Penny, Tuesday. October 15. at departments of the museum on an
In Calloway County, Ky., and Henry
February
County, Tenn,
10:30 at the home of Mrs. Effie assigned schedule. In
each will choose a special field
Watson
'will
where
he
serve
his.
appeenKirksey, Weeineeday, October 16.
ticeship during an additional 16at 1:30 at the school.
week period.
, Lynn Grove, Wednesday, October
Your Home May Be Put In Good Repair At An
1 16, at the clubhouse
Economical Cost.
Call us for estimates on building, remodeling,
Pottertown, Thursday, October
repairing,
at
10
a. 'm. at 'home of Mrs.
17,
roofing, weatherproofing.
Clifton Roberts.
•
Nees Coocord, Friday, October
! 18. at 1:30 at the horn.' of Mrs.
, Char7R—Stubblefield.
--The Lodger & Times is author—
ised to announce the following
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.
candidates, subject to the , action
of the Democratic primary, Tuesday, .Nofember 11, 1940:
non James and son Jimmie, Sun'
For County Board of Edecatioa
da
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Darnell and
Kea. ADAMS
Mr. .and Mrs. Clay Darnell and
'Fourth District)
Marilyn oriCirksey were guests of
Mr. and Mrs Toy Paschall and
LEE DONELSON
ate family Sunday.
Fourth District)

3 000 Expected
to Attend
Affair

Williams Leads
Bengals To
Victory

HAZEL NEWS
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S. Pleasant Grove I

Sock and Buskin
To Sponsor Play
Festival In Year

Welcome to Hazel!

•
We Cpngratulate the Hazel School System

tit
!Fa

1

Turnbow Drug Co.,

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17

We're Proud
of Our Home

•

H. I. Neely & Son

WELCOME TO HAZEL

50 YE:Ps PROGRESS
40W5 EDUCATIO

•

•

Check Your Roofing, Weatherproofing, Your
Complete Home Needs.

We join with the hundreds of Calloway county citizens,
who are congratulating Hazel on its 50th anniversary.
Congratulations to the school on 40 years of uninterrupted
service. As a Hazel business establishment, we say

We specialize in Building, Remodeling, Repairing
REMEMBER

•

Political '
, Announcements

Welcome Back to Hazel October 17

Phone 25

J.E.Littleton&Co.
Hazel,

•

HAZEL LUMBER CO.
Kentucky

Kentucky

Hazel,
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• shower Tuesday afternoon, October afternoon in honor of the tenth
1, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. birthday of their son, Thomas Ed
Loyal Bucy. The honorees were Adams.
the recipients of many nice and
Games and contests were enuseful gifts.
Friday, October 11
joyed. Prizes were awarded Betty
The Friday afternoon bridge club
Games were played and the Jane Adams and Phyllis Farmer,
will
meet
at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs.
prize was won by Mrs. Clyde folloWing which the children enVernon Stubblefield, Jr.
joyed .a weiner roast.
Steele.
Punch sad cake were served to
After the gifts were opened, reSaturday, October 12
freshments were served to the fol- Phyllis Farmer, Sara Lee SamMiss Joanne Fulton will be
mons, Deloris Anderson, Betty hostess at 2 p. m. for the regulowing gusts:
Copy for this page should be submitted not latex than Tuesday
Mrs. Bell Thompson, Mrs. Eula Jane Adams, Ronald Churchill, Jr., -tar meeting of the Children of
James
Howard Downey, Eli Alex- the Confederacy.
ZIkins,
Mrs.
Patsie
Bucy,
Mrs.
afternoon each week_
Clyde Steele, Mrs. Ruby Elkins, ander and Thomah Ed Adams.
• • • .• •
.• Mrs. Bute Fielder, Miss Velma McMonday, October 14
The Monday
afternoon bridge
Cage, Mrs. Lavern Bucy, Mrs. blayna Galloway Weds
club
will
meet with Mrs. B. F.
John Holshouser
Emma Kimbro. Mrs. Fay Fielder,
Scherffius.
Mrs. Hattie Steele, Mrs. Herten
The marriage of Miss Mayna
-McCage, Mrs. Cora Kimbro, Mrs.
The Mettle Belle Hayes Circle
Myrtie
Steele, Mr. and Mrs. Will- Galloway, daughter of Mr. and
Murray's first hubby and antique show, but to all who loaned articles
Mrs. Lee Galloway, of Farmington, will hold the regular meeting at
show came to a successful close for the exhibit, to those who as- iam Kimbro, Mrs. Lola Barnett, and John Holshouser, son of'Mrs.
last Friday evening after two days' sisted in arranging the display Mrs. Louise Steele, Mrs. Dula Bell N. A. Holshouser, of Symsonia, 7:30 p. m, at the home of Mrs. L.
J. Hortin.
orxhibition
attended
by —large and acted as hostesses, to the mu- Salyers, Mrs. Bell Geurin, Mrs. was quietly solemnized at four
crowds. _Sponsored by the Mur- sicians, and to everyone who had Thula Steele, Joyce McCage, Cres- o'clock Saturday afternoon, OctoTuesday, October IS
Bucy, Charles
Thurmond.
ray Woman's Club, the show was a part in making it a success: ton
The circles of the Women's So
ber fifth, by the Rev. Adron Doran
held in the new club house on the Women's Club expresses its Miss Ophelia Eldridge, Miss Moela who read the single ring ceremony elety'for Christian Service of the
Steele, Mrs. Frocie Boyd, Miss
Vine Street.
Guests
included thanks and appreciation.
Methodist Church will meet at 2:30
at his home at Wingo.
• s. • • •
Mule Kimbro, Mrs. Lonnie Eldvisitors from
Paducah, Benton,
The bride wore a frock of sol- as follows:
ridge,
Cora
Bell
Salyers,
Joyce
Mayfield, Paris, Princeton, Farm- Mr. And Mrs. Lewis Bucy Are
Circle number 1 at the home of
Salyers, Mrs. Annie Thurman, and dier blue 'wit brown accessories
ington, and other nearby towns,
Honored With Shower
and a shoulder corsage of Johan- Mrs. G. T. Hicks.
Mr. and Mrs. Loyal Bucy.
as well as many from Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Bucy were
Circle number 2 with Mrs. W.
Those sending gifts were Mrs. na Hill roses.
and the county.
honored with a household shower
I Effie Laycox, Mrs. Edith HutchThe only attendants were Miss L. Polly.
Much credit for the success of Saturday night, October 5, at the ens. Mrs. Flay Laycock, Mrs. Lou Marian
Circle number 3 with Mrs. W. J.
Mayfield and James Smith.
the exhibition is due Mrs. Fred home of Mr. and Mrs. Preston Elkins, Mr. and Mrs. Rudy CunMrs. Holshouser is a graduate of Mecoy.
Gingles. chairman and her co- Boyd. The honorees received many ningham, Lincoln Park, Mich., Mrs. Farmington high school and Mr.
chairtnen of different departments nice and useful gifts.
The Music Club will meet at 7:30
Rosine Johnson, Miss Robbie Steele, Holshouher is a graduate of Symas follows; glass, Mrs. Marvin
Games were played and prizes Mrs. Minnie Parker, Mr. and Mrs. sonia high school. He is employed o'clock at the club house on Vine
Wrather; colonial,
Mrs. E. J. won by Mrs. Aubrey Willoughby Stokley Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. by the Hale Motor Company, May- Street.
Beale, and Mrs. C. A. Bishop; and Mrs. Raymond Coleman.
Earl Knight, Miss Nerene Fielder, field.
foreign,
Miss
Mildred
Beale;
Wednesday, October 16
After the gifts were opened, re- and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Oglesby.
Immediately following the cereMexican, Mrs. A. F. Yancey; In- freshments were served to the folMrs. H. C. Corn and Mrs. Homer
• • •• •
mony the couple left on a short
Williams
will be co-hostesses for
dian, Mrs. Wade Crawford; Chi- lowing guests:
trip to Covington, Ky., and CinKirks's). Society Of Christian
nese, Miss Alice Waters; needleMiss Liza - Spann, Mr. and Mrs.
cinnati, 0. They will be at home the UDC at 2:30 p. m. at the home
Service To Meet October 12
work, Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin; art, llaymond Coleman, Mr. and Mrs.
with his mother near Symsonia of the former.
Mrs. Hugh Houston; hobbies, Mrs. Edmond Kimbro, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
The Kirksey Society of Christian after the twelfth of October.
Thursday. October 17
John Ryan; tickets, Mrs. E. S. Byerly, Mr. and Mrs. Lunch Cole- Service will meet at the Metho• •• • • •
The Home Department of the
Diuguid, Jr.; music, Miss Lula man, Mrs. Nora Bagwell, Mr. and dist Church on Saturday, October Entre Nous Sewing Club
Woman's Club will meet at 2:30
Clayton Beale; Girl Scouts, Mrs. Mrs. Tharp Futrell, Mr. and Mrs. 12, at 1:30 p. m. All ladies are
Is Entertained
o'clock at the club house on Vine
F. P. Inglis; Boy Scouts, Ralph Paul Futrell, Mice Hope Futrell, cordially invited to attend.
Wear. The flower arrangements Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Thurmond,
Mrs. A. F. Yancey was hostess Street. Dr. Fcrrest C. Pogue will
The program for the afternoon is
by members of the garden club at- Lula Ann Coleman, Billie Jean as follows:
Tuesday afternoon to the Entre address the department on the subject "Tomorrow What"?
tracted much favorable comment, Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. Ned ColeTheme song, by group; prayer, Nous Sewing Club and several
particularly the harvest display man, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Thurmond, Mrs. Betty Reid; scripture lesson, additional guests.
on the terrace. Additional pleas- Miss Ruby
Needlework
and
conversation
Joe
Parker,
Miss Mrs. Edna Swift; "The Call of the
ure was afforded the guests by Brownie Sue Parker, Mr. and Mrs. King," Mrs. Effie Hargrove; in- made diversion during the after- the honoree and dainty refreshan almost continuous musical pre- Aubrey Willoughby, Mrs. Oscar aroductory of afternoon discussions noon, and a salad plate was served ments, and a delightful, informal
afternoon was spent.
gram contributed by Misses Jane Barnes, Mrs. Eudell Erwin, Gene by Mrs. Autumn Ezell; report of by the hostess.
Mrs.
Roberts, Noviarta King. Patricia Thurmond, Hubert Barnes, Guthrie the work of Philippine Islands and
present included
Mrs. Frank Connely of Warsaw,
Those
Mason, Eleanor Gatlin, Katie Cost. Thurmond, Roy
Ryan, Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Sr., Mrs.
Leslie, Creston Japan, Miss Mary Reid; Korea and Ky., was an out-of-town guest.
.• • • •
Mary Elizabeth Roberts, Lillian Bucy, Miss Martha Spann, Zane China, Miss Mary Reid; Malay,
Katherine Kirk, Miss Mary ShipWatters, Jane Sexton, Helen Hire, Coleman. Miss Yada Mae Riley, India and Poland, Mrs. Mary Rad- Myers-Sampsell Marriage
ley, Mss. Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.,
Dalene Bottom, Annie Lou Rob- Eddie Riley. Charlotte Rachel Kim- ford; Africa, South America and
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk, Mrs. George
Is Of Interest
erts, Joanne Farris, Marion Treon. bro, Lloyd Boyd, Elmo Boyd, Mr. Mexico, Mrs. R. F. Blankenship;
Gatlin, Mrs. Godfrey, Mrs. F. B.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Myers
of
Eleanor Hire, Barbara Ashcraft, and Mrs. Preston Boyd.
Outland and little Miss Jennie
United States, Puerto Rico, and
and Jacqueline Sharborough, and
Those sending gifts were Mr. Cuba, Mrh. Elmus Carson; Bible Icent, 0., announce the marriage Sue Stubblefield.
of their daughter, Mydelle, to
William McElrath, Jerry Williams and Mrs. Otis Lovins, Mr. and Mrs. study, Mrs. Edna Swift.
.
• •• ••
Mrs. Richard V. Sampsell on Sep- Mozart Music Club Holds
and Bobby Garrison.
Ira Fox. Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Marr,
tember
27, 4940. Mr. Sampsell is
First Meeting
&Hectors
and
non-collectors Miss Mine Wilson, H. W. Wilson, Mrs. Alice Manning Honored
associated
with the Samsell ReOn Seventy-Ninth Birthday
alike admired the artistic display Mrs. Gingles Barnes, Miss Uldine
frigeration
and
Electric
Company,
The
Mozart Music Club held
of old glass framed against the Willoughby, Mrs. Daisy Shoemaker,
The
children,
relatives
and and Mrs. Sampsell holds a posi- the first meeting of the year Satwindows of the auditorium. Beau- Mrs. Brent McNutt, Mrs. Rommie
friends gathered at the home of tion with the Twin Coach Com- urday afternoon with Miss Lillian
tiful handwork dating from before Parker, Mary Kathryn Parker, Mr.
Mrs. Alice Manning, Sunday, Oc- pany of Kent. Following a two Wafters.
the Civil War to the present date, and Mrs. Lloyd Wilson, Mrs. Talwere
officers
tober 6, in honor of her seventy- weeks' trip through the east the
The following
old China and silver, stamps, madge Tut t, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
elected: president, Letricia Outninth birthday. At the noon hour coqple will he at home in Kent.
coins, books, furniture, clothing, Jackson, Mrs. Lucy Coleman, Mrs.
-William
McMrs.
Sampsell
is
a
granddaughbountiful
and
delectable
dinner
land;
vice-president
a
luster pitchers,
doll collections, Pete Henley, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Myers of Elrath; secretary, kva Frances
was served.
foreign displays, the art exhibit, Garrison, Mrs. Minnie Lee LassiThose present for the occasion the Sinking Spring community, Woods. Those appearing on the
interesting
hobbies, and
many ter. Mr. and Mrs. John Riley, Miss
were Mr. and Mrs. Otis Henry and and a niece of Mrs. Wade Craw- ptagram were Lochie Fay art,
others were pronounced . excep- Louise Thurmond, Mr. and Mrs.
children Rose and Milton, Mr. and ford and Mrs. 0. W. Harrison of Joe Thurman, William McElrath,
tional exhibits of their respective Dewey Crass, Miss Audrie Mae
Coleman, and Miss Belva Mae Mrs. Woodson Henry and daugh- Murray. and has other relatives Eva Frances Woods. Janet Smith,
kinds.
ter Evelyn, Charlie Henry and in the county.
William Smith, Betty West antl
Armstrong.
Space is inadequate to do juschildren M. A., Rayford and Floye,
Mary Jo Skaggs.
tice to the hobby and antique
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Floyd
Cagle
and
sonh
Williams
Entertains
Club
Following the program refreshMozart Music Club Meets
Larry, Billy, and Dale. Mr. and
ments were served at Collegiate
,Ssfrtarday Afternoon
Mrs.
J.
R.
Williams
was
hostess Inn
Mrs. Sam McCutcheon, Mr. 44
Miss Lillian Watters entertained Mrs. Jim McCuiston and sons Tom- Saturday afternoon to the Sunshine
Friend
bridge
club
and
the
fol- Monday Night Club Meets
the Mozart Music. Club , at her my and Dan. Mr. and Mrs. Emmet
PERMANENTS $1.00
home Saturday afternoon, October Michaux of Paducah, Mrs. Herman lowing guests: Mrs. Wilbert OutThe Monday night bridge club
Complete with Set $1.25 5
Small and son Bill also of Padu- land, Miss LaNelle Stress, and
met this week with Mr. and Mrs.
The following
piano numbers cah, Alton Michaux, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Will H. Whitnell.
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk, received the George Hart.
$
i—
were given:
Horace Miller, Mrs. Dottie Miller,
High score prizes were awarded
"Baseball Days," "The Postman," Oscar Henslee. Preston Stubble- travel and high club score prizes
and
Mrs. Will H. Whitnell the Mr. John Miller and Wells OverEnd Curl $1.75
and "Raindrops." Lochie Fay Hart. field, Faye Smith, Ara McCuisby. -The Man in the Moon," Janet ton, Rhoda Knight and Mrs. Alice guest prize.
'A dainty party plate was served
$7.50 Machineless
Miss Suzanne Snook and Dr.
Manning,
Smith.
at the conclusion of the game.
Forrest Pogue were guests, in ad"Good King Wenceslous," WillSteamed in Oil $5.00
• • • • •
The hosts
dition to members.
Riley-Tress Wedding Takeh
iam Smith.
Mrs. Ryon Is Complimented
served a party plate at the con"Sailing," Joe Thurman.
Place October Third
$5.00 Machineless $3.00
clusion of the game.
"Tbe Hunt," William McElrath.
Mrs. Joe Ryan was complimented
• • •• •
A marriage of much interest to
•
"On Yonder Rock Reclining,"
Friday afternoon when neighbors Fidelis Clain Meets Thursday
was
that
of
their
many
friends
,Eva Frances Woods.
and
a few close friends -.gave a
Other waves for all types
Evening
Following the program officers Miss Marcile Riley, daughter of surprise party in honor of
her
Mr. and Mrs. Carlin Riley, to Henry
were elected.
and textures of hair
birthday.
The
guests
gathered
at
Mrs. 0. C. Wells opened her
Refreshments were served at the Edward Tress, son of Mr. and Mrs. the Ryan home bearing gifts
for home Thursday evening for the
at reduced prices.
H. I. Treas of Kirksey.
Collegiate Inn.
An impressive ceremony was
•
read by the Rev. Cloys Lawrence,
Lydian Sunday School Class
at 11 o'clock October 2, in the
For hair tinting consult Mrs. Meets With Mrs. Lassiter
presence of Misses Eva Pearl HarOF PADUCAH
Scoby who specializes
The Lydian Sunday School crass grove, Melba Cochran. and Theron
Washer.
•
First
Baptist
Church
Russell
and
James
of
met
the.
in this work.
The bride was attractively atwith Mrs. Ethel Lassiter last Monday -evening. A pot luck supper tired in a dark green velvet dress
•
was followed with a short business with black accessories.
Both the bride and groom' were
These Prices Good till Nov.1 meeting,
Those present were Mesdames outstanding students of Kirksey
Moela Smith, Veneta Sexton, La- High School.
A delightful dinner was served
Verne Ryan. Eva Morris. Genie
Spence, Sue Jetton, Lillie Farris, for the three couples at the home
Minnie Love, Modena Hackett, Mrs. of the groom's uncle in Mayfield,
Lassiter and Anna Mary :Adams. Ky.
• ••• •
This young couple will be at
100 N. 5th St. Mr. And Mrs. Loyal Bury Honor home with the groom's parents.
Phone 10
••• • •
Mr. And Mrs. Lewis Bury
R. McCallon - Mrs. Scoby
Lynn Grove P-TA Meets
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Bucy were
Wednesday Evening
111111111111011111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111101111 complimented with a household
The Lynn Grove P-TA met WedAristocrat
nesday evening, October 2, at 7
o'clock in the high school auditorium. The business session was
presided over by Mrs. Bun Swann,
president, after which -the follows
ing program was given:
"America", sung by the audience;
by
Miss
devotional, conducted
Evelyn Lou Lockhart; discussion
Miss
Barbaraof "Our Flag," by
nelle Harris; "God Bless America,"
sung by Miss Odine Swann.
Sketehed from stock
The guest speaker for the evening was Mr. Max Hurt, Murray.
•
The subject of his very interesting
talk was, "Patriatism."
permeans
fit
Perfect
A large crowd attended and several new members were added to
fect comfort ... always
the local organization.
with smart looking RobMusical selections were given by
Whether
it's
shoes_
lee
Mrs. W. It Brooks.
•••• •
lata sports shoe of the
MRS.'HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor
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Hobby And Antique Show Is
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first fall meeting of the Fidelis
class of the First Baptist church.
Co-hostesses were Mrs. William
Caudill, Mrs. T. L. Smith and
Mrs. Rupert Saundera.
Mrs. Wells led the devotional
and a business session was conducted during which officers were
elected.
A social hour was enjoyed and
refreshments were served by the
hostesses.
Those
present included
Miss
Nellie Mae Wyman, the teacher,
Mrs. Wade Crawford, Mrs. Neva
Waters, Mrs. J. T. Thurman, Mrs.
Joe Johnston, Mrs. Alvis- Outland,
Mrs. Ben ,B. Keys, Mrs. A. D.
Russell, Mrs. J. W. Mecoy, Miss
Lillian Hollowell, Mrs. F. M. Perdue, Mrs. Amanda White, Mrs. Nettie Oliver, Miss Helen Johnston
and the hostesses.

Mrs. carter is

1

Havens was program leader for
the
afternoon, the theme of which
Mrs. W. Z. Carter was hostess
I was -Migrant Laborers."
Mrs.
Tuesday afternoon to members of'J. H. Coleman conducted the deher bridge club and several addi- votional using as her topic, -I
tional guests including Mrs. John Will Build My Church Where. the
Neal, Mrs. Will H. Whitnell, Mrs. People Are."
Two interesting
W. F. Baker, Mrs. Woodfin Hut- papers were presented, the first,
son and Mrs. A. H. Kopperud.
"These Migrants, Who and Where
The guest prize for high score Are They?" by Mrs. Ira E. Morwas awarded Mrs. Neal and the gan, and the second, "The lificlub prize Mrs. Rue Beale7g r a n t s'
Problem, Everybody's
A party plate was setved at the Problem" by Mrs. Rupert Parks.
conclusion of the game.
Delightful
refreshments ' Were
••• • •
served during the social hour to
Missionary Society Meets
about twenty members present.
• • • • •
With Mrs. Crass
Club Hostess

The Missionary Society of the Hale-Farley Weddings Is
First Christian tShurch met TuesAnnounced
day afternoon with Mrs. Maurice
Miss Kathryn Hale and Mr, K.
Crass with Mrs. H. B. Bailey and
D. Farley were happily united in
Mrs. W. B. Moser as co-hostesses.
marriage on Saturday, September
Mrs. Charles Williamson, chairman, presided, and Mrs. A. V.
i Additional Society on Page 4)
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the quality store of fine fashions

Answer the curtain call
for Fall .. .

5.
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=Nor

Plain 2-ply mercerized
"Pepperell" for
service—

Fluffy cushion dots on
fine marquisette
grounds—

•

Doubles and Singles
to Match

WPTKII1S

•

the quality store of fine fashions

s

•
RAYMOND'S
BEAUTY SHOP

FALL
FLATTERY
A-FOOT

DOUBLES

SINGLES

170 inches by 2% yards

96 inches by 2% yards

2.98

1.98

Here's your answer to large and small windoWs in the same
room. Fine marquisette in both plain and cushion dot styles.
Cream only. Inquire about our other unit in double and
singles to match.

Draperies . . . 3rd Floor

IN THE LONG RUN
YOU'LL FIND ROBLEE
SHOES ARE BEST!

•

est model or shade, or a"
hard-wearing shoe for
work . . . Roblee gives
you what you want at a
price you can afford to
pay:-Come in now! We
have all the latest styles.

Thomas Adams Has
Birthday Party
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Adams entertained with a surprise birthday
party, at
Thursday
their home

"Soldier Blue"
Pumps
8.50
A high style shoe of doe skin with
elasticized vamp. Heel end new
sole treatment of black and white
Java ring lizard.

ADAMS
•

Phone 106-W

West Side Square

ky

Prescriptions

Ideal for bridge gifts ...

MONOGRAMMED
-WE and THEY"
Gift Shop
3rd Floor

Bridge Sets
1.00'set

Set Includes:
•• sham bottom glasses

•111

BROWNBILT SHOE STORE

SPECIAL! •

Quality high polished sham bottom glasses

• 4 coasters that can be used as
ash trays or coasters.

at almost half the regular price. Boxed for

• Packed in a gift box.

them in our window.

bridge prizes and other small gifts.

• Complete service for bridge table only.

Shoe Salon .. . 1st Floor

Gift Shop .

Accurately and Carefully'
Compounded of Purest
Drugs

MEM\

410

)
#,,tc rit5si
•••••••••••••••••••.

•#

COPY FADED

•11..

4
s

3rd Floor

See
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Only a few close friends were
Mrs_ J. R. Oury and her house
The bride was attired in a love- Grace Wyatt, Miss Ella Welting at a weiner roast at her home Frank Albert Stubblefield and
guest. Mrs. Frank Connely of War- ly dress of royal blue with navy and Mrs.' Joe Garton.
Wednesday evening, and tonight little Miss Jennie Sue Stubblefield. present for the nuptials. Those at•••••
tending were Misses Francis Gatsaw. Ky.. Will spend the weekend accessories.
Mrs. Murbach was presented and Miss Gracie Nell Jones is having
lin and Marjorie Bowden, of Murin Memphis. --Mrs. W. T. Wadlinga dinner bridge.
Miss Edith Jones Is Bride Of
A wedding dinner was served made the principid address of the guests for
,
• • •••
ray; R. C. Ross, and Clenton Roper,
ton will visit in Gracie during Mrs. for Mr. and Mrs. Farley in the evening. Her topic concerned the
Ralph Wade Pa.schall
of. Hickman; Joe prooks Phillips,
Oury's absence.
marriage of Miss Edith Benton; and Todd Yates, of PrinceThe
home of the bride's parent. Those work of the AAUW and the neces- Miss Mason To Broadcast Over
Chicago Station
Mr. and Mrs. Yewell Harrison of present were Mr and Mrs. James sity for a united front on the part
Marie Jones, daughter of Mr. and
ton.
Fulton were guests Sunday of Mr. Tabors and little daughter Jeanie. of American women in the present
Miss Marilyn Mason. the daugh- Mrs. T. R. Jones, of Wert Main,
The bride was attractively atand Mrs. 0. W. Harrison. Thet Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Farley, Mr. day crisis.
ter of Dr. and Mrs. R. M. Mason, and Ralph Wade Paschall. foster
in a Wintergreen dress with
• Mr. and Mrs. Sam Sullivan, of Concord. while her father and were accompanied home by the
and Mrs. Jack Snow. who were
Covers were laid for forty-eight and a student at Northwestern son of Dr. and Mrs. A. D. Pas- tired accessories, and wore'a corWarren
Lee
-Memphis, visited her parents. Mr. mother. Mr. and Y.s.
little daughter, Margaret Lee. who married on the same day. Mr. and guests.
University, will be heard Monday chall, of Puryear, Tenn., was quiet- yellow
and Mrs. J. J. Albritton, of South Fox, of. near Geasitsville. were had spent the past three weeks Mrs. Ben Dunn and family, Roy
evening at nine o'clock in a broad- ly solemnized at five o'clock. Sat- sage of gardenias. Miss Gatlin
on a business trip to Chicago.
3rd St.. over, the weekend
with her grandparents. Mr. and Bolen, Miss Virginia Edwards. Will Mrs.
cast over station'WIND, Chicago at urday afternoon, October the fifth, wore a red and black tailored suit
Parker h Club Hostess
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Fox of Murray. Mrs. 0. W. Harrison and Mr. and Stanton Rogers and Miss Faye
550 kilocycles .
Mrs. H. P. Wear has been in
by the Rev. A. V. Havens in the with black accessories. Miss Bow,
Mrs. Joe Parker had guests for
First Christian den chose for the occasion a Beige
Atlaista the past two months visit- Mr. and Mrs. Lee Warren Fox of Mrs. W. W. Cole, and by Mrs. Nan- Rogers.
,Miss Mason, who - is majoring study of the
yesterday
afternoon
at
her
bridge
dress with brown accessories.
ire her daughter. Mrs. Paul B. near Gilberts:elite were in Chicago nie Crewford who will remain for
A supper was also served in the home on Vine Street including in speech, will have the leading Church.
visit
with
them.
Willis and Mr. Willi.. Sin will be last week on business. They first a
Mrs. Hodges graduated front the
home of the bridegroom's parents, members of her club and Mrs. A. role in the play "All the Earth,"
The bride wore a frock of black
Rowlett
spent
the
Mrs.
Tom
there
joined this week by Mrs. W. S. went to Frankfort. Ky. From
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Farley.
which is being produced under the silk faille with harmonizing ac- Murray Training School last spring,
Ardell
Knight
Kopperud,
Mrs.
H.
weekend
in
Baton
Rouge.
La.
on
to
Indianapolis.
Ind.,
and
•••• •
Swann. They will visit points of to
ra
supervision of the Northwestern cessories: and wore a corsage of and Is now a student in MugrTank
snd Mrs. Hillman Thurman.
Mrs.• Maurice Crass fell at her
interest in Georgia, after which Springfield. Ill., and then Chicago.
e groom, a
Seger Creek Missionary
Playhouse,
brier cliff roses. She was attended State College. The
I
for
score
club
prize
high
The
they will go to Jacksonville. Fla., They also visited many other plac- home last Thursday and suffered
Hickman
High
School,
—
Society Meets Thursday
by Mess Sue Farmer, of Murray. uate -(pf
a broken bone in her ankle.
was won by Mrs. Max Churchill
for a visit with Mr. and Mrsa Ray en of interest while away.
student
of
forer
Murray
State.
I
:
r
h
Paris.
a
and Mrs. Gordon Paschall, of
The Woman's Missionary Society and the visitor's high by Mrs. Arts And Crafts Club Meets
George Hart left Tuesday night
mond Pearson and sins. Hugh. and
Mm Jane Orr was hostess Friday
The couple hive not announced
Male attendants for the
Tenn.
Wednesday
of Sugar Creek met Thursday, Oc- i(upperud.
a sight-seeing tour of north Flors Virginia. Bing- to attend the banker's convention
Murtheir plans as yet..
White,'
Otine
nuptials
were
tober 3, for the Royal Service
Sr.,
Louisville.
Stubblefield,
in
Vernon
Mrs.
• • • ••
A delightful salad plate was
ham. Rosalyn Talor, Pat Teagisber.
Mrs. Walter Baylor of Washing- program which was indeed inter- served at the conclusion of the was hostess to the Arts and Crafts ray, and Gordon Paschall, of Paris.
Mr and Mrs. ,J. B. DeJarnatt- ahd Isabel Cain, all of Mayfield.
Morris
Alice
Mary
of
graduate
a
esting.
Paschall
is
Nihe members and one game.
Mrs.
Club Wednesday afternoon at her
Louisville. are guests of Mr. and Miss Cain remained through Sun- ton, D. C., is the guest of her
Weds Paul Rogers
home on Main St. A profusion of Murray High School and attended
Mrs -Joe T Lovett and sons on thte day. while the others returned mother. Mrs. E. S. Diuguid. Sr. visitor were present.
At two o'clock Saturday afterThe theme to be used for the
Mr. Taylor has returned. to Washfall flowers was used throughout Murray State College. Mrs. PasHazel Road today and tomorrow. Saturday.
Parties Compliment Visitors
graduate of the Murray noon, October fifth, Miss Mary •
current year is "Steadfast in a
ington.
en route to Louisiana fer a vacaMr. and Mrs. Fred Eisinger of the rooms, and a centerpiece for chall is a
Cec i 1 McClinton. commercial
Mrs. W. S. •Swann • left todaynto Changing World." Topic of the Washington have been delightfully the table in the dining room.
State College, and is now employed Alice Morris, daughter of Mr. and
tion. Mr. DeJarnatt issaseneral sup- teacher at Hardinsburg, spent last
Highway Mrs. J. 0. Morris, of Hazel. KY-,
erintendent of the Louisville unit weekend visiting his parents. Mr. spend several weeks in Atlanta, month is "God's Unchanging Plan enteftained during their visit with
The hours were spent in needle- by the Tennessee State
became the bride of Paul Rogers,
of Stewardship."' .- of the Great Atlantic 8ePacific Tea and Mrs. C. V. McCuistons of Bran- Ga., and Jacksonville. Fla.
work and conversation. The host- Department.
her
grandparents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Ed Filbeck spent several
The, program follows.: ,
The couple left for a short wed- son of Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Rogers.
Co., and is in charge of operations don, and attending the meeting of
ess served a delightful salad plate,
Schroeder.
B.
F.
days last week in Memphis with
Hymn, "How Firm a Fdundading trip through Tennessee, and of Murray. The ceremony was
in both Kentucky and Tennessee.
On Thursday evening of last and tiny memorandum books were
the Kentucky _Bueiness Education
home in Furyear,. Tenn. performed at the home of the of'Mr. Harold Brandon has 'accepted Association, - at the college. His her daughter. Miss Mary Virginia lion': Watch Word: "Be ye stead- week they were guests of Miss presented the guests as souvenir!' will be
• • •• •
ficiating , minister, Rev. J. B.
a position • as stenographer and wife, Mrs. McCuiston. is teaching Diuguid. She was accompanied fast unmovable. always bounding Mary Martha Overby at her home. of the occasion.
Hardeman. "St Sedalia.
Virginia
Hoffman
Mary
Miss
clerk with Dunn & Bradetreet. St. commerce in the high school at home by Miss Diuguid who spent in the work of -the Lord," I. Cor. On Monday evening Miss Kathleen
club
included
Those present
in
Murray.
the weekend
15:58; Bible study. "What Your
Weds Marvin Hodges
The only attendants were Mr.
Louis. Mo . after having completed Douglas, Alabama.
,
Robertson had guests for dinner members and - the following visitMrs.
F.
P.
Inglis.
Miss
Bertie
Money Represents,- Rom. 12:1, 2.
a general business course here.
Tuesday evening. October eighth. and Mrs. John Reynolds and the
ors: Mrs. C. H. Bradley, Mrs. Jack
in their honor. .
Coleman
McKee',
W.
P.
Russell.
Mrs.
Manor.
Miss
Alice
Kees
and
Matt.
Mrs.
FilRoberts,
6-11; 25:44-51, by
Miss Sarah Dodsob. of Paducah,
Mr. and Mrs. Eaf Huie gave a Beale, Mrs. Homer Williams, Mrs. Miss -Mary Virginia Hoffman, at- bride's cousin, Mrs. Bill
Edd Kellow. Ben Wallace, and A. M. Wolfton represented the sie McClain: prayer: That this
was the wekeend guest of Miss Frank Ryan attended
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. of Orlando, Fla.
Kirk,
tractive
Katherine
Mrs.
Filbeck,
Ed
home
Tuespicnic
supper
at
their
the Murray- Murray branch Of the A.A.U.W. at program may help us to a better
Hilda Dulaney.
College Addition,
The bride wore for her wedding
Morehead game in Ashland last the state board meeting in Bowl- understanding of God's unchanging day evening. Their guests included Mrs. Walter Taylor of Washington, B. J. Hoffman, of
Mrs. Richard jtudd Cullum and
Eisinger, Harold D. C.. Mrs. George Gatlin, Miss became the bride of Marvin a tucked model of ricer blue
Mr.
and
Mrs.
weekend.
Saturday.
Green
ing
plan of stewardship, Mrs. Hilda
daughter. Julia. are visiting their
Holton, Hodges, son of Mr. and _Mrs. J. A. wool with black accessories. At
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Wells 'of Maupin; hymn, "Is Your Life -a Schroeder, Mrs. Willie Linn, Miss Ruth Lassiter, Mrs. M. D.
The Rev. Leon A. Haring. of
corsage of
parents. Mr. and Mrs T. R. Jones,
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Mr. Lebert Jones was surprised
LLOYD
Mrs. E. B. Ludwick has returned
tended an Elder's institute of the
Sincerely,
Presbeterian church . in princeton frtm Hodgenville. Ky.. where she with a dinner on his 37th birthday,
spent several weeks with relatives. Tuesday. September 29, at4, his
last
Mrs. R. A. Myers has returned home near Lynn Grove. by his sisMr. and Mrs. T. H. Stokes are
attending the banker's convention from Maysville, Ky., where she ter Mrs. S. C. Etheridge of PaduJ. H. Churchill
spent the past few months, and is cah.
in Louisville this week.
Funeral Home
Those present were Mr. and
Miss Isabel Cain of May:field was now connected with the Turnerthe weekend guest of Miss Jane Orr beauty shop. Boyd Myers. Mrs. Mart Rogers, Mr. and Mrs.
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with Jack Staulcup's orchOrr.
Murray. Ky.
estra, was the guest Tuesday of Mrs. Otis Workman, 'tummy Dan
strikes
and Marion Alice Workman, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Myers.
Miss Ruble Wear left yesterday and Mrs. T, H. Cochran and Betat seal
for Memphis to spend some time tie Jo. Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
Pritchard and Larry, Mr. and Mrs.
with relatives.
OTTO
MARIA
Mr. and Mrs. Pogue Outland are Earl Jones and Patricia Ann. Mn
thte parents of a seven and one-half Rebecca Howard, Mrs. Margie
ADMISSION—lac and 16c
pound daughter who was born on Richerson, Joe and Edith RicherJOHNNY
LUDWIG
'Wednesday morning at the Clinic son, Mrs. Maude West, Billie
hospita:.
Brown. Bettie Sue Howard, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Schroeder and Mrs. A. J. Jones and Ruth,
have had as- their guests the past Mrs. Dbllie Rushing and Boyd, Mr.
Produced by DARRYL F. ZANUCK
week Harold Schroeder. Mr. and and Mrs. S. C. Etheridge, Mr. and
o
OoklISIS
Associate Producer RAYMOND GRIFFITH
Mrs. Fred Eisinger of Washington, Mrs. "Lebert Jones, James, Bobbie
IOV4A10
PICILItt
Directed by IRVtNG PICHELD. C.. and Mis and Mrs. Marshall Lee, and Benie Ann Jones.
tAllAMOUAll
es • • •• •
A
Berry and son. Dickie, of Marion.
Screen Ploy by Oliver H. P. Garrett • Based on
•
Ky.
tIre Liberty Magazine -story by Oscar Schisgall
Lovett Has Luncheon
Mrs. W. F. Skinner it in MemGuests
A 20411 Century•Fox
phis this week. visiting relatives.
Mrs. Joe T. Lovett had guests
Miss Milba Kitts, night supervisor at Mason Hospital, had a for luncheon at her home today
De
in compliment to Mrs. J.
tonsillectomy Wednesday.
Jarnatt of Louisville.
Rob Roy Hicks. Jr., visned at
Covers were laid for Mrs. De
the William Mason Memorial HosInstead of
Jarnatt. Mrs. W. E. Derryberry.
pitalesthis week.
William Nash, Mrs. George
Mrs.
Miss Reubie Wear is visiting her
Baker, Mrs. C. L. Sharborough,
sister Mrs. W. 'E._ King and Mr. Ms
Diuguid. Jr.. Mrs. H.
and Mrs. Weds. Brunson of Mem- Mrs. E. S.
I. Sledd and the hostess.
phis., Term.
i •• • • 4
"Mrs. Vallie Guerin visited her
Meets With Miss..-Swann
WE ARE SHOWING A SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT OF
sister, Mrs. C. A. Purdom on,Olive Club
Mrs. W. G. Swann was at home
street. Tuesday and Wednesday.
yestesday afternoon to members
of her bridge 'club .and the fol.
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and Mrs. E. S. Diuguid. Jr.
.Prizes for first, second and third
nigh scores were won by Mrs.
Murray High's Tigers are being John D. Rather, Mrs. Dewey Nelson
feted this week for the 14-13 win and Mrs. Diuguiderespectayely.
A Salad plate was served- atethe
they posted last Friday night
-over 'Mayfield. This is the second conclusion of the game:
time in history the Tigers have Book and Thimble Club
turned The trick. -winning in 1932.
Meets
The Book and Thimble Club met
The festivities started off Tuesday night, when the squad was yesterday afternoon with. Mrs.
honored with a steak supper at Dewey Jones. The hours were
delightful
Rudy's. A free shbw has been spent informally, an
given the „boys by the manage- refreshments were served by the
hostess. nicest. 141,-the Varsity. theatra: •
Mrc Heaman Ross was elected to
Murray. -businessmen.' -got busy
under thosaaeadership of Ronald fill the •vacancy of vice-president.
Only members were prssent.
Churchill a-frd have donated the
•••• •
'boys a tree trip to the Vanderbilt
and Kentucky game in Nashville. AACVIT Honors
State President
Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Janet Murbach, state president of the American Asa:nankin
f University Worhen. , and her
daughter, Miss Jean Murbach of
Richmond, Ky., were honor guests
on Tuesday evening at a loyely
dinner given try the Murray branch
of the AAUW at the Woman's Club
.4 Continued from Page 3i
Community house. Autumn leaves
28. The ceremony was -read by and flowers in shades of gold
the Rev. Lloyd Wilson at 4 o'clock were used to decorate the spacious
in the 'afternoon. The attendants dining room -and the banquet table.
were Will Stanton Rogers and Miss
Mrs. F. P. Inglis presided_ and
Faye Rogers.
introduced the folltewing new memThe bride is it daughter of Mrs. laers of the Murray branch:, Miss
Versie Dunn bf near Brandon. Late sClayton -Beale. Miss Ola
Ky. The bridegroom is a son of Brock, Miss -Hazel Tarry, Miss
Mr And Mrs, H. L. Farley of Mary Lassiter. Mrs. H. C. RawlinBuchanan. Tenn
eon. Miest -Mariorja. PoIrrroujet, Mi..
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RPRISE LAUGH HIT!

Lew AYRES
Rita JOHNSON
=air

CI

GENE TIERNEY
JACKIE COOPER
HENRY HULL

Tha,spectat ular climax
to the clarint• exploits of
the world's most famous
outlaws ... wah !Jesse,
James' characters again
enacted by the same
players!

in Technicolor

JOHN CARRADINE • I. EDWARD
BROMBERG • DONALD MEEK
EDDIE COLLINS • GEORGE BARRIER
Produced by Darryl F. Zanuck
Associate Producer Kenneth Mecsowen
Directed by Fats Lang
0,10.31 Semen Play by Soon Hellman

A 20th

Century-Fos Picture
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ond line, Barrett's Toby; no third
line. No tree.
First Lisa. Finals
Chism's Rowdy, Vogel's Lee, Strater's Black Buck, Street's Black
Boy. Williamson's Red Oak Drummer, Vogel's Black Rowdy, Flavin's Wiggle Willie.
Winner—John
Williams'
Red
Oak Drummer, Troy, Ind.
Second Tree Finals
Humbert's Hornet, Melton's Hunter, Melton's Bingo, Goodin and
Williams' Trailer, Gillman's Sport,
Crider's Jim.
Winner—Cuss Gillman's Sport,
Jackson, Tenn,
First Line Finals
Humbert's Hornet, Vogel's Hutter, Searcey's Jack, Melton's Bingo, Vogel's Red Rowdy, Fleeger's
Pal, Vogel's Black Rowdy. Miller's
J'ungle Jim. 0. O'Conner's Spot,
O'Conner's Little Dan, 0. 0'1Conner's Buck.
Winner—W. E. Vogel's Black
Rowdy, Newark. 0.
Second Line Finals
DePoyster's
Hitler,
Grisham's
Dave, Barrett's Queen, Strater's
Black Buck, Morgan's Black Jack,
Williams' Red- Oak
Drummer,
Kruger's Red, Merill's Street, Macon's Rowdy, Barrett's' Toby.
Winner—Williamson's Red Oak
Di.ummer, Troy, Ind.
Slow Dog Race
' Bridges' Dot, McCarley's Spot,
' Melton's jack, Street's Tan, Street's
Black Boy, Martin's Red Bill, Holland's Henry, Bailey's Ned, Crider's
Jim.
Winner—J. T. Street's Tan, Wal1 nut, Miss.
Fox Dog Race
Left to right: Fred Li..fber, judge, Murray; Newt Russell, holding "Nick", winner in the Black and Tan class Holmes Paschall (Blue). Puryear,
Miller,
Tenn.; Holmes Paschall (Pep),
and also Grand Champion; B. C. Grimmitt, Columbia, Tenn., holding "Bob", winner in Red Bone class; Leon
Puryear, Tenn.; Holmes Paschall
Humboldt, Tenn., holding "Jungle Jim", winner of Blue Tick class; Jesse Key, Crossland, holding "Scotty", win- (Speck),
Puryear, Tenn.; Calvin
ner in the Spotted class; and Bob Miller, Hazel, official anouncer of the show.
Key (Scotty), Hazel; Fred Barber
(Ben), Murray; Jack Flavin(Shamrock L),Dayton, O.; Glynn. Bagwell
(May), Dover,- Tenn.; Booster
Moore (Betty), Clarksville, Tenn.;
J. E. Waters (Rowdy), Clarksville,
Tenn.; Clotille Street (Yellow Gal),
Sausbury, 'Tenn.; John Fleeger
(Bent)), Evansville, Ind.; H. H.
Brown (Callie), Murray.
Winners—lst,
John
Fleeger's
Beno. Evensville, Ind.: 2nd, Calvin Key's Scotty, Hazel.
Mrs. W. E. Vogel was winner of
the Ladies' Dog race with Black
, Rowdy, of Newark, 0., leading the
field.

5000,ATTEND DIXIE COON DOG RACES SUNDAY
CONTINUED FROM

AGE ONE

BENCH SHOW

Llynnville, Tenn.; A. L. Martin
(Speed). Lynnville, Tenn.; W. It
Humbert (Wild Bill), Indianapolis,
Ind.; J. W. Bridges (Rock), Sardis,
Tenn.; Gee. H. DePoyster (Jack),
Red Bay, Ala.; Joe Barrett, (Bill),
Owerisville, Ind.; W. E. Vogel (Lee),
Newark, O.; L. W. Melton (Hunter),
Henderson. Tenn.
First line, Vogel's Lee; second
line, Grisham's Dove; third line,
MeCarley's Spot. First tree, Vogel's
Lee; second tree, Melton's Hunter.
Heat No. 3
G. B. Garrett (Broadway Sill),
Columbia. Tenn.; J. E. Burrough
(Jin), Columbia, Tenn.; W. R.
Grishain (Joe). Baldwyne, Miss.;
W. E. Humbert (Scissors), Indianapolis.
Kid;
J.
W. Bridges
(Blackie), Sardis, Tenn.; Geo. H.
DePoyster (Lum). Red Bay, Ala.;
F. B. Searcey (Jack), Kirksville,
Mo.; Joe Barrett (Queen), Owensville, Ind.; L. W. Melton (Track),
Henderson, Tenn.; Charles Dews
(Ceater), Nashville. Tenn.
First line, Searcey's Jack; second line, Barrett's Queen; third
line, Melton's Jack. No tree.
Heat No. 4
W. R. Grisham (Scott), Baldwyne, Miss.; G. G. Chiem (Bruce),
Baldwyne, Miss.; J. T. Street (Tan),
Walnut, Miss.; A. L. Martin (Blue
Rowdy), Lynnville, Tenn.; A. L.
Martin (Don), Lynnville, Tenn.;
W. E. Humbert (King Tut), Indianapolis, Ind.; Geo. H. DePoyster
(Rowdy), Red Bay, Ala.; F. B.
Searcey (Blue Boy), Kirksville,
Mo.; Carl Strater (Black Buck),
Miamisburg, 0.; L. W. Melton
(Bingo), Henderson. Tenn.
First line. Melton's Bingo: second line, Strater's Black Buck;
thieti line. Street's Nan First tree,
Strater's Black -Melt; second tree,
Melton's Bingo. Heat No. 5
3. E. Burroughs (Sam); Columbia, Tenn.; W. R. Grisham (Rock),
Baldwyne, Miss.; C. C. Morgan
(Black Jack). Booneville, Miss.: W.
E. Humbert Flying Rock). Indianapolis. lnd.; Goodin and Williams
4 Trailer). Union City, Tenn.; S. E.
Scott (Frank). Jackson, Tenn.; J.
T. Street (Black Boy), Walnut.
Miss.: W. E. Vogel (Red Rowdy),
Newark. 0.: August Kruger (Mutt),
Cascade. Wis.; Clyde Hale (Lula
-Belle). Murray.
First line, Vogel's Red Rowdy;
second line, Morgan's Black Jack;
third line, Street's Black Boy. First
tree. Vogel's Red Rowdy; second
tree, Goodin and Williams' Trailer.
Heal No. 6
Erwin (Red), Columbia,
Paul
Martin (Tennessee
L.
Tenn.;A.
Buck), Lynnville, Tenn.; A. L.
Bill), Lynnville,
Martin (Red
Tenn.; S. E. Scott (Ranger), Jackson, Tenn.; L. W. Willis (May),
Evansville, Ind.; W. E. Vogel
(Quaker Bonnie), Newark, 0.;
John Fleeger (Pal). Evansville,
Ind.; August Kruger (Lake), Casrade, Wis.: John Williamson (Red
Oak Drum). Troy. Ind.; Robert
Key (Speedy), Murray.
First line. Fleeger's Pal; secoed
tree, Williamson's Red Oak Drum:
third line. Martin's Red Bill.
First tree,Williamson's Red Oak
Drum; no second tree.
Heat No. 7
B. C. Grimmitt (Bob), Columbia.
Tenn.; Robert McCarley (Gone
With the Wind), Baldwyne, Miss.;
S: E. Scott (Rex), Jackson, Tenn.;
L. W. Willis( Black Streak). Evansville, Ind.; W. E. Vogel (Black
August
Newark. 0.;
Rowdy),
Was.:
Kruger (Red). Cascade.
Frank Haislit (L('m). Petersburg,
JackTenn.; Gus Gillman (Sport),
son, Tenn.: H. H. Holland (Henry),
Slate Spring. Miss.
First line. Vogel's Sleek Rowdy;
second line, Kreger's Red; third
line. Holland's Henry. First tree,
Vogel's Black Rowdy; second tree,
Gillman's Sport.
Heat No, 11
Bailey (Ned), Model.
Rudolph
Merill (Street),
James
Tenn.:
Frankfort. Ind.; Jack Flavin (Shamrock Junior). Dayton.' O.; C. 0.
Tracey (Miele), Lima. O.; Leon
Miller (Jungle Jim). Humboldt.
Tenn.; Claude Miller (Queen), Elkton, .Ky.; H. H. Holland (Buck),
Slate Spring. Miss.; Newt Russell
(Nick), New Concord, Ky.; Newt
Russell (Lady). New Concord, Ky.;
Williams (Rock),
and
Grexlin

Largest Ladies' Dog Race in the U.S.

Rev. Leon A. Harring, Jr.. director of the Presbyterian Foundation, of Oklahoma A&M, Stillwater, Okla., has accepted the call
to fill the vacancy left in Murray
by the resignation of Rev. Howell
M. Forgy, who will become naval
chaplain.
Rev. Herring, a graduate of the
University of Pennsylvania, will
arrive in Murray around October
17, and take over the student welfare work and the pastorate of
the Murray Presbyterian Church.
He has attended the Theological
Seminary in Princeton and Union
(N.Y.) Universities, and formerly
servet3 as pastor of student work
at the Collegiate Church, New
York City.
Rev. Forgy's farewell sermon
will be delivered Sunday morning. He will immediately go to
Washintgon for a time, ahd will
probably be transferred from there
to some battleship or cruiser.

There were 26 official entries in this unusual event of the Dixie National Dog Show held here October 6.

2nd Tree Winner

First Line Champs

Max
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.40

Derringer Defeats Newsom 2-1
In Final Game to Give
Cincinnati Flag

Dr. James H. Richmond,
of Murray State College,
give the principal address at the
meeting of the Special Education
Association which will be held
Friday, October 25, at 12 noon
at the Phoenix Hotel, Lexington,
in conjunction with the seventeenth annual Education Conference and the sixth annual meeting of the Kentucky Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools
which win be convening on the
campus of the University of Kentucky at that time.
Prof. Maurice F. Seay, director
of the University of Kentucky Bureau of School Service and president of the Special Education Association will preside, and introduce Doctor Richmond.

Behind throughout the sevengame series until the last half of
the seventh inning in the final
game, Citicinnates Reds rode into
the World's Championship Tues.
day afternoon on the strong right
arm of Paul Derringer, and the
lusty hitting of Red regulars in
the pinches.
Derringer bested Buck Newsom,
Detroit ace pitcher wit honly one
day's rest, in as remarkable a
series comeback that has ever
been known. In the very first
game, Derringer was kndcked from
the mound in the second inning as
Tiger sluggers scored six runs, to
go ahead to win.
In the second game, Bucky Walters tossed a three-hitter to give
The directors of the Calloway
the Reds a 5-3 win. The third
game, however, found Tommy County Farm Bureau met SaturBridges doing his part for a De- day, October 5, and.elected Dens
troit win, taking a 7-4 game, with Key of Murray as insurance agent
Jim Turner being the losing pitch- of the Indiana Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Co. of Indiana, for
.
fourth I Callosedy County.
Derringer started the
Mr. Key will be located at the
.game and pitched brilliant ball to
win in a breeze. Junior Thompson office on North Fourth Street if
was pounded all over the lot, as anyone should want to see hirn in
Buck Newsom tossed a 7-0 shutout iegard to the Insurance plan. ,
The Kentucky Farm Bureau
Sunday for the .Tigers. Monday
found Buck Waltere turning in a Federation has recently adopted
gilt-edged 4-0 win, aiding his own the automobile insurance plan, for
cause with a home run. Tuesday Kentucky Farm Bureau members,
afternoon found both .Derringer which gives you full protection
and Newsem in rare form, but the and liability at cost.
superb Redleg inner-defense gave
the Reds a win as they were led
by 40-year old Jimmy Wilson behind the plate.

Key Elected As
Insurance Head

414
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VTTERBACK
SCHOOL
HONOR ROLL
First grade, Mason Crouse, Juanita McReynolds and Ruth Ray
Rowland.
Third grade. Joe Watkins.
Fifth grade, Wilbur Lacy and
Billie McReynolds.
Seventh grade, Robbie Crouse
and June Wililams.
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SATURDAY NIGHT
OCTOBER 12
•
Growers Floor,
Murray
•
— Featuring —

BILLY SHELTON
& HIS ORCHESTRA

STOMACH TROUBLE
HEADACHES

(Stars of the Fla. Boardwalk)

WALTER F. BAKER

RED'S HOLLOW
BAND

CHIROPRACTOR
Phone 122

Bank of Murray Bldg.

Meee7e72
, Zezeeesieeeezeezezezezeeweeetesezea

PIANOS
Both New & Used
For Less
Why Pay More?
N. 13th & Cairo Rd.

Paducah, Ky.

_
In the District Court
of The United States
FOR THE WASTEKN _D_ISTRICT
OF RENTCRY

Most people want a laxative to do
three things:. (1) act punctually,
(2) act thoroughly, (3) act gently.
Here's one that usually fills all
three requirements when the easy
an alldirections are 'followed.
vegetallte product whose principal
Ingredient has medical recognition
as an "intestinal tonic-laxative."....That's the ingTedirnt which enables BLACK - DRAUGHT to help
tone lazy bowel muscles. It is the
main reason for the satisfying relief from constipation that generally follows next moriing when
BLACK- DRA-UGHT i t ken at
bedtime'. The millions of piiikages
used are proof of its merit.

Guss Gillman, Jackson, Tens, with "Sport", winner
tree finals.
2nd
of
Union City.-Tenn.
First line. Miller's Jungle Jim;
second line, Merill's Street; third
line, Bailey's Red. No -tree.
Heat No. 9
Otto -O'Conner (Spot), Evansville,
Macon (Rowdy),
Ind.; Travis
Slate Spring, Miss.; Goodin and
Carver (Red), Union City; Allen
McCoy (Boaz), Murray; Jack Flavin (Wiggle %Millie), Dayton, O.:
Oscar Wimbisch (Bruce),. Cape
Gillman
Mo.: Cuss
Girardeau,
(Jim). Jackson, Tenn.; Boone Adams (Joe). Mayfield, Ky.; G. W.
Crider (Jim), Murray, Ky.; W. V.
Radford (Dan), Huntingdon, Tenn.

First line,' O'Colmer's Spot; second tine., Macon's Rowdy; third
line. Crider's Jim. First tree,
Flavin's Wiggle Willie; second
tree. Crider's Jim.
Heat No, 10
Taylor O'Conner (Little Dan),
Evansville. Ind.; Travis Macon
(Rock). Slate Spring. Miss.; W. K.
Humbert (Tough Foot). Indianapolis, Ind.; Bruce Tippitt (Eliza),
Huntingdon, Tenn.; Boaster Moore
Tenn.;
(Wheeler),
Clarksville,
Glynn Bagwell (Dempsey), Dover,
Tenn.
First-line, O'Conner's Little Dan;
no second line; no third line. No

W. E. Vogel, Newark, 0., holding "Black Rowdy",
winner of 1st line award, as "Buddy" counts up the
cash prize.
tree.
Heat No. 11
Otto -O'Conner (Buck), Evansville. Id,: Jack Flavin (Shamrock
F), Dayton, O.: Z. T. Roper (Dude),
Union City, Tenn.; Geo. Richards
(Dora), Evansville. Ind.; Orville
Barrett (Toby). Owensville, Ind.;
F. B. Searecy (Storm), Klikville,

Mo.; Roy H. Swann (Slim),, Murray; W. E. Humbert (05izzle). Indianapolis. Ind.: Roy H. Swann
(Woody). Murray': L.- W. Willis
(Daylight Red), EvanAville, Ind.:
Claude Harris (Buck), Humbodlt,
Tenn.; Doyle and McCoy ( Hager),
Humboldt. Term.
First line, 0:Conner's Buck: sec-

•
• Square Dancing
• Round Dancing
• Floor Show
•

W.E. DYE

Vegetable Laxative
Has important oints

is of
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ass.,

to MakeREDS WIN SERIES Richmond
Principal Address
IN SEVEN GAMES dent
presi-

The World's Biggest
Harring To 111
Vacancy Left By
Forgy Resignation

.,
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PAGE FAYE

IN BANKRUPTCY
IN THE MATTER OF SCO
LASSITER
HARDWARE COMPANY, Bankrupt. No. 3760.
Notice
The Hon. Joe Lancaster ha's filed
with thg Court his petition, asking that he be allowed a fee in
the sum of $250.00 for servicesrendered in representing the above
bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that a
hearing on said petition will be
had at the office of the underegned. 309 Citizens Savings Bank
Bldg.. Paducah, Ky.. at ten o'clock
A. M. on October 22, 1940, when
and where you may attend and
be heard, if you so desire.
Henry Turner
Referee in Bankruptcy

ADMISSION
Adults: 35c
Children: 10c

•
Sponsored by

KERI3Y JENNINGS

MALARIA
If you are one of the many who
suffer from . the ravages of Malaria why not join the thousands
whc; use Nash's C & L Malaria
Chill Tonic and Laxative.
Just try this great palliative for
week on Mr. Nash's money
back guarantee. If you are not
satisfied, it will not cost you one
cent for Mr. Nash has authorized
every dealer to refund your
money in full if you are not
pleased.

one

Nash's C & L is., not a cureall. It is guaranteed to satisfy

- All -Day, October 15

Special Attention Given to Crippled and odd-Sized Feet

FREE CONSULTATION For Your Feet's Sake Don't Miss This Opportunity To Get Foot Relief!
_
•

C

COPY FADED
4

5

SOUTHERO BELL TELEPHORE
nip TELEGRAPH COMPARY
11111511611110-60

WILL BE AT

•

be a happy sound, a welcome invitation to a sociable chat. But it may ,be
more worrisome than welcome when it demands a
dash down the stairs —
which it does if you haare
only one telephone aid
happen to be upstairs Oren
it rings.
Why go on putting up
-witb calls that get you
down? For a very few pennies a day you can have an
upstairs extension telephone which will save you
those troublesome trips and
give a lot of added protection, besides.
Call the telephone office
today, and let us tell you
how little it costs to enjoy
the many benefits of an extension telephone.

1111111111111111111111111M1111

W. E. Payne, Foot Expert
J. E. LITTLETON STORE -

*THE telephone bell should

1115SIW..4

when used as' a palliative relief
for the symptoms of Malaria, Occasional Constipation and associIf yhu suffer
ated biliousness.
from any of these three, why not
give Nash's a chance to help you?
Don't let Malaria go into chills
and fevers. If you have it now
try Nash's C & L Malaria Chill
Tonic end_ Laxative. Price fifty
cents. Take only as directed in the
patkage.red by

e

4
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Erwin. Irvan Fair,

Gardner Gets
New Position

REGISTRATION
iContinued from Page

MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY AF TERNOON, OCTOBER 10, 1940.

/KROGER'S VALUE CARNIVAL/

) WIICOX.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Hugh Gingles. chief; Brown Roes.
W. A. Palmer. Jr.. Carlin Riley.
North Brinkley
Newell Dooms. chief; Onyx Hurt,
Sam Houser. Run Harlon Hughes.
South Brinkley
. Lucille Potts. chief; Hobart Morgan. C. W. Adams, Mrs. Tommie
Cochran.
North Swann #
Quinton Simms. chief; William
Winnie Crouch, Mrs.
Caldwell.
Bun Swarm.
Lynn Greve
C. N. William. chief; Mrs. Nix
Harris. Ted Howard, Kenton Miller.
Southwest Concord
Robert Young. chief; Gaynelle
Williams, Mary Hamlin. Mrs. Vernon James.
South Concord
.Joe Montgomery, chief; Q. D.
Wilson. Charles Montgomery,.Rowena Stubblefield. EVa Moody.
North Concord
G. M. Thurman, chief; Otis Eldridge. Louise Steele, Laurine McCuiston.
South Liberty
Fay Roberts. chief: 0. B. Geurina
Ed Wilson. Violet Ellis.

RENT-4-room
apartment PIANO TUNING and REPAIRING
FOR
with private bath 103 North 12th —Call National Hotel, Phone V.
Phone 56 or see G. S. H. D. gasthain.
lc
Street
Jack Gardner. Calloway counia business. statement of veracity of
Johnsen.
lc
an who has been teaching at Bard- above answers, and an accurate
FOR SALE-100 acres. 7 miles
Weal high school for the past 10 deszription chart to be filled in.
FOR RENT—Five-Apom house ar- southeast of Murray; 2 miles west
'Those who will handle the regwars, has resigned his position as
of New Providence. 7-room house,
(zrtments
two
513
for
ranged
ler
the
and
county
this
Bardwell
in
istration
the
of
seperintendent
Mrs. Hugh 7-stall stock barn, 3 tobacco barns,
South 4th St.
igtools to accept a position with cation ef the polls are:
acres timber,. -D. J. Tidwell,
20
010p
Farris.
Murray °Mere Station
National Youth AdministraMurray, Rt. 5.
2p
M. 0. Wrather. chief; P. W. Ordtion.
FOR RENT—Furnished apartment.
Henderson. Helen
and
chairs
6
SALE—Dinette,
FOR
A graduate of Murray State. way. Sarah
newly papered and painted 505
Oardner received his master's de- Johnston.
tfc buffet, also a rug in excellent
Poplar. Telephone 315.
condition, and a living room suite.
gree from the University of Ken- Wm. Mason Memorial Hospital
patients
For
chief.
Barber.
Fred
lc
Fur- Call 481-W.
FOR RENT—Garage Apt.
tucky the past summer. He will
necessary.
assistants
No
only.
nace heat. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett,
be stationed in Bowling Green.
Keys-Houston Clink
WRECKER
1339
STREAmurizr.
lc
711 W. Main.
Era Roberts, chief. For patients
SERVICE. New equipment. 24.
CIVIL SERVICE EXAM
FOR SALE-3 t heifers--2 coming hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
only. No assistants necessary.
fresh in Spring, 1 last Spring Service. Charges reasonable. Day
Calloway County Jail
Chief of Plant Protection
heifer; 1 orning 3-year old mule;
Prisoners within the age limit to
phone 97, Night phone 543-W.
12.300 a Year
1 smoothe mouth mule: sow, some
jailer.
Jones,
C.
C.
for re- be presented by
*Less deduction of
nice feeding hogs. See Walter Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
Jail
Murray
et
City
tirement annu:t
Blakley. Almo, Ky., 8 miles north and Service.
within the age - limit
. Time for Filing Ai:plications: toPrisoners
lp
of Murray.
be presented by Chas. B. -GroBefore the close of business on
LOST—Young 8-months old fegan. city clerk.
October 24, 16140
See
SALE—Good
wheat
seed
male beagle hound. Black and
FOR
Southwest Murray
Obtain Application:
Where to
or call E. G. Neale, Phone white.'Reward. Burr Waldrop. lp
Mayme Randolph. chief; Chas.
017p
The Secretary. Board of U. S. B. Grogan. Hilda Whitnell, Frank
226-W.
Civil Service Examiners, at Post Ryan. Winifred Parrish. - FOR RENT—Apartment with bath
acres.
-40
SALE
FOR
FARM
Office
and all modern conveniences.
Southeast Murray
.Level. All in cultivation. House Have also for sale two circulatMyrtelene
Hall. chief:
Jack
and barn. 21.000.00. 4 miles from ing heaters, first class condition.
/11011121111MICaltILC Shipley. Luther Dunn. Kirk Pool.
Uzzle, Priced extremely low. Mrs. S.
Wallace
Sae
MEMORIAL' BAPTIST CHURCH Murray.
•
Neelbeiist Murray
lp Higgins, 712 W. Main St.
Hardin, Ky.
tic
Rowlett. chief; LADrene
John
A. E. Lassiter. Pastor
seste
Swann, Lucille Johriaolir'Ilfernard
Classes
na
a.
9:30
YOU
EGGS
School,
WHEN
FRESH
Sunday
HAVE
UGH
Bell. for all ages. Worship, 11:00 a. m.
to sell see or call W. W. Cole's
Northwest Murray
Grocery for top prices. Phone
and 730 p. m. Training Union at
M. G. Forester, chief; William 6:30 p. m.
tic
Set
Whitnell. Mary Bettye Lassiter,
Our revival meeting begins Sun- FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY
very
HAY
SALE—In
FOR
BAILER
Lourelle B. Sledd.
a
day. Dr. W. 11. Horton of May- '29 Model A Tudor
$35
good condition, and practically
West Murray
field will do the preaching. Bee. '29 Chevrolet Sedan
$45
J. H. Shackelford. chief: Bertha 0. D. Kimbel of Sheffield. Ala.,
new. McCormick-Deer mg make.
$55
'29 Model A Tudor
Ed
Crawford.
Margaret
John Reid Falwell, Murray. Route
Jones.
will lead our singing. I'm surg,Dr. '33 Plymouth Coach
$85
017p
8.
Filbeck.
Horton needs no introduction to '34 Plymouth Coach
$14500
Faxon
Murray. He is one of our out- '35 Ford Tudor Tr.
$19500 COLT SHOW on Sat., Oct 12, at
Dewey Ragsdale. chief: Irene standing preachers in the State.
$24500 2 o'clock on farm of Mrs. Arthur
'36 Plyrrwuth 2-Door
Ahart. Arthur Come and be with us every service
Brandon, Aubra
Late Models Also
Michaux and John Mooney, 44
Hargis.
possible. Dr. Horton will come to
miles east of Hazel Cash awards.
North Liberty
us Monday night. the fourteenth,
stock.
Guy Balington. chief; Mrs. Wy- for his first service.
Phone 233 Come bring your trading
512 West Main
SlOc
Buyers will be on the lot.
Ross. ,Frank
Morris. Roy
van
Services daily: 1000 a. m. and
FOR SALE—Rough Lumber, 2x4.
Bretton.
7:30 p. m.
RENT—Apartment,
furnished
FOR
2x6. 2x8 and boxing priced from
Alma
You are welcome to all services
Private bath, en$1.00 to $2 50 per 100 board feet. or unfurnished.
Keys Futrell. chief: Lucille RobReubie Farley.
garage.
Located at Freeland Mill, 7 miles trance,
erts, C. J. Rose. Mrs. Whit Imes.
tic
east of Hazel. See Tollie Chris- 313 North 5th. St.
Dexter
man of Freeland Mill or write SPECIAL!—One used grand piano
Maude
Tarry. chief;
Louise
F.. M. Moody. 2046 S. Preston St. —$165.00. See the Baldwin and
Donaldson. melt
Woodall. Lee
•Your faithful watch dearn es
1 p other famous makes of pianos at
Louisville, Ky.
= Westin.
er at least once a
a going
The topic for our home room
Jackson
511
and Smiley.
McLaughlin
year. Such an mamma tion
Oct.
Available
APT
EFFICIENCY
Ottis Patton. chief, Mrs. Birdie program Wednesday was Sports024c
will save y ou costly repair hills.
15. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, 711 West Broadway, Padecah, Ky.
Cunningham. Jim Washer. George manship. Mr. Russell gave a ,short
lc COLT SHOW—Saturday, Oct. 12,
So bring in your watch right
talk on the subject. The rest of Main.
Marine.
away Our skilled w atchmakers
farm seven
the time was taken up by a busiHarris Grave
COLT SHOW—I will hold a Colt at 2 o'clock at my
Ellis
ill inspect it carefully with.
Reins Cole. chief: Cloteil Hall. ness meeting.
show at my home in Lynn Grove. miles north of Murray.
We had an open dieeussion on
lp
Franklin Harris, Stanley Roberts.
out charge. If repairs are
Saturday. October 12. Leibert Wrather.
of our Hallothe orgerazation
South Swann
1 p WANTED—Passengers for Detroit.
needed. you will find our prices
Junes
Ed Morton: chief; Mrs. Hollic we'en Carnival. • We decided to
most moderate. And if y ou're
R. D.
Leaving Sat. morning.
Key. Mabel Rogers. Norton Foster. have a fish pond, dart throwing,
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Interested in a new watch,'
lp
Lashlee, 1108 W. Main.
fortune teller, freaks, and a minsWest Hasel
glance at our splendid new
ton Milstead. chief Sadie Nell trel., _We also decided to have a
Preaching by the pastor morning FARM FOR SALE-212 acres, 150
Irina. They 're the smartest
Brandon. Dumas Clanton, Claude popularity contest between the and evening.
in timber, 60 in cultivation. 14
upper siti grades.
Anderson,
timepieces is e's e ever shown!
'Subjects, A. M.—"Failure". House. 2
miles from Murray
East Hazel
P. M —"God's Message to Earth's barns, well in yard, also cistern.
KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
Mrs.
Thompson. chief;
.Abe
Many -Millions Today-.
Running water year around. Cash
R. F. Blankenship
Dumas Clanton. James Lamb.
Church School meets every Lord's or terms.
Uzzle,
See Wallace
Denham.
Day at 9:30 with classes for all ages, Hardin. Ky.
lp
Our revival at Kirksey is pro- under the care and direction of
Providence
nicely.
gressing
The
are
services
Joe T. Parker, Mgr. • Hardy•Miller, chief. Preston Per- well attended both morning and competent, faithful Bible loving FOR SALE—Five nice Feather
18x27 inches Miss Lula
teachers and officers. The classes
_ Alton. Hemp Curd.
= ry.Will
evening.
Fair
lc
meet in separated rooms for the Holland, 303 S. 5th St.
Coldwater
MM11.111111,1111111111.11167
teaching and for the study of the
Douglas Shoemaker, chief; Stark
,
511111111111•11111111.1111MUMW.
Regular Second Sunday serylpee Bible lesson for the day.
NOTICE!—The Shiloh Telephone
next Sunday. Church school at . Training Union
every Exchange will be let Friday, Ocmeets
10 a. m. Preaching service at 11 Lard's Day evening ta 6:15. with a tober /5, at 900 o'clock a. m., to
splendid group of directors and the lowest and best bidder. If
helpers whose deep interest is interested in operating the board.
manifested in their efforts to reach be present on said day promptly
every program previously th tight at 9 o'clock. By H. H. Maupip,
024c
out by tthe very best and Most Secretary-Treasurer.
trustworthy Bible students within
desirthe
earnestly
denomination,
Buell Edmonds, Calloway county
15011 conservation committeeman, ing to make of all Christian church
I announced today that limestone members better workers for the
.1 will be available beginning next Lord in the church where they
week at the Birmingham quarry hold membership. There is a Union for every age beginning wiht
for these persons who wish it.
.Further information
may
be the Story Telling Hour.
Topmost NEW POTATOES and
PURE FOOD MARKET
Mid-week meting every Wednes, gained through an interview with
No. 2 Can 15c
GREEN BEANS
:qr. Edmonds or other ACP offic- day evening at 7 o'clock. This is We Deliver
Phone 204
one of the very important meetings
ials, it was announced.
of the church coming as 'it does
Topmost
•
midway between the two Lord's
4 \negcetaanbles
Murray is birthplace of Radio.
Day services. In this meeting the
15
VEG.COCKTAIL
45c
Christian receives new strength SUGAR, 10 lbs.
and courage for better and more TURNIPS, 5 lbs.
10c
Topmost
successful living of the Christian
15c
lbs.
6
SPOT,
RED
Life
interest
The
this
in
daily.
No. 2 Can
15c
meeting is growing daily. Immed- YELLOW SPOT, 71 lbs 15c
POTATO SALAD
iately following this meeting is a
brief but vital Bible study of the Cobbler
lessen for next Lord's Day. The POTATOES, Pk.
19c
55c
church and pastor cordially invite
2 CANS
Gr COFFEE
11 N
'
F7
15c
everyone to all the services of the CABBAGE, 10 lbs.
church where good fellowship pre22c
..,
lbs.
10
ONIONS,
PrNAGTDG
T
vails, where you will meet friends.
25c
2 "s.
GGIER COFFEE
I NO
12c
where the gospel is heard in song CRACKERS, 2 lbs.
slid sermon.
..25c
1

Yi PRlbcfletitt
EGULAR GRIND

DRIP GRIND no.'
aelease

"
1111111 "iir
KROGER S

soisminisientionviumi

USED CAR
SPECIALS

Murray Motor Co.

FREE!

Murray High Senior
News

I

PARKERS
Jewelry Store

I

TOLLEY & CARSON.

A.C.P.

Limestone For
; Farmers Now Ready

FOOD MARKET

T. L. Smith

FINER FOODS

w
ri g
ro
K:

PIE SUPPER
There will be a pie supper at
McCuiston School, Saturday night,
October 19. Proceeds for the benefit of the school. Everyone is invited.

s 11c
BAKING POWDER Twcoarc
For Preserving

PEARS

BUSHEL

2 L".

VANILLA WAFERS

60c

•
Topmost ,16 oz. 20c

EED
AIIN
RU
STF
FT.

FRESH OYSTERS

LB. PACKAGE
Reelfc"Dt

BACON

40c
25c

1
LB.
40c

BOILED HAM
6 INCH

2 for 25c

STOVE PIPES

...with Purina Family"
Flock Chow
cit poultry IC1130/11 ans
y "going to town" with
that 'quality laying feed, Purina
Family Flock Chow nua outstanding laying'feed helps your hens
• boy lots of eggs and keep in goal
laying condition all year 'roan.
Family Flock Chow is easy to
feed, since it comes in both mash
and checker form, and can be
tel either with or without grain.
See us -today for a supply of
Purina Family Flock Chow.

Eli

Galvanized
48`

COAL HODS

•

I

MATTI ONLY ONE POUND AT NATI PUCE Pit (USTOTAII)

•..44,

COUNIRY CLUB
QUALITY

Enjoy this exclusive blend of the world's finer
coffees, now enriched with a rare, higher'
flavored coffee! Brings to "The Banquet Blenda new high in true coffee flavor! Vocuwn•pocked
for extra freshness'

CO
.a..1*•••

•110Col.

gay

00Pawf

Buy any Kroger brand item, like it as well as cr
better than any other, or return unused portion in
original container and get FREE some item in any
brand we sell, regardless of price.
THE KROGER GUARANTEE

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
POUNDS
100
KRAUT CABBAGE

CORNMEAL

10 lb. Sack 19c

Kroger's iglu 4 Tall Cans 25c
C. Club HI
Kroger's C. Club
PANCAKE
FLOUR

a
cy
i:
Lt
%

lbs.
Great
Northern BEANS 10
2 33-oz. Jars

Kroger's C. Club

25c

Maxwell
CHouse

LB. 23c

OFFEE

2

4BLit

3ecic:1:s. It

25c

25c

6 LBS

RICE

s1'9

APPLE BUTTTER
20
oz. 5c
Box

1 lb. bag 10c
1

Embassy Brand
MARSHMALLOWS

99c

100 LB. BAG

15 lb. Peck
19c

COBBLER POTATOES

l35 CATSUP
CglUr'
1 .r°

C
)
,
fe 10
z
tIt
1 taC

Large
igo
e o or OXYDOL

17c

Cove

OYSTERS 5 oz. Can 10c

POUND

CALIFORNIA GRAPES
TOKAY

5C

California
Z.Size 27c
20
2°
ORANGES 200-D
10 lb. bag
YellowG

23`

be ONIONS

5c

NO. 2 CAN

STANDARD
TOMATOES
PACK

Kroger's Spotlight
Lb. 13c 3 Lbs.
37c
COFFEE
Kroger:,
24 lb. sack
73c
C. Club FLOUR
Kroger's C. Club

Fresh COCONUTS 2 for 15c
a:s2 25c
APPLE SAUCE 4CN
Snowy White
CAULIFLOWER Hd

10c

Avondale
I
Brand PEAS

No. 2 Can
1 Oc
LB.

Pure Cane
25 lb. Cloth Bag $
1"
SUGAR
Kroger's C. Club

10c

Ground
Black PEPPER
Value Brand

:s 2 25c
GREEN BEANS 3Crselitc

CAKE FLOUR 2Bollch

19c

Embassy Brand

IhelM onte- Crush ed PINEAPPLE, 2 9.-aa-ans--1-Sc
15c
CORN or TOMATOES, 2 No. 2 cans

PaNUT

CRACKERS, 2 Lb. Box ...... • 13c

Kroger's C. Club

28c
15c
10c

BRUNSWICK STEW, No. 2 Can
SOUR or DILL PICKLES, Quart '
MATCHES, SODA or SALT, 3 Boxes

SWEET PICKLES, Quart

BUTTER

ROLL BUTTER

23c

No.
Kroger's
2'. can 20c
C. Club PEARS

CHERRIES, No. 2 Can
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE, Lb.

10c
25c

PEANUT BUTTER, Quart

20c

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, 2 No. 2 Cans
PIMIENTOS, 4 oz. Can

FRUIT COCKTAIL

Lis

29c

Cuts

CHUCK ROAST LB. 15c

2c
/
e 141
y ib
a st L
ar
leLDeE
HhOoU
PORK SW
r%if 18c
Fresh HAMS Whole oL
Sugar Cured
HAM STEAKS FrL
esBh 25c
Large

BACON SQRS.

15c
7c

- ahlcf4;io
i'
'
BOLOGNA
r e Lls 10c
ec

KROGO

PURE GRAPE JUICE, Pint . . . . 15c

ARMOUR'S
PICNIC HAMS
STAR

Blalock's Grocery
Phone 375

We Deliver

10c

s'' 25c
;n2
-BLUE
-PLUMS 2 NC13
Economy

20c

BRING US YOUR HAMS'AND EGGS

ECONOMY
FEED STORE

2 Lb. Jar

GODCHAUX SUGAR, 10 lbs. . . 47c

ALL CUTS K. C. ROAST AND STEAKS
-LUNCH MEATS and FRYERS

70c

WE PAY HIGHEST PRICES
FOR NICE HAMS AND FRESH EGGS
•
Phone 37
Prompt Delivery

WHEN YOU BUY ONE POUND OF
KROGER'S COUNTRY CLUB COFFEE
AT THE REGULAR PRICE • 23c

No. I Tall Can

OMEGA FLOUR, 24 lb., 95e; 12 lb., 50c; g lb., 30c
YARD RAKES

GET ONE POUND
AT HALF PRICE I

TOILET TISSUE r:ii.25c

' ONIONS
IT

25c
25c
15c

25`
25c _

El LB. BAG

Vanilla Wafers, 2 lbs.
Toilet Paper, 6 rolls
OATS, 2 2-1b. pkgs.
POSTOASTIES, 2 for

12c

16
4

BABY STEAKS
BEEF

POUND

ROUND - SIRLOIN
CLUB - T-BONE

NOTE TO STORE MANAGERS.
•

3 Lis.

1 2c
LB. 8/
Can

3911,

2c
1
14/

POUND
29c

LARGE QUANTITY PURCHASES BY DEALERS
RESALEt, ABSOLUTELY FORBIDDIN
FOR

SECTION TWO
Four Pages
New Series No. 672

PURDOM STORE
TO OPEN SOON

OF
FEE
23c

en

icier
ler nd
ked

THE LEDGER aStz TIMES
COMPIXTE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY _WEEK

Oddity
"Jack", with his traditional
bean-stalk, now has very little
to crow over as Jesse Henley
of Murray Route 1 tells of a
giant vine growing on his homeplace.
The vine, which has its beginning at one side of Henley's
house, has grown to the astonishing length of 2,850 feet and
encircles the building several
times, and, according to Mr.
root
Henley, has only one
which furnishes plant food to
the entire vine.

Jars

25c
23c
25c
10`
10`
5

5

37c
73c
25c
10c
10c
25c
20c
10c
25c
15c
18c
8'12c
394;
41/2c
29c
.LER S
>DIN

year is Culleellety
Marshall, Graves,MM.
Counties.
Stewart
ry Lod
a year elsewhere M
the State of Benison%
a year to any seams
t9
v'-'•`••••• other than above.

00
$1.

$1•50
An

Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over Half a Century
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon October 10, 1940

Vol. CVII; No. 41

Progresses L. and T. Office Is $180,000 SOUGHT
'EAGLES, RACERS "Beat Mayfield" REPUBLICANS OPEN Work
on Men's Dorm Being Redecorated FOR LOCAL FIELD
Is Theme Of AT SOMERSET SOON
BATTLE 0-0 TIE Parade Friday
Under the supervision of skilled
workmen, 60 boys assigned to the
National Youth Administration resident project at Murray State
Teachers College, Murray, are
working to complete four new
provide
to
designed
buildings
housing and shop facilities for one
hundred twenty-five boys, Robert
K. Salyers, State Youth Administrator, said today. The structures,
which are of a permanent nature,
and follo*-She--wrchitectural lines
of other campus buildings. include
two dormitories, a dining hall, and
shop building.
has appropriated
The "college
$45,000 for materials and the employment of supervision, while the
National Youth Administration is
furnishing additional supervision
and the wages of the youth employed on the job.
When the buildings are completed the young men will have
received valuable work experience
in all phases of construction. The
completed
when
shop building
will be equipped to offer work experience In the fields of woodworking, auto an dairplane mechanics, radio construction and repair,
and metal work.
Personal supervision has been
given to the project by pr. James
H. Richmond, president of the college. and R. E. Broach, business
manager. It is under the general
supervision of Emerson Crowley.
NYA resident superintendent, and
Robert R. Fowler. construction
supervisor.
At the present time. three boys
from Calloway County are assigned
to the NYA resident project and
eight more are expected to report
within the next few days.

Modern Fixtures Will Feature
New Hardware Establishment
Operated by Wells Purdom

Hospital News

NYA Program
Adds Workshop

99c
sli9
37c

•

Yes, that's right, you are in the
Ledger & Times office, and don't
let all the paint confuse you.
In line with its policy of being
always a step ahead and being
one of Kentucky's leading newspapers, the front and interior of
the Ledger & Times is being attractively re-decorated. Venetian
blinds will be added to the windows in the front, R. R.. Meloan,
publisher, said.
We invite all our friends to
come in an inspect the most
modern county weekly plant in
Attractive prices on
the state.
will prevail
printing
job
all
fall, Mr. Meloan
the
throughout
said. The recent addition of a
new Kluge Automatic job press
brought the total number of job
presses now in use by the Ledger
& Times to feur.

Congressional Appropriation Calls
Speakers of National Prominence
Both Teams Fail To Live Up to
for Money For an Airport
To Formally Open State
"Beat Mayfield" was the theme
Reports In a Ragged and
Near Here
Republican Campaign
of the parade staged by Murray
Listless Gable
School students Friday afternoon,
now pending in Conbill
With a
Thousands of representatives of
In a game that was listless from as downtown traffic was halted
TI'." Purdom Hardware Store,
gress which would allot $180,000 ti?
twenty
hundred
one
Kentucky's
allow
to
a spectator's viewpoint, but had for nearly 45 minutes
scheduled to open very soon, will
Murray for a municipal airport,
a
60 minutes of "fair football" from well-wishers and Tiger rooters to counties are expected to attend
be one of the most modern and
aviation in Murray is reaching a
Repubthe
opening
rally
monster
streets.
the
through
maneuver
State
Murray
angle,
in
kind
the specialist's
best equipped stores of its
new peak, as the Civilian Pilots
Kentucky. The
and Morehead battled to a score- ' Led by the Tiger band and two lican campaign in
Kentucky, plans, photographs and
Training Program, under the Civil
place Saturday.
less tie. in Ashland last Saturday lads' on horseback carrying Ameri- meeting will take
blueprints reveal.
Aeronautics Authority actually got
can flags, the parade came down October 12, in Somerset.
night before over 3,000 fans.
underway with actual flying this
The store. in the Shroat Buildup
Several speakers of natio.- al
Thoroughbreds and Poplar to Fourth Street turned
week.
ing, just uff the square on North
Both the
to
back
various
the
went
as
and
Main
reputation as well
Eagles failed to live up to ex- West
Fifth Street, will be divided into
DaVania,
Richard
Lieutenant
disit
canand
where
officials
Main
and
local
and
state
Eighth
pectations. The Eagles, who fought
more than twenty distinct departwho is flying instructor at the
didates will address the crowds.
Marshall College to a standstill banded.
ments, with modernistic shelving
Murray
outside
just
airport,
new
Plans are being made to take
A gigantic float. an exact replitwo weeks ago, failed to have a
and equipment used. The store is I
on Highway No. 95, has two Piper
ever
crowd
of
largest
'care
the
the
carried
Tiger
growling
a
of
ca
pass defense, and used only quickbuilt where the customers may
Trainer models available now, and
which failed entire Murray High football team. seen in Somerset, and Republican
opening hneplays
not only examine the article, but
the college aviation course got
officials feel confident that this
and
flags
with
body
student
The
needed.
was
yardage
whenever
see the price as well.
underway. The 1900 foot runway
rally will be the largest in the his"beat
the
Patients admitted to the William
out
carrying
banners
Clerks of course will be on hand
and the entire field meets all
The Racers marked up 11 first
tory of the Republican Party in
to aid the purchaser, but they Mason Memorial Hospital during downs to the Eagles' 10, but More- Mayfield" idea followed along berequirements for a Class A airthe State of Kentucky.
will be seconoary. L. P. Holley, the past week are as follows:
port,• Dr. Charles Hire, who is dihead was far ahead on yardage hind.
formal
will
the
rally
launch
This
CereMurray;
of
Mrs.
Mrs.
Davis,
Master
Shelby
On the square
merchandising engineer for Spenrecting the aviation program. said:
gained on running plays. The
drive
for
Republican
statewide
C.
introduced
A.
Murray;
B.
Moser
Mrs.
B.
Farris,
R.
W.
cer. Bartlett & Co.. has been here
Stewartment used a passing at- monies
There are no buildings, trees,
in charge of the interior decorat- Bearden. Benton; Jim McWherter, tack that was good for yardage Mayor George Hart, Capt. Billy the election of Wendell L. Willkie
high-tension wires to hinder takethe
on
Also
Charles
and
McNary.
body
Tenn.;
student
CrawPalmersville,
Waggoner,
col.,
Ray
Fair,
made
been
ing, and everything has
only in the center of the field.
offs and landings. It is also aderepresentative, and Hal Kingins, Republican State ticket are Walter
We heldour pie supper Saturday
ready for the convenience of the ford Barnett, Almo; Ronald Willquate for the number of planes
Morehead and Murray threaten- alumni representative, who made B. Smith, candidate for Senator,
iams, Hazel; Billie R. Brittian,
a success. Everywas
it
and
night
customer.
that will be used. Only two planes
Imam Highland ed twice. The Racers saw a 45- short talks. Afterwards the cheer- as well as seven candidates in the
Murray; Edw.
wanted.
they
pie
the
all
ate
one
feature
are in use at present, but more
Fluorescent listitiFig will
third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh,
Park, Mich.; Wm. Nunn, Dover, yard pass to Haines from Nanney leaders led yells.
We palyed the Faxon high softthe interior lighting systems. and Tenn.;
will be added, if needed, Hire
eighth, and ninth Congressional
Jackson, be ruled good upon interference
Chas. Gordon
last Friday and won by
team
ball
customer
the
allow
will
official
"daylight"
said.
Districts. Besides these there are
Wm. Tucker, for a touchdown, but an
Puryear,
Tenn.;
a score 01=7-3.
to see just what he is buying. Hazel; Willie Killebrew. Cottage ruling prevents any official from
Republican candidates for judicial
The--Congressional Appropriation
The senior class have their rings
Separate displays will be featured
and
seats throughout Kentucky.
Grove, Tenn.; A. W. Roddy, El. giving a team a touchdown,
and they are very proud of them. does not specify just where the
throughout the store.
1-yard
the
on
placed
was
ball
the
bridge, Tenn.; Mrs. A. H. Jones,
It is expected that each of-KenWe are planning on a Hallowe'en airport will be located.
In using the Hibbard-Spencer- Trezevant, Tenn.; Mrs. C. A. Fat- line. A penalty moved the ball to
tucky's one hundred twenty counCarnival to be given sometime
play
one
Bartlett plan, Purdom feels that
where
line,
5-yard
the
ties will be well represented at the
less, Ft. Henry, Tenn.; Mary Helen
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
soon.
he is giving the community all the Franklin,
Mr. Gilson Area supervisor of rally as well as- all of the neighAnna failed to carry the ball over for
Marion; Mary
We will have no school Friday
advantages of a chain store and at
Thos, the Thoroughbreds. Halftime was resident projects, met with Wal- boring states.
Springs:
Dawson
attendCroft.
are
teachers
First Presbyterian Church, 16th
because our
the....same time keeping it under a
lace Reader, state supervisor of
Brannon. Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. called then.
and Main, Howell M. Forgy, pasing FDEA at Murray.
home-owned and operated system.
state
Terry,
Ed
Both the Eagles' threats found resident projects;
Claudy Rushing, Ft. Henry, Tenn.;
The play. "Heart Trouble." to be tor: Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Mr. Nathan Lassiter, veteran Mitchell Hart, Murray; Milba King, the Johnson-coached outfit trying director of employment; Jesse C.
In Grant county, an unprecedgiven by the high school is set Sunday school classes for all ages.
hardware salesman of Murray, will
Emerand
supervisor;
is
of
ented
grass
amount
berye
area
Harris,
and
12,
the
from
once
Gibbs, field goals.
Dyersburg. Tenn.; Fred
for Saturday night. October 26. Morning worship, 11:00 a. m.
iisAst ITT 111,. new business.
Murray; Wm. Rowland, Murray; another time from the 9, but both son Crowley, Murray resident pro- ing seeded as cover crop.
We are still trying to raise money
Septemon
superintendent.
ject
wide.
were
Hardin.
Nanney.
Mrs. Samuel
for the library.
Several Trimble county farmer*
discuss the Possibilities
to
12,
ber
spent a day in Indiana studyinC
Patients discharged during the
Fifty-nine farm men and women
of a new work program.
farmers
are
county
Russell
Many
cooperative sale of creamery pro.
made entries in gardening at the
last week are as follows:
As a result a new woodwork Kenton county fair.
starting alfalfa in old tobacco ducts.
Mrs. E_ M. Wolfe, Benton; Bobshop. which will branch "off into
Friends and -relatives gathered by Garrett, Murray; Mies Nadine
patches.
metal work as it progresses, was
at the home of Mrs. Allive Bur- Overall, Murray; Mrs. Lucille
honor
in
6,
October
Bagwell,
Sunday,
keen
started October 1. Key
Davis. Murray; Mrs. Stanley Mill-.
WASHINGTON, Oct. 3— The
of her son Robert Burkeen's 21st
F. Craig, Obion, Senate passed a bill Monday to as- a . graduate of Murray State Colbirthday. At noon a bountiful din- er: Paducah; B.
lege and a post-graduate worker
ner was spread on the lawn. In Tenn.; Mrs. Trixie Coleman, Obion, sist conscripts and other members
Institute of Technology,
the afternoon music and singing Tenn.; Ronald Williams, Hazel; of the armed forces who may find at Bradley
were featured. Atnorfg those pres- Billie Brittian, Murray; Edw. Ir- themselves unable to pay taxes, is supervisor of this part of the
project.
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Jones van. Highland Park, Mich.; Mrs.
premiums and other obThe, shop, which will employ
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Vick A. C. Bearden, Benton; Mrs. Lay- insurance
Williams and children, Mr. and mon Neale, Murray; Wm. Tucker, ligations.
about 20 boys, will be started in
The measure. which now goes to the original shop at the old NYA
Mrs. Johnnie Ramsey and children. Mr. and Mrs. Rob Jones and Hazel; Chas. Jackson, Puryear, the House, provides that depend- camp and will be transferred to
children. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ed Tenn.
ents occupying dwellings renting the new shop that is being built
Travis and children, Mr. and Mrs.
for $80 a month or less may not near the Warren S. Swann MemMr.
baby.
and
Hopkins
Charlie
be evicted and real or personal orial dormitory as soon as it is
and Mrs. Will Wyatt, Miss Chesproperty being purchased on the finished.
taner McClain. Mr. and Mrs. DenP
installment plan may not be ;eposnie Harris and boys. Mr. and Mrs.
The work progrard will be car,specific court ried out in the morning and Mr.
sessed without
Barnis Burkeen and children, Mr.
Miss Velda Gray Douglass was order.
and Mrs. West Jones and children,
Bagwell will teach classes in
Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Parrish and in New Concord Monday afterDraftee Protected' training in the afternoon.
noon.
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Sims BurThe courts are given wide au- The classes will probably be ofkeen. Mrs. Albert Chattman, Mrs.
E. H. Simmons; and his school thority to make equitable settlefered with college credit.
Merdie McClain, Mr. and Mrs. teacher Miss Velda Gray DougThe boys are to construct 85
Toy Jones and daughters, Mrs. lass, both celebrated their birth- ments or to stay proceedings entirely until the service man gets chairs and 30 desks for college
Bessie Jones and son. Mrs. Bulah day Monday. October 7.
Williams. Nell Jones, Charlene
Mrs. Rob Duncan was the dinner back home. Plaintiffs claiming de- professors and in addition to this
Haley. Mary Nell Hopkins, Reba guest of her sister Mrs. Jesse Dick fault judgments must make af- they will make all the furniture to
Dell Hopkins, Betty Lue Jones, Wednesday. During the afternoon fidavits showing whether the dethe offices of the new
fardelia Burkeen. Nina Burkeen, they were the guests of Mrs. Ay- fendant is in service. If, he is, the be used in
dorm.
Alice Burkeen. Edward Morgan. Ion McClure.
an
to
appoint
attorney
will
court
On October 15 a radio shop is to
Toy Clark. Talmage Sims, Mr. and
Johnnie Simmons helped his represent him. and the man him- be opened. The plans call for 25
Mrs. Edward Chadwick and baby.
momake
self may reopen the case anytime workers who will work in the
Afternoon callers were Mr. and brother Jim Simmons,
within 90 days after his service afternoon and receive their reMrs. Pat Ross and daughter. Mrs. lasses Wednesday.
sick
the
on
is
Oliver
Truman
WatJohnny
Gus
Watson,
Rbuy
ends.
lated training from the supervisor
Don't expect to sail into the fall driving season with a car that has just gone through a
son, Mr. and Mrs. Burnie Jones, list at this time.
A court order likewise would be in the morning. The classes in retough summer season. The entire chassis and motor should be checked to correct shimmy
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Strups and
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons of needed before property of men in lated training will Probably be for
daughter. Junior Culver, Harold St. Louis, Mo.. were
Saturday
... weak pick-up . .. and annoying rattles.
Cult/ill-, -Howard Culver and Obie night visitors of their uncle John- service could be sold for taxes. college credit.
NOW is the
minAll summer lubricants should come out to prepare for colder weather.
The boys are to build a master
Burkeen.
nie Simmons and daughter Mary Homesteaders and olders of
eral leases would forfeit no rights shortwave transmitter and after
Lucille.
time to do it—and the place to do it is at Miller-Pryor Motor Co. We have the finest equipMrs. by their absence or inability to it is completed they will. give
Mrs.
Monnie
Mitchell,
ment, manned by attendants who know their way around YOUR car. Do it today and you'll
POTTERTOWN SCHOOL
Johnnie Simmons and son E. H. perform required work on the shortwave broadcasts at regular
be ready to go!
of Macedonia spent from Friday property.
intervals.
F
By Dorothy Hale
afternoon until Sunday morning
Premiums Guaranteed
A ceramics project which N,..!!
with Mrs. Simmons' daughter Miss
The government would guarantee employ about 20 girls and 10
We enjoyed ourselves very much Pernie Mac Simmons and her sisWe'll check your tires, lights, battery, and water Jr ree. We'll inspect your car and
to is now being planned. Although
at Faxon October 4. We got more ter Mrs. Nollie Smith and Mr. premiums on life insurance up
any mechanical work tthat need be done.
recommend
unwere
service
in
men
if
$5,000
this
named,
been
not
has
date
the
blue--ribbons and more rillabons, Smith and Mrs. Sallie Smith of
blue, red, and white than any Murray. Mrs. Simmons is again able to pay. Within one year after project will be started in the near
a. other school._ We got first prize under the treatment of Dr Fisher leaving service the men migh pay future.
premiums, with
The best pottery clay deposit in
on .our group of posters. We de- and is very feeble at this time. up the overdue
Mrs Johnnie Simmons and son interest, and then resume regular the world is located about 12 miles
feated Vancleave in a softball
dei
to
failed
they
payments.
If
were
Mitchell
Mrs.
and
Monnie
out of Murray and this is one reagame in the morning and _won
why this project is being
very much surprised Sunday min- this, the policy would lapse and the son
over Outland in the afternoon.
when they got off the train government would pay the premi- started.
We are sorry that Anna Laura ing
at Hazel to see a fine car bearing ums it guaranteed out of the cash
This group of boys and girls will
Elliott is ill and we wish het a St. Louis license plates there to
surrender value, turning, the re- make dishes and ornamental potspeedy recovery and hope she meet them. Mr. Bill Simmons
over to the insured.
tery for the college and other Kenwill soon be back with. us again. was the driver of the car. They mainder
tucky NYA projects.
Students making the honor roll expected to make the trip home by
CHRIST
OF
CHURCH
for the third months are as fol- wagon. They were very glad to
Seventy-eight miles of rural elecget home in the morning instead
lows:
Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45 tric lines will be built at once in
First grade, J. T. Todd; second of the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons of a. m., worship at 10:45 a. m.. and Whitley county.
Betty
Outland.
grade, Jimmy
St. Louis. Mo., arriver Saturday to 7:15 p. m. Young people meet at
Hicks. James Hobert Elliott, Porter spend the week with home folks
Hutchins and Aaron Colson; fourthA,around Macedonia a,nd Providence. B:30 p. m.
Wednesday: - Ladies' Bible class
grade. Marjorie Nance; fifth grade,
Kentucky Belle. while in Murp. m., prayer meeting at
Hilda Gray Todd, Polly Fitts, Cal- ray last week, would have been at 3:00
7:15 p. m.
vin Todd and Bobby Gene Hutch- glad to have visited friends and
We, shall shortly begin meeting
ins; sixth grade, Annie Rushings; the Ledger & Times office but her
egiUldn't let her,
.for the Sunday evening -worshipseventh -grade. Relays. Stnothermam
Will - see you again next week five o'clock.
eighth grade, Dorothy Hale and unless my illness hinders me from.
C. L. Francis, Minister
Bradley Hale.
writing.—Kentucky Belle.
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Congress Will
"Protect"-Draftees

Concord School
News

Announcing the Opening of

Miller-Pryor Motor Co.

Cedar Knob News

in association with

r•-

lated

Jackson Purchase Oil Company

TEXACO GASOLINE & MOTOR OILS
ONE-STOP SUPER SERVICE
Fall Driving is Pleasant if Your Car is Tuned Up!

FREE INSPECTION

SEE

NEW 1941 STUDEBAKER
The Most Economical Car in the Low Price Field
Murray's Exclusive Studebaker Sales and Service Agency

Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub.
:tribes to the Ledger
Times but nearly
everybod” rPads it!

"WEAR CLEAN CLOTHES"
Fine Cleaning Can be Done at Low Prices
Mondays and Tuesdays Cash Prices

CLEANED
and
PRESSED

DRESSES
SUITS
COATS
a

Wednesday thru Saturday 35c cash price in effect
TROUSERS
2 Pair 29c

Ca"

SKIRTS
2 for 29c

141 Now

Coy MODEL CI

eaners

FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
719 W. Poplar St.

Murray, Ky.

HOW DRAFT MACHINERY WILL WORK
how
is
WASHINGTON—Here
the draft will work:
On Octoher 16, all men 21 to
35, inclusive, will register at registration places to be established
in each neighborhood.
Local boards—it is intended to
have 6.000 to 6,500—will shuffle
cards and give
the registration
each a number.
A series of numbers will be
drawn in Washington by lot. When
the first number is drawn each
man who has the corresponding
number in a local board's file will
be put down as the first man liable
for service from his local group.
Questionnaires then will 15e sent
to the men, in the order in which
their numbers were drawn. asking the number of dependents,
physical disabilities. etc.
On the basis of this, information,
the men will be claslified as follows: Class I (available 'for immediate service),• Class II (service deferred because - engaged in
essential oecupationt, Class III
(service deferred because of dependents). and Class IV (service
deferred by law—legislators, judges,

etc).
Meantime, a Washington board
will determine a quota for each
state, based on the population and
number of men from that state
already in the Army or Navy.
From this quota vii.0 be deducted
the number of men who volunteer
for a year's training.
Enough men then will be taken
from Class I in each state to fill
out the quota. They will be called in the order in which their
numbers were drawn in the national lottery.
Each nufn called will receive a
physical examination. If he cannot meet Army requirements, he
will be passed over and the next
man taken.
Men in the deferred classes will
not be called unless there are not
enough Class I men, to meet the
Army's needs.
WASHINGTON—The 12 per cent
of CCC enrollees 5vhose•ages make
them liable for registration under
the ceinscription law will be registered in their camps October 16,
it was announced. last Friday.

Goodyear - Firestone and Gillette Tires

BATTERIES - TUBES:I-ACCESSORIES--BRAKE LINING SE--ADJUSTMENTS
Herman Jones, former operator of the 'Depot Street Garage, is now foreman of our
mechanical department. We do garage work of any kind.
We have complete equipment.
44

Try Our Budget Plan of Payment
MURRAY'S EASIEST EASY - PAYMENT SYSTEM

Employees: Walter Miller, Joe Underwood, Herman Jones, Rubel Thurmond, A. L. Bailey
Emanuel Rowlett, and Miss Frankie Williams

MILLER-PRYOR MOTOR CO

•

— LARGE STOCK OF USED CARS
Murray, Kentucky
East Main Street
H. L..Pryor
Managers
Claude L. Miller
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and children were idnner guests
week
ladies are still surprising us with!
We were sorry to hear If Mr. of Mr. and Mrs. Dave Alton, Suntheir adaptability to family chorea
Conway Jackson's little boy get- day.-Jay Bird.
They have now a cow, several pigs,
ting hurt when a team ran away
came
Wells
Keys
Mrs.
And
Nis
I
a
and four heads of stock besides
farmers have
Carlisle county
In from Detroit Friday night to with him.
be Cal-10%11Y Times, and The
er
jaoneotidatioo of The Murray Ledgert.obT
a
September
in
night
last
The
of
to
kinds
went
several
Sulphur
Sunday
both
and
fruit
of
cellar
visit with home folk. They re20. 1928
Those visiting in the home of used 3.000 tons of ilmestone and
Times-Herald.
and
knocked
couple
-Gents"
of
to
Spring
in
hear
then
with.
Lade
Rev.
winter
the
begin
to
potatoes
to their home Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Lomb Sunday 200 tons of superphosphate during
turned
Putiedied-isv The Calloway Publishing (empene, Inc
the afternoon a group gathered
We sat up late that night read- tore down the mail boxes on High- night.
were Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Kirk- the past eight months.
North Pewit Street, Murray, Kentncky
there to enjoy the program of the ing old poems that Maud had way No. 121 from beyond ColdMelton Lamb went to Paducah land, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Myers,
Publisher Woman's Christian Service so- composed in .her more idle hours water to east of Stella toward last Tuesday to visit his parents Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Clayton and
R. It. MELOAN
Walter Mr. and Mrs. Claude Lamb.
children, and Mrs. Woodard ClayEditor and Business Manager ciety.
,
and even found one that Aunt Em- Murray State College.
DR. C. C. KEMPER
EDWARD FREEMAN
only tine in Pierry, Leo McKinney, "Ole Eagle",
and Mrs. Zolon Clayton car- ton.
her
as
Mr.
claimed
ma
Editor
Mrs.
have
News
and
Mr.
Smith
Kelley
DENTIST
laELLOW
ZDD
and
Swift
Paris
Cochran,
Jim
of
ried
baby
their
a
home
to
the
in
iVsiting
physician
in
once
Those
written
had
she
had as a little guest in their home life which
Mayfield, Kentucky
last
Clayton
dastardly
the
Jackson,
suffered
others
Tenn.,
Bun
many
Sunday
Mr.
Mrs.
and
evening.
the
for
when
Chicago
homesick
in
tntered at the Postoffice, Murray. Kentucky, as second dam meal matter. this week the baby daughter of
We hope the infant will soon re- Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Wood(Next to J C. Penney Co.)
courtuy and I hope you enjoy it crime committed after 9 o'clock covers
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Warren Fox.
front its illness.
ard Clayton and son and Mr. and
in the darkness of ,night. "Ole
did..
I
as
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressior.al District and Henry and
Phone 205
South St.
Mrs.
Dennis
is
baby.
Lamb
and
West
Clayton
her
visiting
Zolon
Mrs.
James
Vernon
Mrs.
and
Mr.
much.
was
exasperated. daughter
Eagle"
Stewart Counties, Tenn.. $1.00 a year; Kentucky. $1.50; Elsewhere VAX). have moved into the
Lioness' For Kentucky
Mrs. Vergil Clayton this
Mr. and Mrs. Tilman Clayton
garage apartWhitnell.
Will
was
So
If I were a sunbeam. I know
ment of the Youngs.
While in Murray Saturday I saw
'
where I would stray
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Coleman
where Bodine Hensley and Bill Patterhave moved into their lovely new Way down in old Kentucky,
son of dowii on Tennessee River,
I'd forever stay
house near the Warren filling staAmong the hills and valleys, where When I mentioned the coming Up
tion.
of the Gilbertsville episode at
the vines hang thick and low
Miss Erin and Messrs Charles
them calling Newberg, Bodine took a walk. I
and Frank Montgomery and Mrs. For it seems I hear
also saw Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Wiland I must go.
Emma Nance went to Louisville
son and J. D. and John Thompson
Friday to be preeent at the funeral
to noisy of Pine Bluff, once a "cor" for
of the Husband Of the former Miss It's so clean compared
Times, his son Bill
cities, where the skies are always Calloway
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market Lenora Locke.
Thompson and Mr. Laycock of
gray •
furnished upon application.
Its about too late for •future outthe LinkBrown farm near Landon
We reserve the right to reject any advertising, letters to the Editor. door picnics so a farewell one was And my friends are there .to greet school
house. Splendid fellow
Or Public Voice items. which in our *pinion is not for the best interest enjoyed at Metropolis Lake by Mr. ;net in the'sweet, old-fashioned citizens.
ef our readers.
way.
and Mrs. Norman, Mr. and Mn
John Warren said it is 2,200
silvery river, and hear
Otis, Mr. and Mrs. Guy and Mr. T11 see the
miles to his brother's, N. B. Warcry
birds
night
the
and Mrs. Rainey Lovins and Mr.
ren, borne at Las Vegas, Nev., one
And feel the soft winds' sweet
and Mrs. Hoyt McClure last Satof the most wicked cities where
caress
.
gambling
saloons and
whiskey
In the Public Veit* this week. T. 0. Turner strikes a key note when alrday night.'As It comes drifting by.
at
grades
fourth
and
third
The
houses run on high! 4?)
he wonders why Calloway county is not better represented in State Concord school with their teacher,
Mrs.
and
Story
Mr.
Olan
and
still know where to find the
road-building.
Mrs. Chatterbox enjoyed an outing I
Jim Cochran took in the stock
golden
of
plumes
the
and
daisies
show fair in Mayfield last week.
"If the demand. for Military Roads is of such importance," Mr. at Devil's Pulpit Friday where they
rod
toasted marshmallows, ate huckleThe brass band failed to show
Turner says. -then it as much the job of tthe Federal Government to berries and elided dotvn -hill as And I'm going back ,to pluck them lip. In fact, the Murray fair was
from the paths I -used to trod
build certain roads or to build certain bridges as it is to build forts and much as they wished.
better. Thies all!
where 10 .times
Monday Miss Clendenon's grades Among the hills and valleys,
The Ledger & Times have a
other preparedness projects."
the tunes hand thick and low
_same
theto
picnic
a
on
went
campaign on .subscriprate"
"cut
Few will questien Mr. Turner's assertion that road-building—has place. Don't get the idea though For it seems I hear them calling. tions of now about 60 cents a
administraChandler
.
go.
must
I
the
and
of
going
the
lagged in Calloway ceenty since
year. If you do not take advantthat all school is a picnic. We
age of the offer you are solid
just go on one when our brains
tion_ The fact is obvious.
country
old
greatthe
visited
We
ivory frbm your waist-band up.
seem overworked. Really, we're
Like Mr. Turner. we endorse the etrtailinent of expenses by Com- learning lots!
home of Mrs. Martha Lovins a few
"Dad" h.
Everybody
and their
and
time
first
the
for
ago
years
missioner Lyter Dor.aldson. but in contrast. as Mr. Turner doeh --ateo.
reknows "Ole Eagle" and thereby 1 14
Lovins
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
learned to love the newly found make allowance for his exageraat
localities
certain
to
resources
all
arid
saviiiies
all
Ill.,
Toledo,
from
letter
a
take
to
ceived
believe
we
us while tions.
last week- saying that Mrs. Martha relatives who had found
the disadvantage of others is not the best representation..
_
A lot of fellows were engaged in
and tracing the family history_
down
iLovins
come
to
wished
The Chandler administration managed to be economical and to
Hope I did not Inconvenience a friendly, good-humored Scrip! visit her relatives next week-end.
our
believe
We
now.
impossible
not
is
same
The
too.
build roads
Spiceland
his any one by mistaking the pie sup- ture discussion in the court yard
Linus
visited
representative or senator, with a little persuasion, could do us much ' mother Monday night. 'The Chat- per last Saturday night. We're when all of a sudden a Mr. Tuckterbox went over and spent the really having it this week end if er, who was sitting on a bench
good in this respect.
her -eriterrit-F.mena-Napce nothing happens, and we grade in the crowd, swooned backwards
We quote from Mr. Turner: -The Almo road, two years without night with
and Cousin Maud. The Chicago teachers are to supervise it, so with a heart attack. Ira Fox and
bridges. is a great handicap erthe school buses; the Wiswell and Crosscome Saturday night -chatterbox
three other men carired him to Dr.
Hale's new office and from there
land road, high grade without .. bridges . . . is impossible .,in reiny STATEMENT OF THE OWNERhe was, taken by ambulance to
weather to travel over This is an inexcagable condition. Three times!SHIP. MANAGEMENT..CIRCULAthe Mason hospital where he w.
thee have made estimates of the cost of these small bridges. indicating j TION, ETC, REQUIRED BY THE
reported restored to consciousnes•ACTS OF "CONGRESS OF AUthey would be built, but yet nothing has been done."
I am told that he is subject to
* GUST 24. 1912. ad MARCH 3, 1932
these attacks. He is no kin to the
• We deserve better i.reatrnent frcm Frankfort in the matter of road .
The Ledger ts Times published
This writer has been absent for Kirksey Tuckers. so Jim-ed told
building and maintenanbe. A petition to Lyter Donaldson presented weekly at Murray, Ky.. for Oct. 1,
two weeks because of the lack of me. I witnessed the excitement.
by-Representative Pink Curd or Senator Bill Phillips might turn the trick. 1940.
Miss Hattie
Lamb and "Gil"
spare time since my mother was
'STATE OF KENTUCKY.
injured in a fall recently. She Watson, legal age, were married
COlaNTY OF CALLOWAY. as.
last
Graces County
out
Saturday
a
Bore me, a notary public in suffered a severe hip bruise and
line way.
/ and for the state and county afore- dislocated elbow. She' was rushed
In old Bible times some of the
.
1 said. personally appeared R. R. to the Clinic Hospital at Murray
immediate people added their own righteousshe received
• The shiurray High School 35-piece band, directed by H. K. Inglis, meioan. who, having been duly where
(If You Prefer Premiums You May Choose from Ow- Office List)
ness to the Law of Jehovah which
' did an unusually fine job Friday night .when the Murray Tigers beat sworn according to law, deposes treatment. I am glad to report was as "filthy rags". Bro. Garner
wani
I
nicely.
recovering
as
her
Of
publisher
is
he
and says that
the Mayfield Cardinals 14-13.
at Coldwater said in a sermon that
The Ledger & lames, and the fol- to thank the physicians and the -baptism and the Lord's supper is
In their black and gold uniforms. bandmembers ma& several
The Merchandise Order plan is the same as that used by The Ledger &
lowing is, to the best of his knowl- kind nurses for their courtesies as filthy rags." Thae-all.
pressive formations_ After shaping the letter "M". the band made an
Times three years ago.
e and belief, a teue statement shown to my mother, Mrs. D. B.
Yes, Mr. Holsapple. the
elaborate march which. ended in a position for the most outstanding of the ownership. managementeand Byars. thc... few hours she was in Pigeon roost in '69 or II
the clinic. and .also to her many
attraction, the waving of black and gold flags. Misses Euvle Edwards, if a daily papa,' the circulation), friends and kind neighbors for on either fide of the road
For each and every dollar paid on a Calloway county subscription to The
etc., of the aforesaid publication
is now Highway No. 121 btu
Jeanette Downs. Magdalene Boren. LaDon Mercer. Mary Jo Pentecost,
shoWn
kindness
every
and
each
& Times, until further 'notice, we will give a FREE ORDER good for 40c
Ledger
for the date shown in the above
Virginia Giles. Barbara Reaves, Vivian Hale, Annabelle Stamps, and acaption. • required 63' the Act of through this illness. I want to where I am now living. They I.
in case of renewal, or 50c in case of a new subscription, in trade, within 60 days
fork
begun
West
on
roosting
•..
toward
Elitebeth Parker participated in this 'feat.
Atigust 24. 1912. as amended by the state here my gratefulness
from.date of issue on any merchant who is eligible at the time the order is
the 60 different persons who made the river near Coldwater
Murray may well. be proud of her drum majorettes. Misses Irene Act on March 3. 1933. embodied'h special visits with my mother dur- the bottom was heavily timbered
issued. A list of merchants on whom merchandise orders are being given will
RegBut they were gradually driven up
Watkins. Jane Orr. and Betty Jo Chambers. They would be a credit section 537. Postal- Laws and
ing. the last 12 days.
be printed each week. Orders will be issued on any particular merchant only
ulatiOns.
Mrs. Arthur Rogers returned the big road to near Murray by
to any school.
during the week or weeks which he is eligible.
1. That the narr.e, and address
They
wt•guns.
fly
shot
would
Music Director Harlan K. Inglis shows commendable possibilities. of the publisher is R. R. aleloan. home last Thursday from a two erly early in the morning to n
weeks' visit in Detroit.
in his first year at Murray. In compliment to Mayfielels excellent band- Murray, Ky.: Business Manager,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gargus and the Mississippi river, more
The proposition is really simple. Frankly, it's a rebate on your subscription
Ky
showing, the Murray group's performance waa exceptionally pleasing. Edward, Freeman. Murray.
left less, and returned by the
of more than one-third.. You can buy anything any merchant the order is issued
-That the owner is:. ilf owned Mr. and Mrs. Cleslip Paschall
-by Eleanore Hire, Murray High School.-by a corporation, its name and ad- Saturday for Detroit for a few in the late afternoon to roost.
on has . . . groceries, clothing, shoes, dry goods, gasoline, etc. .. . and he will
Eventually they got drowned trydays' visit.
dress must be stated and also imihg to cross the Atlantic ocean. A
accept the order at full cash value.
to
Charlie
Mrs.
happened
Orr
mediately thereunder the names
an accident last week when she few have been domesticated for
and addresses of stockholders owna'•
They
"homer"
pigeons.
carrier
tripped over a wire causing her
ing or nolding one per cent or
We'll be glad to explain anything that is not clear about this offer.
to fall. Her glasses were, broken gray, have long wings and tail
more of the total amount of stock.
a lacerated eye are larger than the dove.
received
she
and
With 50 years behind it. the city of Hazel prepares on October 17 to U not owned by -a corporation, the lid which required three stitches
Now with due respect to all the
celebrate its half-century mark; and at the same time to celebrate the names and addresses of the indi- to close the wound. We hope she readers of the Ledger & Times, I
vidual owners must be given.. If
sign off.-"Ole Eagle".
recoyers nicely.
40th birthday of the Hazel school.
owned by a firm, company, or
Mrs. Leroy Kuykendall celeA child of the railroad, born when Captain Alec Fulton pushed the other unincorporated concern, its brated her 79th birthday Sunday,
Paducah. Tennessee & Alabama line through Murray on to Paris, Hazel name and address .as well as those October I. in the home of Mr.
of' each individual member, must and Mrs. One Key. All of
her
::.erne into being as a rough border hamlet for the trail-blazing rail- be given..
-children, grandchildren, her, only
roaders.
Calloway Publishing Company. brother Johnny Myers and Mrs.
Edward Stanley, state farm mar- Firet named Kerislee, a combination of the names Kentucky and Inc.. B. It Meloan. H. T. Waldrop. Myers and Frank McClain di MayTeneeseee, residents of the community soon renamed the village after Mrs. E. B. Houston, Mrs. Ben B. field and several friends gathered jotting agent for 'Mississippi; C. B.
extension
Keys. 'Winifred Keys Miller, W. J. at the Key home to enjoy the Beanblom, poultry
a daughter of one •of the railroad erten. /raze!. and perhaps the fact that
specialist for the etate, and A. G.
Caplinger. W. S. Swann estate. A.
the settlement was in'a grove of hazelnuts had much to do with it also. B. Beale & Son. F. E. Crawford. event. A bountiful dinner was Hargilton. agricultural counsel for
spread at the noon hour.
-va-eat, R. H. Falwell, W.
. The school was organized before the turn of the century. but it Joe T'oL-o
Those visiting Mr. and Mrs' the Mississippi Chain Stores Coon- ,
G.
A.
J.Mrs.
F.
Miller,
Dulaney,
officially became,-an estataiishrneetein. la90. The only living member of
D. B. Byars and .daught!r, Sunday cil, were visitors in Murray MonB. Outland, E. J. Beale.. E.
were Mr. aand Mrs. Arthur Rog- day. They conferred with Joe !
that Arse. school board- is R. W. Chrisman: one of Calloway county's
uguid: G C Ashcraf • C
ers, and Lewis Cosby. Afternoon .Te Lovett, managing director of
outstanding citizens, who now is 92.
Bradley. Murray Consumers Coal visitors were
Mrs. Commodore the Mid-South Chain Stores CounThe occasion for the celebration will be a big school affair. The I& Ice Cp., .1". L.Mahan. T. G. Sledd, Junes and children Ernest. Loretta cil, which includes the state of
full stf.ry of the &brit. wah.the-laistory of the town, will be found on IV. H. Clark. Oda McDaniel, C., C. and'. Lavina Ann, Mr. and Mrs. M:ssissippi.
Messrs. Beanblossom. Stanley
a special page devoted to Hazel in this week's paper. We join ..with !Farmer. Luther Robertson, Hazel Arlie Byars; Mr.' and Mrs. J. C.
•
'Hood. R. H. Hood, Jr.. Mrs. R. R.
and Hamilton were very
the onany friends of Hazel and Hazel high' school. in wishing for the Melokn, Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, Tom Paschall and Martha Nell Morris mentary to. Murray and had • ,
Mr.
while
guests,
•
all-day
tvere
homecoming the optimum of success and wishing for both touch progress M. Rowlett, Hale E. Houston, all
and Mrs. One Key were .beil.time ial praise for Murray State Coil
of Murray. Ky.; C. 0, Dickey, callers -Golden Lock.
They were en route North to
ars-the years to come.
Hupkinaville, Ky.: Dr. C It Jones,
Chain Store Councils in Ohio. Indiana and Illinois before return'a aynn Grove. Ky.; Mrs. Nannie
Christman, Hazel, Ky.:. Maud B.
'ing to their homes.
BUY YOUR
Harker. Pureear, Tenn.; H. C. FeCaldwell enurity 4-Irer• took 54'
hogs' to the . Tri-State sale at
- D. Dill. 'of Model. Tenn.
FROM
Evansville. Ind.. selling .them for
3..That the' known - bondholderemierenegeos. and othea'seChrity- holMayfield, Ky.
$7.35 to $q:so per cwt. •
,,iers owning or holding 1 per Cer•
LARGE STOCKS . . . LOW PRICES
mere of the total amount a'
Murray is birthplace of Radio.
bards.: mortgages, Or 'other scent'
of
Bank
are:
Murray, Murrio
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Stella Gossip

Across the River

'Buchanan Route 1
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T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

Concerning State Roads in Calloway

40c

or

50c

MERCHANDISE ORDERS
with each Dollar Paid on a New or
Renewal Subscription to

Around Paschall
School

THE LEDGER'& TIMES

Strike Up the Band

By Any Calloway County Subscriber

•

I.

Half Century Mark

Nlississippi N.len
Visit in Murray

y

M.& W. AUTO SUPPLY,

WAR
n Other Countries
• •
FROST is coming here! ..Little worried
if you will come to Our Store for things
to iteep the pinch of Old Jack Frost off.
•-•
Shoes for all the family, sweaters, warm
clothing from head to foot. We have the
warmest store in -town, the first place to
stop.
• •

T.0.TURNER

Merchandise orders will be issued each week on any
merchant of the subscriber's choice who has an advertisement of the minimum size of 10 inches in The Ledger
& Times-Current issue at the time the order is issued.

We will redeem the Merchandise Orders in CASH.
You do not have to take out the merchandise orders you
take from our subscribers in trade of ail), kind—either
advertising or printing—we will PAY YOU CASH FOR
THEM IN FULL.,

Not Everybody in
alloway county sub'
scribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

House_Wiring Supplies and Fixtures

Mr. Merchant:

.4. That the two paragraphs nes'
g;elng the names of
-,vimers, stockholders, and. re
%eiders, if any. contain not
.ae list of stockholders and
.
.ty 'holders as they. appere'he books of the compan:.
ii
chases whereirehe its
ir security"Tholder appears ups.'
••he books of the comnmy
ilisti2-e or in any other' '
:elaties, the name of the I
,erporation for whom such
.- !acting, is 'given; also Ile
aid two paragraphs contain
nr2nts embracing affiante
knowledge and belief as t
circumstances and eonditioto
which stockholders iana
I-.olderq who ,-14, not at::

THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME
are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and Convenience of the

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates

pei;1561
has an '.7.
•
fl tne ,said steck, 1,
securities than as so a
. R. R. Wean, 'V
- SwOrn to and subscribee
me this 1st day of October
Hugh Melugine Notary P a •

Write TURNER MILAM, Manager
for Reservations

Certified Circulation!

The Ledger & Times circulation has always been a circulation of NAMES--not CLAIMS. We have always quoted to
advertisers the actual circulation—a true count-of our subscription list.

The circulation of The Ledger & Times in Calloway County ALONE is in excess of 3,000. That is considerably more than
can be truthfully said for any other weekly circulating in this
territory.
COME IN TODAY. We'll be glad to explain this big, unusual
offer.

THE LEDGER & TIMES
The Old Home Newspaper That Has Served Calloway County
Faithfully for Nearly 60 Years
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Kirksey High School
News

Lynn Grov e High
Schooi. News

Still Time To
DR. KILDARE,INSURANCE SALESMAN
Apply for Loans
To Buy Farms

--- • -Rehearsals are beask. Iseta :•)r
Community Day
Friday November H. we are the play, "Leave It to
Thare a. atilt time for farm tenexpecting a great day as we are a three act farce-comedy. This,
having our
regular Community play is sponsored by Mrs. Doherty. ants and lcbcrers to apply for loans
to purchase ismiiy.type farms
-Day. All the schools in our disNew students who have enrolled
trict will participate in the differ- in our school during the past week under it., Farm Security Adminisent events. In the afternoon our are Ann Keys, fifth grade; Alice tration's tenaat pun/lase arogram,
ball teams will meet the boys and Faye Keys, sixth grade; Ruth Car- it was explaineis nzatt tadity oy
girls' teams from Hardin and our ter, seventh grade..
Opal W. Barker, ...at:My ISA
grade
will play Coldwater.
The chapel program held last supervillor in Calloway
The day w]ll be concluded with the Thursday afternoon was enjoyed
Tenant purchase loans are tra.le
first :3-art p;:q of the year at 7:30 by everyone present. The grade for 40 years at three per cent inp. m. "The Adventures of Grand- department gave skits from their terest. Any farm tenant or farm
ma" is filled with hilarious comedy operetta which was presented on laborer is eligible to apply. Loans
and excitement as the senior class Friday, October 4. A debate was will be approved, to the extent of
will put in on. Mrs. Outland is also presented entitled "Ghost or available funds, to applicants who
coaching the play.
No Ghostes." Those participating have the character, ability and exin this great negro debate were perience deemed necessary for sucNew Curtain installed
Jones and Hassel Miller cessful farm ownership. Selection
Our student body and faculty Barkley
on the affirmative side of the ques- is made by the County Tenant Purwant to express our sincere apMerrit Marine and Billie chase
and
tion
of
Committee, composed
preciation to those who made it
Wilkins on the negi.tive. The de- three public-spirited farmers who
possible for us to get our curthe negative know farm people and farm land.
cision was a'. r.
tains. The following business con- side.
Members of this Committee are
cerns made contributions: CochAn enjoyab. E- IA program was Budl Edmonds. of Kirksey, Clarran's and Riley's stores at Kirksey,
held Wednescha evaaing, October ence Dyer, of Faxon, and Rudy
Peoples Savings Bank, Murray
,, spezker of the Hendon, of Providence, J. T. Coch2. Mr. Max Wit
Lumber Company, Calloway Counevening, gave al; 'esprit...4 talk on
ran, county agent, is an ex-Officio
ty LumberTbmpany, R. H. Falwell
Th,• P-", A -ailed a
member, and: the Farm Security
.& Co., Crass Furniture Co., Gra- "Patriotism."
meeting for Tuesday e•.-en Lg. OcAdministration Supervisor serves
ham and Jackson, Johnson-Fain
8, to disetr. t.;!sre for a
tober
Appliance
as executive secretary.
Cu., J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home, Taylor Seed and Halloween carnival.
Mr. Barker stated that loans
Te
atfaculty rnenuCri ,
The
Implement Co, Post Office Lunch,
be made .only for the purtending
the F-DEA zrogram at would
Murray Garment Co., Jones Cleanchase of family-type farms, which
and Saat:day,
ers, E. S. Diuguid & Son, Swann's Murray Friday
Committee approves as
County
the
tober 11 and 12. The s. -idcr.ts
Grocery, Murray Auto Parts, Mursound units, and proforward to the r aaedcy economically
looking
ray Milk Products Co., Murray
ductive enough, when properly
Friday.
Florist, Shreat Bros. Meat Market,
operated, to provide a living for
Visitors for the past we.'t
Lucas Shoe Shop, Kirk A. Pool Ofthe applicant and his family.
odic
Tau
Mr.
Roger.
Mrs.
and
fices Supplies, Kentucky-Tennessee
"Under the tenant purchase proMartha Frances Gal'•atvni*,
Light and Power Co., Bank of Hale,
Faye Murdock and Mary Tesia.. gram, the farm has a dual job,"
Murray and Blalock's Grocery.
A large crowd attended *he Mr. Barker stated. "It must proOn Thursday, October 10, the
operetta, "Tom Sawyer.' duae a living for the family, and
grade
girls and boys' softball teams will
was presented last Fri ay err.ole . them to repay the loan.
which
meet the teams from Almo on our
night. October 4. More than a Consequently, the family is called
diamond. The girls hope to conhundred children participated ). Upon, more than ever, to follow
tinue their string of victories.
aetna.l. efficient practices.
this paogram.
"To help meet this need, we asHome Ec Club News
sist es7h borrower to lay. out
The initiation of the new Home
:itanagement plans. Of parEc. Club members took place Tuest ?ular .inportance are the keeping
day night, October I. The girls
Mrs. Oscar Kuykedall who has o. acr.e ate accounts, and the raistook all the pranks in a humorous
a. much as possible of the
way even the penalties that con- been visiting relatives in Tennessee in;
sood, and feed for the
and Kentucky, returned to her fn 1v
tinued for the rest of the week.
home in Texarkana, Ark., Friday livestock. on the farm."
There were four contests. The of last week.
It was pointed out by the Supersaucer race , won by Treva Mae
Frank Ituykendalr and _Charles visor that the borrower does not
Adams, was awarded a pitcher for Morris were in Hazel Saturday on have to take the full 40 years for
future use; the paper race, won business.
off his
L. W. Cosby sold some nice hogs repayment. He may pay
by Ole Mae Cathey. was awarded
loan in full any time after the
a bread crumb scrapper; the Saturday.
Lewis Cosby. Odie Morris and first five years.
marshmallow race, won by Lunchl son Will B., were at the home of
"The 40-year clause serves MainByers, was awarded a measuring Holton Jones -Fliday of last week ly to keep the annual installments
cup, and a race to see which girl for the purpose of screening their down to a low figure," he excould put on her dress and shoes wheat seed. -- Slyvesta Paschall also plained. "This, the borrower is
first was won by. Frances Hughes. had his wheat screened at Mr. protected from too great a burden
-Those admitted to the Home Ec. Jones' the same day.
The farmers here'ay. preparing during the •first few years before
Byers, Robbie
Club are Luell
he has had time to accumulate
the soil for wheat sewing.
Youngblood, Anna Fay Adams,
Visitors in the home of Ervin reserves."
Treva Mae Adams, Eca Nell Arm- Cochran last Sunday included Mrs.
To be considered for loans under
strong, Dean Bazzell. Josephine Lewis Cosby, Mr. and Mrs. Arils
this year's program, interested
Darnell. Ann Hurt, Wilma Jane Byars, Mr. and Mrs. Davie Lee
farmers should file their applicaJones, Maxine Lancaster. Mildred Paschall and daughter Fay, Mr.
Applications
tions immediately.
Marine. Mary Nell Morgan, Ruby and Mrs. George Cochran. Mr.
children should be addressed to Opal W.
Jo Parker, Yada Mae Holey, Vanet- and Mts. Odic Morris and B..
were Barker, supervisor, Farm Security
Doyce. Rama and William
ta Sutherland, Bozic Workman, Jo also
guests in the home en route
Benton, Ky., or left
Workthaa. Loma Alexander, Hon- from a visit in the home of Mr. Administration,
in the County Agent's Office in
tas Bridges, Ola Mac Cathey, Mal- and Mrs. Edd Mitchell.
Hanzy Paschall is making some Murray.
vena Harris, Frances Hughes, Freda
....„ .
Mae Lassikr. Wanda Lawson and good sorghum molasses this week.
—Humming Bird.
Nova Lee Swift.

I

Lassiter Hill News
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modern daylighting
with.a new"a

Napoleon Parker and family have
returned to St. Louis, Mo.. after
.
visiting relatives in the counts,
James Lamb transacted business
in Paris Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Myers of
Hopkinsville have returned home
after being the guests of the
former's parents Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Myers.
Rev. Cordis Cafes of Little Rock,
Ark., was in Hazel Saturday.
Mrs. Rosa _Orr is improving from
an accident.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cole were
visitors in Hazel Saturday.
Mt. and Mrs. Deese Brandon
were Sunday dinner guests of her
mother Mrs. Minnie Brandon and
Gene. .
Charles White of near Como and
Dr. Ike Jones of Meriden, Miss.,
were Sunday guests in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Cosby.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Johnson and
Mrs. Tommie Shrader were in
Paris Friday.
A number of Hazel and Murray attended the quarterly conference meeting at Pleasant Grove
last Saturday. Rev. C. N. Jolley-delivered the 11 o'clock sermon.
Mrs. U. S. Lamb was the winner
of a prize given away in Hazel
Saturday.
R. E. Byars of near Murray
transacted business in Hazel Saturday.
Randall Johnson
Berlene-- and
spent Friday with Mrs. Aubra
Shrader,
T. M. Wright transacter business
in Whitlock first of the week.
Mrs. Harnjpn Jones has returned
Jo her home in East St, Louis ,after
Averal days' visfi with Hazel
relatives.
Leon Orr is guest of relatives in
St. Louis. Mo.
Mr. Paschall, operator of the
Whitlock Mills. was a Hazel business visitor recently.
A number of farmers on this
route have finished sewing wheat

daylighting that brings you
higher levels—new seeing ease.
Everywhere stores, offices, restaurants and factories are interested in
this new MAzna F (fluorescent)
lamp. It makes possible greater
sales and attraction values. Its size
and shape plus a choice of six colors

ato
p-

I Ii

i IS
al

besides daylight open up new
opportunities for creative design.
Thirty-five cooperating fixture
manufacturers conform to more
than 50 ;igid specifications, set up
by MAZDA lamp_manufacturers, to
produce Certified "Fleur-O-Liers,"
(lighting units which use these
new fluorescent lamps effectivAy).
Certified Fleur-O-Liers are noW
available in a wide range of prices
and designs.

LOOK FOR THIS LAIML
Electric•I Testing
Laboratoriee co,ray
FIeur-O-Liere as
meeting over SO specific•tiona for good
tight—good service, as
set up by MAZDA
Lamp Manufacturers.

Before you buy, let us give you gjj the facts about
fluorescent lighting. Our experienced engineers will
help you
be glad to answer all of your questions:::
use.
select fluorescent lighting that is suitable for your
and
information
valuable
with
you
They'll supply
advice catgut your lighting problems. Use this service
obligation;
—it is given to you without charge or

ty

LIGHT & POWER COMPANY
KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE

REMEMBER ALWAYS
THAT

SUNBURST IS

Edd Kellow

Not EveryDody
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

In Quality, Taste, Purity, and in Energy Production,
SUNBURST is Tops. We recommend a quart daily
for the growing child.

Drink SUNBURST for Health

Murray Milk Products
COMPANY
Murray, Ky.
Telephone 191

MUST HAVE ROOM

One Mahogany Display Case, &it. front, 7 ft. high,
has 3 glass slide doors, electric lights; Several AllSteel Tables with drawers, 2'-x4 ft. tops; One
5 H. P. toiler now in use. All priced for quick
sale. Name your price.

Cc' MODEL
719 Poplar

CLEANERS

St.

-

Murray, Ky.
.

On. de.

CLARIDGE
HOTELDP
The Freckled Faced Boy on the Road to Manhood

• The Claridge is so ideally
located M the heart of down
town St. Louis - and has so
many superior qualities -that
it is no wonder it is preferred
in the world of travel. Only
two and one-half blocks from
Union Station. For finest food
in town - visit the'beautiful
Marine Dining Room.

Learns through every emergency the value of sound banking, Ile
knows that the community bank is the institution that keeps- his town
safe, secure, thrifty.
Every Calloway county youth thinks of the Bank of Murray as his close
and personal friend, because youth respects strength.
Let this hank be your safeguard through times of emergency.

Free
Parking

350 ROOMS FRom$2.

BANK OF MURRAY

WITH PRIVATE BATH,SHOWER
AND CIRCULATING ICE WATER

S T. LO U I S
MISSOURI

it
"Big Enough to Take Care of You—Small Enough to Be Aware of You",.
Deposits-Up to $5,004100 Protected by F. p. I. C.

LOCUST AT
EIGHTEENTH

.1 1
,kJ:

It pays to read our Classifieds.

-
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•
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12-8. On the return game, we
defeated them by a 22-5 score.
Last Friday afternoon our team
met Hazel on their diamond and
we won by a score of 15-10.
The honor roll for the third
month is as follows:
First grade, Glavious Rogers;
Edward Hargrove, Lucetta Finney,
Imo Lee Hargrove, Loretta Turner;
second grade, Doris Adams, Patsy
Wilson, Clysta Finney, and Tellus
Hargrove; third grade, Earl Adams, Juanita Hargrove, Clifton
Finney, Linda Stone, Irene Lamb,
and Emma Joe Adams; fourth
grade, Dwain Adams, Bobbie Gene
Wilson, Billie Gene Lamb and
Willie Mae Lamb; fifth grade, Sue
Hurt; sixth grade, Freida Fee
Black; seventh grade, Rebecca
Youngblood; eighth grade, Lowell
Adams, Ray Broach and Toye
Marine.

Kicking'Em
Around

FOR SAL-E

HERE'S A BRAND NEW kind of lighting

1

We are beginning our fourth
month of school with good attendance and records.
Tuesday afternoon, October 1, the
mothers met for their regular
meeting. Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Mary Kirkland and Mrs.
Hazel Adams to thirteen mothers
upper
visitors. The
and four
GRIDPIX
Tied 2 grades have the picture in their
Lost 7
Won 31
room this month for having the
Murray High 20, Fulton 0
most mothers present.
Murray 27, Conway 7
, A large crowd attended our free
Ohio State 14. Northwestern 7
program. Our pie supper was
Michigan 30, Harvard 0
very successful. Our profit was
Indiana 6, Nebraska 10
fourteen dollars and eighty-eight
Notre Dame 13, Ga.. Tech 20
cents. We wish to thank everyone
Kentucky 20, Vanderbilt 0
who had a part in making it a
Miss. State 13, Auburn 14
success.
Clemson 0, Wake Forrest 13
Our ball team hasn't been deTexas A&M 15. UCLA 0
Pittsburgh 7, Southern Meth. 19 teated this year but once. Potterdefeated us with a score of
town
Santa Clara 20, Stanford 14

Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Cole of
near Penny were Sunday dinner
guests of the latter's uncle Minus
When Lew Ayres sells a big lasaranee policy le Lloyd Nolan he is Lee and family. Afternoon calelrs
unaware that his client is one of the town's most notorious racketeers. in the Lee home were Mr. and
Mrs. Halt Adams.
The scene is from "The Golden Fleecing," comedy-drama showing today
Mr. and Mrs. Hester Kendall
as
seen
is
the
left,
at
Virginia
Grey,
screen.
Varsity
thte
on
Friday
and
Mrs. Sherman
visited Mr. and
gangster's "moll."
Ward Sunday afternoon.
Mx. and Mrs. Hershel Oliver
moved last week from Bill Duncan's place to near Buchanan,
Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brandon and
baby were guess Saturday night
in the home 'of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Childress and they had as their
Sunday dinner guests Mr. and Mrs.
WITH
Alvie Lovett.
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Holland,
Mr. and Mrs. Olvie Towery, Mr.
and Mrs. Dale Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy,
Henry. Lewis and son
imto
failed
team,
ran-coached
STEAK
A LOT AT
Prentice Holland, Miss Sue HolThere was a let at stake last press with all the dope and stuff land attended the birthday dinFriday evening that few but the about his being able to gain three ner Sunday, September, 22 in honMurray Tigers knew about. Rudy yards each time he carried the or of Mrs. Nancy Towery's
Allbritten, genial restauranteur, ball . . . . In seven tries, he got birthday in the home of Mr. and
had promised each one of the high exactly six yards . . .
Mrs. Roscoe Towery near Newberg.
school players a steak dinner if
Joe Parr, starting center, for 'the
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce McClard
they succeeded in defeating the Cardinals, is a former Murray High
children visited Mr. and Mel
and
Cardinals of "We Play Murray For student and got his start in footUkley Brown Sunday afternoon.
Practice" fame. (He paid off Tues- ball under Coach "Ty" Holland . .
Mrs. Albert Cunningham and
Ed Wilson Farmer played his best
day night).
their
visited
Arlene
daughter
Then too, Murray businessmen, game since he has been wearing uncle Mr. John Creekmur, of Murbehind the leadership "of Ronald Bengal stripes ,Friday night . . . ray who is ill, one day recently.
Churchill, contributed generously With the Mayfield line gunning for
Franklin Parish left for Detroit
to allow the Tiger squad a trip to Buchanan and Williams, Farmer a few days ago.
long
for
again
and
time
scampered
Nashville to see the Vanderbilt—Blue Eyes
gains . . . And speaking of "gunKentucky game Saturday.
probably
backs
Mayfield
ning",
Let's hope all these honors do
MURRAY CIRCUIT
got plenty tired of having that
not prevent the Tigers from play- twin-cylindered
express,
tackle
ing a good game against Fulton toFourth Quarterly ConferThe
Brumley,
Ben
and
Albert. Crider
night. The Bulldogs are reputedhit them with everything but the ence will be at Lynn Grove next
ly tough, and would like nothing
water bucket. The Mayfield line, Saturday. Rev: C. N. Jolly will
better than a Tiger steak.
while contrary to reports that it preach at 11:00 o'clock., Dinner at
conference in
REMEMBER THE BUSTLE ERA? was small, was just about as the church and the
large a high school line that is in the afternoon.
Don't be dismayed about this
at Marpreach
The pastor will
the conference . . .
head, but we happened to be thinkThe stunt of the Mayfield root- tin's Chapel at 11 o'clock next
0-0
night's
Saturday
last
about
ing
yell "We Sunday and at New Hope at 7:00
ers chiming in with
tie Morehead and Murray played,
Play Murray for Practice" after p. m. Bible study at Goshen each
and we had a particular eye on
the Cardinals scored their second Wednesday at 7 p. m. Church
the Thoroughbred offense.
touchdown, had.some of the down- School at each church at 10 a. m.
Murray looked good defensively, town drugstore coaches talking
H. L. Lax, Pastor
wasn't strong Saturday morning . . -"If this be
offense
but its
enough to play the "Last Rose of true." they say. "then we wonder
Summer- on the harmonica . . . what they have all the other
Or else Morehead had a stiff de- games for' .
And we're still
fense. The Eagies had Murray wondering just why this was callshifting
by
worried
constantly
ed an upset, because the Cardin.,
The sun is shining over here in
Tennessee today and it seems as their tackles as the ends crashed als just haven't shown what the
have
should
this
even
but
in,
agin.
here
Tigers have this year . . . They
though summer-time is
The writer has bee absent for a caused the Racers little worry after did not exhibit the all-round power
half
few weeks.
or finesse that Murray showed
The °livers stopped a few minThere was no deception in the even in its first two games, much
utes with Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Tre- Blueblood offense, and rarely did less the way the Bengals performvattaff—recently and they were they depart from the usual system
ed Friday night ...
glad to see the old folks again.
the line
Calloway County. doesn't have any of running two plays into
ocan
AND PASSES
with
PUNTS
kicking,
then
and
than
around
finer folks scattered
casional pass or reverse thrown in.
these.
Johnson played the
"Peanuts"
This week-end will find the
Friends and neighbors gathered
ever play
at Ivie Bishop's tobacco patch Horses meeting a tough bunch of best game he'll probably
Tuesday and cut his tobacco. We Arkansas boys . .". Almost too on defense against Morehead . . .
want to thank each and every one tought. the coaches say. But we His line-backing just couldn't have
of the folks that helped in this believe
Murray been beaten by anyone Saturday
honestly that
work and your other kind deeds should win by two touchdowns or night .
Tune and again he
during his illness. Just hoping
smeared the runner for a loss . . .
.
.
more
can
family
the
of
rest
the
and
Ivie
Pliul Buchanan now has comdo as much for you some day.
pleted 21 passes in 32 atteMpts for
Those helping cut tobacco were CARDINAL-BENGAL
Murray High.
Henry Hutson, Grady Housden, SIDELIGHTS
Probably the greatest collection
McClain. ace kicker for.- the
Robert Petty, John Burton. Errett
Gene
highof college stars from various
Graves Countiana is the best
Williams, J. C. Williams.
Alton, Brent Morris. Bob Allbrit- school kicker this corner has seen schools, except in the "pro" ranks,
ten, Jim Allbritten. Warlict Hut- in a long time . . . L. D. Cryor can be seen tomorrow night in
son, Jim Simmons, Noah Maynard. "imported fullback" for the Coch- Conway Bear uniforms . . . Many
Cub Bishop and Mason Hill.
Truman Oliver has been on the
sick list for the past week. Dr.
Miller nas been attending him.
—Sweet Pea

Hazel Route 1

Coldwater School

Hico News

Sunny Tennessee
News

nly

of these fellows played a while In
major schools and .then transferred
to Conway . . . Transfers from
Murray. Alabama, Mississippi State,
Texas A&M, and others are listed
on the Bear roster . . . Edd Donoho, who for three years played a
regular tackle here after getting a
good freshman year in, is on the
squad . . .
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-c_oil, at
Senator is out of step with the Ad- age of some will not serve e
te oiai
at it later
ministration, so what can we do? well. Those claiming to have the
7. Information.
minstrel program corn.
•
ear of the centralized forces
I. Publish at least two news letcomposed of Joe Pat
A new problem is soon to conadministration should
B. Wilson and Herman ters.
front us. It is in the form of an this
demands to better regulate tie
2. Make contributions to local
excuse "that we are to have imlocation of road funds. A
proved roads for military moveAnother item of business brought newspapers.
FIlis
her uf either branch of the la
"National Eerinomy Pork Sale" in' iatoiss the house was that of pub- - 3. Keep a chapter scrapbook.
The total strength of the U. S.
ments. This however, will divert
!alert, diminishes his power, o
4. keet an F. F. A. sign near Marines have been ordered inSpring Brought hither Prices
all construction money to the few
lishing a Future Farmer newslethas any. to represent his pe
to Producers
main roads. The Commissioner is
ter. It was 'decided upon that we the schoul or on the highway creased to 38.600. Sgt. Silinski, Ofwhen he accepts a minor joi,
ficer in ocharge, of the Evans\!Ile,
ready to go to bat, so he is quoted
will publish two newsletters this leading to the school.
admienstration. A chaii ,
National consumption of pork school year. One each semester.
5. Conduct .ene chapel program Ind., reZruiting station announced
Of course the
in the newspapers.
was increased 25", over the corthis week.
building of of a campaign is satisfied e
the
continue
will
this
The program of work alir 1940he gets a job ok is given to ,.
responding period in 1939 and 410
the
Super-Highways in certain, sections
This increase will bring
prestige to give jobs to his pc2 METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
snore than the rive aear average - 41 is as follows:
said sections at Ore his
to
acceptable
to
authorized
Corps
its
Marine
I Supervised Practice
advantage. A chairman ,*
for the months of February. March '
of the state. sonal
parts
many
of
neglect
of
size
the
fifth
one
of
strength
on
carry
superSunday. October 13. 19441
a campaign is the servant of
and April as a reselt of the aNa-1. 1. Each member
If the demandlor Military roads
are
Marines
The
Navy.
S.
U.
the
vised
practice.
•
last
party if he is net a selfish s
tweet Ecbnomy Pork Sale"
are of such importance, then it is
At the morning worship hour, calling for volunteers and the quovidual. A member of the a
spring according to the report of , 2. Encourage each member to caras much the job of the Federal
will ta is unlimited without waiting
pastor
is the servant of all
lature
results of this "toducer-Consumer , ry out at least 10 approved farm 10:50 o'clock, the
forts
build
to
is
it
(as
Goverment
the
in
or
delay.
preach on "Room fur all
Campaien" just released by the , practices.
people, regardless of party if h,
projects)
preparedness
other
or
text:
the
from
Lurd'',
3. Give a prize to the student work of the
Nstinnal Association of Food Chains.
serves well. If he tries to punish
to build certain roads or to build
Chain store sales of pork and pork having the most outstanding farm "Go ye also into the vineyard;
another party aettIt
hold down ti_ member of
still
and
bridges,
certain
that
right,
is
'whatsoever
•
arid
1939
over
practice program.
products increased 56',
called faction, he will near
the truck loading, will do the gen- so
4. Sponsor one project-visiting shall ye receive". Matt. 20:7. Oc.and 75'; over the preeeding 5-year
always punish a good /
The second and third grades
eral traffic no good.
casionally some one will say to a
tour.
average for these months.
who is a good man of a.
had something of Mrs. Rains' room are showing
nImproved. „party.
I
wish
"I
the
for
pastor:
time
is
It
exhibit
to
members
5.
Encourage
was
hogs
for
market
The early
"Golthe
over
enthusiasm
much
Every pascounties • or those off the proposed
-T. 0. TURNER nrevented from "crashing through products in local and county fairs, to do in the church:*
den Jubilee" to be held at the
military roads to get busy for their
- Wr has more jobs than he has
as 2 Cooperation
the bottom" and hog prices actually
school October 17.
them.
fill
to
for
People
demand
and
consecrated
protection
own
4.--Purchase cooperatively prorose during April. Other livestock
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCII
The second grade is very intercounty allotments in proportion to
prices were maintained steady to ducts used by members in super- Every Sunday-school, superintend- ested in the animal parade, they
find
to
is
it
equit,hard
an
how
and
local
knows
demands
their
ent
vised
practice.
higher and the lost pork market
J. E. Skinner. Pastor
are preparing to exhibit at the
able share of state money.
2. • Sell cooperatively products capable and .consecrated teachers.
was recaptured. The drive for inRegular monthly preaching and
Jubilee.
have for many years made a business meeting at 11:00 o'clock
The world and the church are on Golden
creased consumption of pork was produced by...Chapter members.
The third grade has just comfight for local justice in road Saturday morning, October 12-3. Cooperate with school and the watch for folks who will do
put on lay chain stores and other
pleted a unit on the Yellow Stone
building as well as general road please note the change from 2:00
retailers at the request of the Na- other community organizations in the Wk. Look round you and National Park.
do
to
something
find
and
:school
will
building. I have dared to criticize p. rn.. to 11:00 a. na
you
Hone] Swine Growers Association sponsoring worthwhile
The fifth and sixth grade room
it.
do
to
want
you
community
activities.
if
latices
waste and • incompetence in our,
when
producers
and other
are working on
Curd's
Miss
of
Sufiday School at 10 a. in. Sunsupplying materials
4. Aid in
reed system. I do endorse the
for hops to the'grower had declined
Rev. C. N. Jolly, our district booklets and health posters this
followed by semen -by the
used in homes -beautification and simerintendeet, will preach for us
curtailment of expenses by Com- day,
below production resets.
pastor at 11:00 a. m.
week.
take
to
Donaldson,
but
•
missioner
The backbone of the promotion improvement
at the evening hour, 7:30 o'clock,
shown
be
Three ball games were played Starring Joan Bennett teenier), 'The Man I Married" will
A cordial invitation is extended
campaign was newspaper adver3. Leadership
You will enjoy hearing Bro. Jolly.. on the home diamond Friday after- Tuesday and Wednesday at the 11'a:silty Theatre. In the thrilling picture, all savings and all resources to
tising with 8.000 newspapers carryI. Each member serve on some
certain localities to the disadvant- to all to attend all these services.
There will be the public installa- noon. The eighth grade boys were
which ass produced by Darryl F. aanuck, are iclockwise from upper
ing the message of special values committee and help preside over tion of the officers of the Epworth
defeated by a few scores by the
in pork to snore than 25.000.000 some meeting during the year.
League at 6:45, the regular hour eighth graders of Coldwater school. tete Francis Lederer, Lloyd Nolan and Anna Sten, eho are starred with
readers.
• 2. Provide training in parliamen- of the league service.
The senior boys and girls' teams Joan Bennett, while Johnny Russell, Maria Ouspenskaya, Otto Kruger
Kentucky took a prominent role tary proceedure for all. members
Prof. L. R. Putnam will sing for played Kirksey. The girls were and Ludwig Sto,ssel are featured.
in the campaign, according to the of the chapter.
us at the morning worship hour. defeated by Kirksey 21-13, while
Kentucky Chain Stores Council.
3. Train boys for Future, and
The Sunday-school at 9:30 is a the boys of Hazel defeated the
Kentucky newspapers were used in State Farmer degrees.
'and much of that incomplete. No
service for all members of the famadvertising the "National Pork
Rural Projects have been com4. Send delegates to the FFA ily and no household can afford Kirksey lads 15-8.
havby
Our school was honored
Economy Sale" and 'were generous State convention.
pleted. The Almu road, two yeare
its helpful service. ing as chapel speaker. Midshipman
without
be
to
in thteir contributiens of news and
without bridges, is a great handi5. Enter members in public Miss Jane Melugin now has charge
Contributions to this-Column
Delmus Hawks of the United States
editorial space in this successful speaking,
speaking.
impromptu
children from 6 to 13 years Navy.
upon topics of interest are al-' cap to the school busses: the WisNot often are students
effort to help the farmer. Miss essay contests, and other activities of the
well and Crossland road, a high
ways welcome. They do not
of these
privileged to hear such addresses,
Florence Imlay, extension special- included 'in the state program of of _age at the meetings
grade road without bridges, havnecessarily express the views
young folks at 6:45.
ise in Foods and Nutrition. Ken- work. .
one felt almost as though a trip
newspaper.
this
of
in each case to ford crFeks
ing
Only five motes Sundays. till the
tucky•Extension Service, rendered
and in rainy weather making it
6. Train boys for leadership in meeting of the Memphis Annual to the Far East had been taken.
a great service in developing com- community •organizations and acSort of an Abra ca dabra effect,
Conference at Jackson. Tenn., on as rescriptions of customs, peoples, LET'S AT LEAST HAVE ROADS impossible for traffic to travel
munity programs throughout the tivities.
over it. This is an inexcusable
Wednesday n;ght, November 13, clothing. and food were so vividly
state to encourage increased conWe are thankful, for the small condition. Three times they haVe
4. Earnings
when the 100th anniversary of the pictured by the speaker in well
eurnption of pork.
I. .Sppriscir at least three proamount of black-top on the Con- made estimates of the cost of these
Bulletins issued by the Kentucky grams to -raise funds for the chap- organization of the Memphis Con- chosen words. How we wish we
ference will be observed. We have could have more such speeches cord road, even though it extends small bridges indicating that they
Chain Stores Council and clipping ter.
•
only to the Paris Bridge. This would be built, but yet nothing
'
much to do as a church to be
from Kentucky newspapers were
2. Each member of chapter earn ready when that time comes, for. and less dry, stale matter to ab- project was set up for last year, has been done.
used in the final report of Results
sorb our time.
and save enough to raise him to
We had hoped with a little closer
but failed to get through the
of course, we will meet in full all
by the National Association of Food
1190-19411
the next degree.
This improved cooperation of the WPA and RHW
obligations for the eyar.
Chains as typical of initiative in
Don't forget the Golden Jubilee campaign squeeze.
individual and chapter
'Pay
3.
visitors
we would make more progress,
that
but
all
We corctially invite
states and local communities to
celebration to be held at Hazel, stretch of road Is very nice
time.
project, of
create interest whicheeesulted in dues on
and strangers in Murray to meet October 17.
Excellent program. unless it has a seal coat it will but as yet not a single
Scholarship
5.
greater consumption of pork.
with us in our regular services,
not hold up, but probably the either department, has been com1. Each ,member of the chapter assuring them of a brotherly at- valuable prizes from 9 a. re. to 10 Maintenance Department will look pleted. working on many prop. m.,
be in the upper 40'S of the class
jects but completing none. They
•
titude in all things that pertain to
Don't fail to come as birthday after'
in all subjects.
the church and to the kingdom id parties are not available every
The rest of the Concord road is are like shoe without soles.
2. Post an F. F. A. honor roll
God.
The contract for the construction
delayed as they claim pending the
day in the year.
each six weeks.
By Harold Grogan. Reporter
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor
Principal speaker of the morn- agreement with the TVA on the of the north boundary street in
6. Recreation
' The Hate! Chapter of Future
change of location 'of the lower Murray has been let and a few
ing is to be Dr. Will Mason.
Democrats and Republicans alike -men and women who
1. Have one outing during the
Farmers met Thursday night. OcAthletic events, lunch, radio end where the flooded area will pieces of equipment have been
tober 3. to make out the program year.
believe in a FREE America should belong to -and work For
the
that
seems
It
brought
but
in
have to be relocated. However it
,
stars!
2. Have three parties during the
for the year.
seem that the part to the Concord winter will come on and stop the
The Future Farmer Negro mins- year.
s
"Willkie For President Club."
bridge should be surfaced now, but job before completion.
Eron Hubbs was severely burnFIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
3. Hold a father and son banquet.
trel was set fur October 26. The
be
to
seems
County
Come In Now And Help Elect Wendell Willkie!
Calloway
Central
the
with
contact
without
caught
4. Provide entertainment for al ed last week when his car
ticket committee composed of. Bill
Office at Frankfort we are as out of out of touch, and with no contact
A. V. Havens, Minister
Ed Hendon, Johnny Owen and least half of the regular chapter fire." The flames had gained
This advertissmeset is spensefeci be the Willi.i• 1., Prs.klmst Chas
"Establishing Real Democracy," luck as orphans in Calloway as we man. Our Representative cannot
headway before he discovered it.
Ardest Erwin was appointed to meetings.
ef lienteishy mut TM Neettunky &publican Cempaign Committee.
5 Have a F. F A. basketball Mr. Hubbs' conditions is reported will be the sermon subject of A. have gotten nothing in road im- make any demands because he is
work on the prace of the tickets.
V. Havens, minister of the First provernent that was not set up employed as a foreman and is
as improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Comes Alexander Christian Church, 'at the morning under the Chandler administration, afraid or is without prestige. Our
Sunday.
and son James Ray spent Wednes- Worship, service, next
day night with Mr. and Mrs. Clen- Refering to his subject. Mr. Havnature
the
presenting
"In
Mr.
said,
ens
Hardin.
of
don Byers. east
and Mrs. Joe Young and daugh- and results of real democracy,
ters were . bed-time visitors in one frequentase hears the rejoinder,
'That is all very nice, but how are
the Byers home.
Elgin,
Hamilton
• Watches by Bulova,
Mr. and Mrs. George Bell and you going to get it?' Attempts to
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden McCallon answer this question have been
Pen 8c Pencil Sets, - Diamond Sets
were dinner guests of Clyde Bell the basis of every revolution and
Silverware
every reform movement. Some
and family Sunday.
Mrs. Eudell Walston and little have felt that it could be done by
West Side Court Square
L
son Jerry and Mrs. Walston's obtaining a certain form of govbrother. Howard Tidwell. left last ernmental organization; others have
championed certain economic arweek for Detroit.
THE JEWELER
Mrs. Lucy Hubbs is sending rangements such as Technocracy,
two weeks as the guest of her son, cooperatives, and the Townsend
Old Father Time has a
•
"Jeremiah." Mr. Havens
Eron Hubbs who was severe! burn- plan.
way of playing tricks on
with
confronted
"when
stated.
Calvert
of
ed recently. and family
this problem, turned his attention
City.
hOuses. You don't even
Mrs. Reba Alexander' was the to something more fundamental
realize time is passing undevices.
instruments and
guest of Mrs. Genoa Ruseell Satur- than
That fundamental necessity will
day afternoon_
one day you notice that,
til
Bud Tidwell, Mr. and Mrs. Joinn be presented in this sermon as
the
walls- of your rooms
of
establishment
the
for
basis
the
Tidwell and Cecil Hargis 'Were
look shabby; or you visit
Good Poplar weather boarding, $2.00 per hundred
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. real democracy," said Mr. Havens.
This sermon will be the fourth
Joe Tidwell. near Hazel, Sunday.
a friend's new home and
2x4 12 ft. lengths and down (sized) $2 per hundred
Mise Betty Ann Hargis was the in _a • series of sermons on, "Reit -suddenly occurs to you
Mr.
guest of Miss Dorothy Neil Russ ligion -and Democracy" which
that your own home is'iio
Longer length a small amount more
eal Friday n:ght--Brown Eyes. .1 Havens is delivering as a contri'Oution to the nation's defense eflonger modern-because
fort. • They have been planned to
We have a good stock of poplar finishing lumber.
it hasn't up-to-date_plumbGarrard county farmers have deal with matters which lie at the
ing or 'wiring or heating.
' laid in supplies to cure tobacco by roots.„ of any' clatfen.se scheme.
In the market for all kinds of logs.
Or perhaps your home
Their purpose is to inspire an
4
1
/
understanding and appreciation of
'begins to seem a little.
the democratic -way and thus belga
eratnped now that the
ter national unity and resistance.
.children are growing up.
Three more sermons in the series
have been planned.
Weil; here's a way to outThe-,beautiful organ prelude.. by
Mrs. Francis Coleman Johnson will
trick Father Time at his
10:50:
at
promptly
begin
Check
quiet little game
"The Conveision of Jonah." will
over your home and see
be the sermon subject at the Sunwhat it needs to make it
day night church service which
will begin at 7:30.
modern.
The, Young People's Society of
'Someone • has told pou atiotit how many different veins of coal there are;
Christian Endeavur will meet at
Nrk il
No .9."--1\0 _11
No, 14 ete but not all No -6 veins have the'same burning
Wiret repeire are. needed
&se. Sunday evening."ni the yiYung
t improvements.
.
w
people's perlorl"aa
qualities. Neither do any of the other v('ins. Some coals have more heat imits,
School, led by'l
The Sunday
would ,make it more livmoreor less ash, more or less clinker, but I try to sell you a coal that will give
Superintendent R. L. Waskeassrtil
able- more efficient begin at .9:30 Sunday mornineayou the • best heat, less -ashes less clialcei- at the lowest 'po4sitilei4ost.
more attractive?
.. .
- - • -- • 4 .
. The Tea-Talk for all young
people. will be held Wednesday
• Some people say there is no difference in coal. But you might just as well
night at 7 o'clock. at the home of
Fix up your home this fall ... fight now.
say thee-is no difference in wood. Is,gum wood as good as hickory wood?
the minister.'
.Even if you haven't ready cash, you can
e
• o
date. The
mittee is
Lame. Joe

Officials State
4000 Vacancies
In U. S. Marines

Hog Growers Were
Helped by Chains

THE LOVE OF ONE WOMAN

Hazel High School

to"

THE PUBLIC VOICE

mat 71,44,

WIRKIE For PRESIDENT
CLUB TODAY

IN MURRAY

Hazel F. F. A. News

Heath News

HELP PUT KENTUCKY IN THE WilLKIE COLUMN

DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY
In All Modes

Check YOUR HOME

For Needed Improvements

H.B,BAILEY

LUMBER MARKET ADVANCING
See Sykes Bros. Before Buying

COAL!
COAL!
'COAL!

•••••

• When -3,.-ou want quality coal at a reasonable cot call 286-J.

L. F. THURMOND

i
.

.

.

We also .sell Globe Fertilizers,'the world's best, at the lowest prices. Call
uleAfor your fertilizer.
I do;a good job Of cleaning "our wheat at reasonable prices.
• .
...
I have a feed mixer that will mix yclur feeds thoroughly. Why pay.a high
price 'for commVcial-feedS when you have, the raw materials on your farm
and -can have them mixed adding what you like an make a good.commercial
teed at a much lower cOst than you can buy it for. .
-.
.

...
hurmond

L
-

Phone 386-J
_

•

FHA Pay By The Month Plan

miles of electric
Twenty-five
in
being constructed
, lines are
Rockcastle county.

Call Us for Estimates ... You'll be Thankful the Rest of Your Life !

CALLOWAY: CQUNTY

.70 Relieve_
Misery of

I

•
_

S

6
4:1666
UOLID.IABLETS. SALVCSIOSIL

.•

*

.••••••

MURRAY, KY,

PHONE 72

MOM

-v.

se, •

•

Repairs - Redecorating
Remodeling - Modernization

There will be a pie supper' at
this school on Saturday night. October 5..- Everyone -is invited.
, Theootionor roll for the. third
month ig as follows:
Second grade, Wanda June Crouse
and Jo Ann Greentield: thtrd
arouse;
grade, Annie Elizabeth
fourth grade, A. G. Donelson; fifth
June
and
Been
Drinkard
grade.
Betty June Cunningham seventh
Moody, Vester
grade, Geneva
, Crouse. and Charles Nanny. .

Araaholi.

•

fix up your home on the FHA Plan with
convenient monthly payments out of
your income. Let us give you the details.

SPRING CREEK SCHOOL

,me*,aommt MmentIMMM
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